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REl>oRT
No. 93-441

ALVIN V. BURT, JR., EILEEN WALLACE KENNEDY POPE,
AND DAVID DOUGLAS KENNEDY, A MINOR

AuGUST

2, 1973.-Committed to the Committee of the Whole House and
ordered to be printed

Mr. DANIELSON, from the Committee on the Judiciary, -·/-;~ r~ s
submitted the following

>·

REPORT

i~

[To accompany H.R. 6624]

The Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was referred the bill

(H,R. 6624) for the relief of Alvm V. Burt, Jr., and the estate of
Douglas E. Kennedy, deceased, having considered the same, report
favorably thereon with amendments and recommend that the bill do
pass.
The amendments are as follows:
Page 1, lines 6 and 7, strike "$73,500 to the estate of Douglas E. Kennedy, deceased, in accordance with" and insert "$36,750 to Eileen Wallace Kennedy Pope, widow of Douglas E. Kennedy, deceased, and
the sum of $36,750 to the legal guardian of David Douglas Kennedy, a
minor, son of Douglas E. Kennedy, deceased, for the use and benefit
of the said David Dou~las Kennedy, as provided in".
Page 1, line 11, after 1972," insert "as a gratuity".
Page 2, line 1, strike "estate" and insert "said Eileen Wallace Kennedy Pope and the said David Douglas Kennedy".
Amend the title to read: "A bill :for the relief of Alvin V. Burt,
Junior, Eileen Wallace Kennedy Pope, and David Douglas Kennedy,
a minor."
PURPOSE

The purpose of the proposed legislation, as amended, is to pay
Alvin V. Burt, ,Jr. $45,482.00; Eileen Wallace Kennedy Pope, the
widow of Douglas E. Kennedy, deceased, $36,750; and the legal guardian of David Douglas Kennedy, a minor, the son of Douglas E. Kennedy, deceased, $36,75{). The amounts paid as provided in the bill
follow those recommended in the opinion in a Congressional Reference
case and would be paid in full and final settlement of the claims of the
namPd individuals based upon the injuries and related disabilities and
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damages suffered by Alvin V. Burt and the late Douglas E. Kennedy
on or about May 6, 1965, and thereafter as the result of wounds caused
by gunfire from a United States checkpoint in Santo Domingo,
Dominican Republic, manned by United States Marines.

The opinion in the Congressional Reference case details the basis
for. the amoll!lts rec?~n:ended. It is poin~ed out that the pain and suffermg expenenced mitially by each claimant was severe. Even with
su:periOr m~dical care an_d treatmen~, it was pointed out that some
P.am and d1s~omfo~t pers~sted and with respect to Mr. Burt will contmue for an mdefimte period. Each claimant received multiple wounds
from machine gun. fire. ~~r.. Kennedy was hit in the head and left leg
and was more se~wusl;y: lllJUr~d than Mr. Burt. Each had multiple
meta~ fragme~ts m their bodies from the bullets and each required
multiple surgical procedures to repair damage to bones, nerves and
o~her. tissues. After hospitalization, Mr. Burt returned to work part
time m August 1965 and Mr. Kennedy returned to work in the summer of 1966. Do~g!as E. Kennedy died. in Can::da on November 10,
1971, ~mt the Opm~on states that there IS no evidence that his death
was direc~lY. or md1r~ctly caused ~y the ~uns~ot wounds he received.
The Opm10n ex~mmes the questiOn of Impaired earning ability and
other elements whiCh bear upon the right to recovery. Each individual
was ~orced to make changes in his occupation as a result of the injury
sustamed on May 6, 1965. The recommendations in the Opinion were
based upon the following recapitulation and assignment of values:

STATEMENT

On May 21, 1968, the House of Representatives passed the House
Resolution, H. Res. 1110 referring the private bill, H.R. 9752, to the
Chief Commissioner of the Court of Claims as a Congressional Reference case as provided in sections 1492 and 2509 of title 28, United
States Code. The O:pinion in that case was filed November 16, 1972
and provides the basis for the provisions of H.R. 6624 as amended by
the Committee. The Opinion in the Congressional Reference case and
the accompanying Findings of Fact are set out following this report
and made a part of this report.
In 1962, Mr. Alvin V. Burt was the Latin American'Editor of the
Miami Herald. Mr. Douglas E. Kennedy was the Chief Photographer
of the Miami Herald. On May 3, 1965, Mr. Kennedy and Mr. Burt
took a commercial airliner to San Juan, Puerto Rico, and the next
day were flown to Santo Domingo on a U.S. Navy plane. The;:
travelled to the Dominican Republic as newsmen to cover the civil
strife in that Country. As is noted in the Opinion, by May 5, 1965 the
United State-s Army and Marine Forces assigned to the area were performin~ a peace-keeping role and, as a part of those efforts, were
maintaming a zone of neutrality which had been established to separate two contending local groups. It was at one of the checkpoints
established to control passage through the neutral zone that the tragedy referred to in this bill occurred. The Opinion in the Congressional
Reference case noted that the United States endeavored to encourage
broad press coverage and to assist newsmen in such matters as transportation and services after arrival. Newsmen were advised by United
States diplomatic and military personnel that accredited press representatives would be passed through checkpoints upon showing
credentials.
Mr. Kennedy and Mr. Burt rented a car on May 6, 1965 and drove
through a checkpoint into the so-called "rebel" zone. They returned
along a waterfront avenue toward another checkpoint designed Checkpoint AI pha. This was a pedestrian checkpoint blocked by a tank and
an armoured vehicle. This car which was marked with the word
"PREKSA", the Spanish word for "press", approached slowly. The
Marine officer in charge of the checkpoint ordered a Spanish speaking
corporal forward to halt the car. The driver of the ear complied with
his hand signal to stop some 25 to 30 meters away from the blockade.
The Corporal called for the occupants to get out, but this request was
not immediately complied with. After several minutes, the Dominican
driver opened his door and began to get out. At this point, there were
several rounds of rifle fire from the area beyond the claimants' car.
At this, the driver slammed his door, the car accelerated violently in
reverse, and at this point the Marines opened fire on the car. Both
Alvin V. Burt, Jr. and Douglas E. Kennedy were badly wounded and
the injuries they sustained were those for which compensation would
be paid as provided in this bill.

Recapitulation and assignment of values
Douglas E. Kennedy :
(1) Pain and suffering from May 6, 1965 to Nov. 10, 197L _______ $25,000
(2) Physical disability from May 6, 1965 to Nov. 10, 197L_________ 20,000
(8) Lost earnings due to decreased earnings capacity (6.5 years at
$2,500 per annum)--------------------------------------- 16,250
Total-------------------------------------------------------

20 percent adjustment for inflation*----------------------------

61,250
12,250

Total-------------------------------------------------------

78,500

Alvin V. Burt:
(1) Pain and suffering from May 6, 1965 to Aug. 81, 1972_______ _ 10,000
Future: at $250 per annum for 28.67 years ___________ _
7,168
(2) Physical disability from May 6, 1965 to Aug. 31, Hl72 _______ _ 5,000
Future: at $200 per annum for 28.67 years _____________ _
5, 734
(3) Future medical expenses------------------------------------ 10,000
Total -------------------------------------------------------

20 percent adjustment for inflation*-----------------------------Total

37,902
7, 580

-----------------------------------------------~------ 45,482

*During period from May 6, 1965, to AuguRt 1972.

On the basis of the reasons stated in the Opinion, the Review Panel
of Commissioners concluded that the claimants had established that
the United States has a moral obligation to recognize the claims of the
twC! :r:ewspaper';llen. The basis ~or this conclusiOn is detaJ1e4 in the
Opm1on whiCh IS appended to this report. In essence, the Opmwn held
that considerations bearing on the "sovereign honor and good conscience" of the United States dictate an obligation to compensate the
persons injured in this incident. It was pointed out that Mr. Burt and
Mr. Kennedy were present in the Dominican Republic to observe and
report the events transpiring there and their presence was directly
attributable to the encouragement and even the logistical support of
the United States Government. As to the actions of the Marmes, the

4
Opinion stated that the Marine gunfire that caused serious injuries
to these two men was an unquestionably tragic occurrence that, with
the benefit of hindsight, was unwarranted. As was noted in the concurring opinion, the facts of the case make it clear that the start of
firing by the Marine guard involved a collapse of discipline and a loss
of command control that was not warranted by the circumstances.
While the Marine guard's actions may not have met the tests of actionable negligence as required in a court of law, it is also clear that these
men would not have sustained multiple wounds and injuries had the
chain of command maintained control.
The Opinion found that the amount due to the estate of Douglas E.
Kennedy was $73,500, and that the sum due Alvin V. Burt is $45,482.
The committee was advised that Douglas E. Kennedy was survived
by his widow and a son, David Douglas Kennedy, who was born
May 11, 1969. The committee has recommended that the bill be amended
to provide for one-half of the $73,500, or $36,750, to be paid to the
widow and the other half, or $36,750, to the legal guardian of the minor
son, David Douglas Kennedy, for the use and benefit of the said
David Douglas Kennedy.
The committee agrees that the facts and circumstances provide the
basis of an obligation on the part of the United States to compensate
the individuals named in the amended bill in the amounts stated
therein. This is an obligatioin based upon broad moral principles of
right and justice. It is recommended that the amended bill be considered favorably.
The committee has been advised that an attorney has rendered services in connection with this matter. Accordingly, the bill carries the
customary limitation on attorney's fees.

}Stfort tbt C!bitf C!ommi~~iontr
of tbt
Wnittb a;tatt~ C!ourt of C!laim~
In Congressional Reference Case No. 2-68
(File<lffOV

1 b t7;,~ )

ALVIN V. BURT, JR., AND EILEEN 'VALLACE KENNEDY, EXECUTRIX OF THE ESTATE OF DOUGLAS E. KENNEDY, DECEASED v. THE UNITED
STATES
REPORT TO THE UNITED STATES HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Peter L. Nimkoff, attorney of record, for claimants.
George M. Beasley, I I I, with whom was Assistant Attorney
General II arlington lVood, Jr., for respondent.
Before FLETCHER, PreBiding OommisBioner of the Review
Panel, WILLI and HARKINs, Commissioners.

OPINION
BY THE REVIEW PANEL: By H. Res. 1110 of the 9oth Congress, the United States House of Representatives on May 21,
1968, referred H.R. 9752, a bill for the relief of Douglas E.
Kennedy 1 and Alvin B. 2 Burt, Junior, to the Chief Commis1 C!al•ut Kenned)o died November 10, 1971. His widow and sole executrix,
EJleeD, hae been duly substituted as claimant on decedent's behalf. Any compensatlon to tNt paid to Douglas E. Kennedy wlll be for the benefit of his estate.
In dti!CU.-11 heein, Kennedy will be referred to as the claimant.
• 'I'M record in this proceedlnr shows that claimant Burt's middle Initial
Is "V" rather than "B".
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sioner of the United States Court of Claims, pursuant to 28
U.S.C. § 1492 (1964) and 28 U.S.C. § 2509 (1965-8, Su~p.
IV). The Chief Commissioner referred the case to C~IUIDIS
sioner Louis Spector for proceedings in accordance with the
rules, and designated a review panel to consider the trial co~
missioner's report on the merits of claimants' right to receive
compensation for injuries sustained on May 6, 1965 in Santo
Domingo, Dominican Republic, when t~ey were ~ounded by
gunfire from United States Marines whil~ on ass1g~u~e~1t for
their employer, the Miami Herald, covermg the CIV!lmsurrection then occurring in that country.
The resolution here involved is unique in its special directions as to the standards by which claimants' demands are
to be evaluated. Thus, in addition to application of the statutory criteria of "* * * whether the demand is a -legal or
equitable claim or a gratuity, * * *" [28 U.S.C. § 2509(c)]
H. Res. 1110 prescribes that:
In the consideration of H.R. 9752 the Chief. Commissioner shall consider * * * negligence or other fault of
the U.S. and/or equity and gooO: CO'(tSc.ie"!'ce and any oth~r
matter within the court's JUnsdiCtiOn. [Emphasis
added.]
The quoted language was added to the resoluti?~' as introduced and later reported fa+orably by the Judiciary Committee, by a floor amendment offered without accompanying
explanation. 114 Cong. Rec., Part 11, p. 14212.
On May 18 1971 following a trial and briefing by the par'
' Spector issued an opinion accompame
. d
ties Commissioner
'
.
"
l
by 112 pages of findings. He concluded that m go~ conscience" the claimants were entitled to recompense m the
amount of $100,000 for Mr. Kennedy and $75,000 for Mr.
Burt.
On July 9, 1971, after noting its intention .to except to
the commissioner's report, respondent moved to reopen proof
in order to adduce the facts pertaining to claimant Kennedis
then-curren:t physical condition. The motion was allowed by
the review panel's order ofAugust 6, 1971, reopening proof
and remanding the ~use to the trial commissioner for further
proceedings. On November 10, 1971, l\fr. Kennedy died from
what medical records subsequently adduced by respondent
revealed were causes unconnected with the injuries on which

the present claim is predicated. On March 24, 1972, the trial
commissioner issued a supplemental opinion reaffirming all
findings and recommendations previously rendered.
Though we hold that the claimants have neither a legal nor
equitable claim within the meaning of 28 U.S.C. § 2509(c), we
aO'ree
with
the trial commissioner that their demands are
b
.
,·
compensable (albeit in lesser amounts and for somewhat
different reasons than he adopted) under the more liberal
"good oolisCience" standard added specially to the resolution
referrmg this_ entire matter here for evaluation.
·
We fui<f oui'Selves unable to affirm several of the trial
commif!Si.oner's conclusions in addition to those dealing with
the amounts of recompense properly due clahnants, viz, that
the Marines were negligent in shooting at the car occupied by
claimants, that in traveling in the so-called .rebel area of
Santo Domingo claimants did not assume the risk of being
shot at and, finally, that in failing to dismount from their
automobile when challenged at the checkpoint or to otherwise
identify' themselves to the Marine sentry stationE>d there,
claimants were not contributorily negligent in respect to the
shooting. that followed.
Despite. our inability to endorse the foregoing conclusions,
,-ve are in. general agreement with the trial commissioner's
comprehensive findings of evidentiary fact. 3 Therefore, while
we speeify in this opinion those facts that we deem essential
to our reccimmendation, we append the trial commissioner's
report as Appendix A for its in-depth presentation of background information and for such other matters as intere~ted
persons ':iriay'care to peruse.
·· ·
In Aptit-19135, a civil upheaval occurrPd in the Dominican
RepubljC 'hi the form of an armed contest between two competing groi1ps for control of that country's goveniment. 01i
April_~!{ 400 U.S. Marines were dispatched to Santo Domingo' }irotect American residents there and to safeguard
the evac~a.tion of many of them.

to

3 Claimants_err in contending that this court's Rule 147 (b) requires affirmance
of a trial'·commlssloner's factual determinations unless they are found to be
"clearly·erron~ons." OJ. Rule 52fa), Fed. R. Civ. P. Though Rule 141(b) In
terms ac~OJ;ds presumptive corJ·er•cuess to the trial commissioner's findings of
fact, such find-Ings will only w adnpted on review If support~>d by a preponderance of the evidence. Hebah v. United States, 197 Ct. Cl. 729, 753, 456 F. 2d
696, 710, cert. llenicd 10/13/72; Willett v. Unitell States, 186 Ct. CI. 775, 785,
787-88, 406 F. 2d 1346, 1352-53 11969) ; Miller v. United States, 168 c..
Cl. 49S, 501, 339 F. 2d 661, IJ62 (1DIJ.f).
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· By May 5 the United States Army and Marine forces assigned to the area had increased to approxima~l~ 16,000 and
had incurred 10 fatalities and 67 other casualties m performing the peace-keeping role tJhat our Government had und~r
ta.ken. The great increase in the military contingent's size
reflected the enlargement of its mission from that of merely
safeguarding American residents to maintaining the integrity
of a zone of neutrality that was established to separate the
two contending local groups a.nd was progressively increased
in size. It was at one of the checkpoints established to control
passage through the neutral zone that the tragedy underlying
the present reference occurred.
.
.
Happening, as it did, in the wa.ke of the Ill-fated "£!mted
StaOOs venture. in Cuha, the American involvement m the
Dominican situation was the subject of considerable public
and political debate and controversy. In these circumstances
the record re.&cts, and the trial commissioner found, that the
official policy of the United States Government was that of
encouraging broad press coverage ~d inv~~gation in ord~r
to promote the fullest polBible pubbc expos:twn ~f th~ z:eahties of the situation to which it had committed its military
might. Sudl a pol\cy also tended to effectively dispel any ad~
verse ~ of news suppression or concealment on the
part of the United States.
In furtherance of the above policy, the United States Navy
supplied press representatives with in-bound air transportation and lent ita services and facilities to their working needs
after their arrival in Santo Domingo.
Claimants arrived in Santo Domingo by Navy plane from
Puerto Rico on Kay 4 and pl"'CEleded to a downtown hotel,
Embajador, where the transient members of the press and
visiting United States diplomatic and military officials were
quartered. It was at this hotel that regular press briefings
were held by United States officials and news bulletms
released.
Although the two disputing factions had informally agreed
to a cease-fire on April 30, gu:n.fire, principally from rebel
snipers, was still prevalent in the city on May 4 and 5 and the
press corps, including claimants, was generally aware of that
fact.

On May 5 clain1ants reconnoitered the city. Mr. Kennedy,
the photographer, concentrated on taking pictures of newsworthy items while Mr. Burt, the writer, interviewed various
Dominican insurgents and Marine personnel in order to
gather .·.inat~rial for articles and dispatches. Among .the
·Marines that Mr. Burt visited with that afternoon at checkpoint Alpha was Corporal Gandia, who the following day
was to.be the sentry who challenged claimants' passage at the
same chookpoint immediately prior to the tragic shooting that
ensued. ·
By prior invitation, the claimants went to the United
States Embassy on the morning of May 6, where they met
with Ambassador Bennett and reviewed his assessment of the
prevailing situation and its probable aftermath. Claimants
told him of their prior day's visit to the rebel zone and of
their desire to return there to obtain more pictures and material for news dispatches. Thus, they asked the Ambassador
whether they should anticipate any difficulty, en route to and
from the. rebel zone, in gaining clearance through the checkpoints controlled by the Military. He replied that they should
have ns> clearance problems since they both had proper Defense Department credentials. Since the American Military
Commander; General Palmer, was in the embassy at the ti~ne,
Ambassador Bennett referred claimants' question concernmg
chookpoint cleiuance to him and he confirmed the· Ambassador's advice stating that orders had been issued to the
effect· that an' accredited press representatives were to be
pei'Illitted chookpoint ingress and egress upon presentation of
their credentials.
In sum the attitude of both the Ambassador and the Mili.
'
.
.'
tary Commander reflected the Umted St~tes Gov_er1_1m~nt s
freedom of information policy under winch no lnmt~~;tlons
were placed on the freedom of bona fide press representatives
to personally observe and freely investigate all aspects of the
events then transpiring in Santo Domingo. In expressly confirming this latitude of movement for the pre~s in t~eir discussions with claimants, the United States officials sa1d nothino- that could be reasonably construed as either discounting
th: degree of personal risk involved for those exercising such
mobility or implying that the United States would underwrite such consequences as might materialize from those
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risks. In fact, all concerned were well aware that the carrying
of arms was still much in evidence in the city and the incidence of rebel sniper activity not infrequent.
After their discussion with the Ambassador and General
Palmer, daimants left the embassy in a rented car with a
Dominican driver and proceeded without incident through a
vehicular checkpoint to George Washington A venue, a waterfront, palm-lined boulevard where Mr. Kennedy _was interested in photographing a ship that was burning nearby.
After this had been done, they returned to their oar and continued along the ayenue towards the George Washington
l\fonument, an edifice similar to the one in Washington, D.C.
As they approached the monument, they found the street
obstructed. by two burned automobiles placed there by the
rebels to form a blockade. They stopped and got out of the
car. 'Vhile l\Ir. Kennedy was taking more pictures, Mr. Burt
struek up a conversation with a Dominiean Red Cross worker
and another national who were on the scene. Both were
dressed in oliYe dra:b clothing and the latter was carrying a
rifle. The l\Iarine sentries stationed down the A venue at
Checkpoint Alpha, located at the intersection of the Avenue
and Pasteur Street, were observing the meeting between
claimants and the Dominicans. After some conversation, the
Dominican Red Gross worker directed Burt's attention to a
rifle-bearing sniper on the roof of a nearby building and
recommended that claimants leave the area for their own
safety. They thereupon returned to their hired car and drove
off in the direction from which they had come. Thus, they
were driving toward Checkpoint Alpha where ~Ir. Burt 4ad
talked at some length with t:he Marine personnel on duty the
preceding afternoon. Alpha was a pedestrian, not a· vehicular
checkpoint. vehicle passage was blocked by a tank and
armored vehicle parked nose-to-nose in order to. form a
·blockade across the roadway.
The sentry detail was under the command of a Marine
lieutenant. As claimants' car moved slowly down the avenue
toward the Marine blockade, the lieutennnt-in-charge ordered
Corporal Gandia, a member of the sentry detail who was
fluent in both Spanish and English, to move forward and
halt the car before it reached the blockade. Gandi,a accompanied by screral rifle-bearing Dominican nation~ls fol..

'

,_;}

"····\

lowed the order and the car complied with his hand signal
to stop some 25-30 meters.away from the blockade. Standing
10-20 feet from the car, the corporal, in both English and
Spanish repeatedly called for the occupants to get out. On its
windshield the otherwise unmarked car carried the word
"PRENSA" (Press) lettered in tape some 5-7 inches in
height. The weather was clear and sunny and whether because of glare or other reasons, the uncontradicted evidence
is to the effect that in fact neither Corporal Gandia nor any
other member of the Marine detail saw the "PRENSA"
marking on the windshield. In any event, claimants neither
got out of the car nor called out to identify themselves; this
notwithstanding that Mr. Burt acknowledged that he recognized Corporllil Gandia as one of the Marines with whom he
had spent oonsideralble time talking at the same checkpoint
the day before. After se,·eral minutes of this apparent impasse, the Dominican driver opened his door and began to get
out. At that point the Marines received several rounds of
rifle fire that originated from somewhere behind claimants'
car. Concurrent with this development the driver slammed
his door and the car accelerated violently in reverse in someth~ng of ·a careening movement. When this happened, the
Marines opened fire on the car. They did tlus not on orders
but as a reflex action to the almost simultaneous occurrence
of the sniper fire directed at them and the violent movement
of the car. It was this l\farine gunfire, unquestionably tragic
and, with the benefit of hindsight, unwarranted, that inflicted
the injuries underlying the present reference.
It is· undisputed that the specific provisions of the Federal
Tort Claims Act, excluding from the Government's waiver
of immunity, assault and battery claims (other than for accidental discharge of a firearm) as well as claims arising in
a foreign country/ deprive claimants of any legal basis for
r·ecovery within the· meaning of that standard as contained
in 28 U.S. C. § 2509 (c).
Moreover, as already indicated, it must be concluded that
claimants are without an "equita!ble" claim, as comprehended
uy the same provision.
It is well settled thnt "equity" as a test of governmental
obligation in the context of congressional reference legisla• 28 U.S.C. § 2680(h) and (k).
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tion conditions liability on the existence of some unjustified
act or omission resulting in the injury for which redress is
sought. B AnHt8ement Co. v. United States, 148 Ct. Cl. 337,
342, 180 F. Supp. 386, 390 (1960); Webb v. United States,
192 Ct. Cl. 925, 932 (1970); Kochendorfer v. United States,
193 Ct. Cl. 1045, 1055 ( 1970). In short, the test has been
stated in terms of whether the cJaim in question would be
recoverable against a p ri va te party. Armiger v. United States,
168 Ct. Cl. 379, 384, 339 F.2d 625, 628 (1964). For present
purposes, then, "equity" means that in the circumstances
under consideration the Government would be legally liable
but for one or more extra-meritorious defenses that accrue to
it by virtue of its sovereign status. Though Burkhardt v.
United State8, 113 Ct. Cl. 658, 84 F. Supp. 553 (1949), iuc1lu~es some general language referring to an "equitable
c a1m" as a nonjuridical concept founded on broad moral
prin:Ciples, the holding of the case is based squarely on a
findmg of fault that would have been redressable at law if
perpetrated by a private party. Speaking of the claimants as
downstream riparian owners whose propmty was damaO'ed
an
by an elevation of water level caused by the erection
upstream Government dam, the court observed : "It must be
conceded that had they [claimants] been so deprived of their
property by pri,rate individuals not holding a dominant easement en~itling them to raise the water level, they would have
been entitled to compensatory damages for such taking in a
court of law." 113 Ct. Cl. at 668, 84 F. Supp. at 559.
. Wh~re, as here, the governmental act complained of is tortwos. m character, the twofold test of "equity" in the congresswnal reference sense has been stated in the followinO'
terms:
""

ot

.(1) Was the alleged "act or omission of * * * [the]
employee . ?f the Government * * * within the
scope of his office or employment"~
(2) If so, was that act or omission "negligent or wronO'ful''~ [Armiger, BUpm, 168 Ct. Cl. at 385 339 F 2d
~~&]

'

.

Assessed by these standards, the evidence in the preS('nt
record falls short of establishing an equitable claim under
28 u.s. c. § 2509 (c).

The extreme tragedy of the consequences of the Marines'
acts cannot be permitted to obscure the merits of the question of whether those acts amounted to negligence. Though
the trial commissioner seemed to find that the Marines were
receiving sniper fire immediately prior to their opening fire
on claimants' car as it moved violently in reverse, he concluded that the Marines' response would only have been
reasonable if the incoming fire had emanated from the car.'
Deliberating long after the fact and from the vantage point
of a ·washington courthouse, we are unable to impose such
strict standards of acuity and selectivity on Marines on foreign soil, policing a civil insurrection frequently typified by
sniper fire and destructive violence, who were being subjected
to sniper bullets at the time. There must be a realistic rec- /,.,. ·
ognition of the contextual climate. Brown v. United States/
256 U.S. 335, 343 (1921); Greenstone, Liability of Police
Officers FOr' .llisme of Thei1' Weapons, 16. CLEV.-.MAR.
L. REV. 397 (1967). Given that recognition, it cannot responsibly be said that the Marines reacted unreasonably in
opening fire on the car occupied by claimants.
Moreover, claimants' own version of the facts leading up
to the tragic shooting persuasively suggests that their own
negligence contributed to the injury that followed. Thus, Mr.
Burt candidly acknowledged, and the trial commissioner
found," that he recognized the Marine sentry who halted the
taxi as the same Marine with whom he had spoken at length
the day before. Wlth this awareness, Burt's unexplained
failure to c.all out and identify himself and Mr. Kennedy
seems hardly excusable.
Finally, it is far from clear that in pursuing their professions in the face of the known hazard of sniper activity,
claimants did not assume the risk of personal injury, not
only from rebel sniper fire but from any other action that
such fire might precipitate in the atmosphere that prevailed.
Claimants knowingly placed themselves in a position of
peril. .Journeys into a no-man's-land during a cease-fire in
the circumstances of this case could reasonably be expected
to involve the danger that an incident such as occurred could
result.
6 AppE>ndlx A, finding 84D.
• I d., finding 44.
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As noted at the outset herein, the instant reference resolution was not limited to an an~lysis of claimants' demands
according to the criteria. of 28 U.S. C. § 2509 (c). In terms,
we are called upon, in addition, to determine whether i_n
"good conscience" the Claimants should be compensated.
w·e conclude that the supplementary criterion of "good
conscience" invokes a standard far more liberal than those
defining a "legal" or "equitable" claim. I~ is simply w?ether
it can be reasonably said that the natiOn .owes clarmants
a debt based upon considerations of a moral or merely honorary nature, such as are binding on the conscief!.ce or the
honor of an individual, although the debt could obtain no
recognition in a court of law. Just as in United States v.
Realty Oo., 163 U.S. 427, 440 (1896), where the Court applied that broader standard to uphold Congress' power to
appropriate money for. the payment of sugar bounties to
persons who reasonably relied on their eligibility to receive
them, even though the legisla..tion authorizing the bo?nties
may have been unconstitution~l, there can be no questwn.as
to the sufficiency of the evidence in the present record to
justify Congress' awar~ing reasonable compensatio11 to the
claimants on the premise. of broad moral considerations.
Thus, it cal}not be seriousJy questioned that claiman~s' presence in the Dominican Republic to observe and report the
events transpiring ther~ was directly attributable to the encouragement and even the logistical support of our Government in its desire for complete coverage of the situation by
independent news representatives. There is no reason to assume that without that governmental encouragement and
support, claimants would have been able even to gain entry
into the Dominican Republic, to say nothing of being at the
particular spot where tragedy befell them.
There remains a determination of the amount of compensation to be paid claimants under traditional juridical
standards developed to measure damages in tort actions.
These standards require, once the obligation of the United
States is recognized, pecuniary compensation foractual injuries sustained, when shown with reasonable clarity, which
are the direct, natural and proximate consequences of the
actions by the United States.
Although claimants' injuries were sustained on :foreign
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soil, th~'re-aro a. number of reasons that make it appropriate
to apply ·the' principles of the law of damages· that are
accepted generally in the United States.
Traditionally, the measure of damages has been considered
to be a procedural matter to be resolved by the law of the
forum rather than by the law of the place w•here the injury
occurred ..Moreover, this case involves a proceeding against
the United States that arises out of a foreign incident involving United States citizens, a proceeding whose natnre is
neither··legal nor equitable in the normal sense. The obligation of the United States flows from considerations of good
conscience- 1ind morality, not from any legal or P,quitaLle
rights of Q.n enforceable, juridical variety. As previously indicated, ifprivate parties only were involved in the instant
situation, claimants would have no substantive right to a recovery of any compensation at all. FinalJy, the U:S. ·Marines
involved'_in this incident were not involved in "combatant
activities:~in the generally understood sense.of engagement
with an enemy, either in assault or in defense against attack. The. military action involved in this case w.as to maintain a safety zone in a foreign country in conneetion with a
local ~lter:~.ation in order to protect American lives and
property. 1 .
The death of Douglas E. Kennedy in Canada on November
10, 1971, has no bearing on the choice of law to •be applied
in the measurement of compensation. There is no evidence
that l\fr~ Kei1nedy's death was directly or indirectly caused
hy the gunshot wounds he received in the Dominican Repu'blic in ·1965. Hospital records and other documents were
offered by-respondent on NovPmber 29, 1971, in support of a
proposed-stipulation with regard to the cause of Mr. Kennedy's terininal ilJness. Although the proposed stipulation
was not aGcepted, the proof offered, which is relevant and
admissibie, :would support the conclusion that, in fact, there
was no causal connection between Douglas Kennedy's gunshot wo'unds and his stvbsequent death. 8
7
8

I d., fhidiligs 7 and 8.

Claimants' ·counsel in "Petitioners' Memorandum in Opposition to the
Government's Application to Re-Open," filed llfarch 14, 1972, con~edell : "The
new faet,.l.e., Kennedy's death, means only this: Some six years after he waR
gunned down by the Marines' machine guns, after his body, his health, aud
his carPer·were ruined, he died of an unrelatell cause." (p. 5).
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United States law provides no exact standard to measure
damages in personal injury cases. The amount awarded is, in
theory, to substitute a pecuniary compensation for the loss,
suffering and injury sustained. Necessarily the particular
facts and circumstances involved are controlling. Under
generally accepted legal principles developed in the United
States, claimants' compensation for the injuries sustained on
May 6, 1965, should be determined from consideratio'n of the
following elements:
1. Impairment of earning ability, which includes lost
time prior to trial and decision and probable lost time
and decreased earnings capacity in the future. "'Where
decreased earnings capacity is permanent, recovery is
normally allowed on the basis of life expectancy prior
to injury. When death occurs before trial from causes
other than the injury, damages for impaired earnings
capacity are limited to those sustained prior to death,9
and are not based on life expectancy prior to injury.
2. Value of medical services made necessary as a result
of the injuries, which.includes incurred expense and
probttble e~penditures in the future.
·
3. Pain and suffering, which consists of two separate but
related elements. A~lthough adequate definition is not
readily accomplished, in general, pain is a sensation in
the nervous system that results from initial physical
impact, and its continuation in the future. Suffering
is the apprehension or recognition of the distress of
pft;il~. Re~very may i!lclude compensati?n for the
llll~Ia:l :pal!! and suffermg, subsequent pam and suffermg mc1dent to related surgery or other medical
treatment, and pain and suffering reasonably certain
to be experienced in the future. Compensation for
future pain and suffering is based upon prdbable ·life
expectancy in the injured condition, and terminates at
death. No fixed standard measures compensation for
pain and suffering.'ln any given case, the amount that
should ~ allo~~d for pain and suffering is the
amol!nt, 1~ addition to ~her d1tmage items, that in
consideratiOn of !lill the circumstances is a reasonable
allowance for the pa:in and suffering" necessarily endured or to be endured. The amount should 'be fair
reas?naible, ~and free from sentimental standards.
'
4. M1~ellane?~IS ele~ents eligibl~ for consi~eration in
fixmg petitiOners compensatiOn may mclude in-

creased costs of living or diminished purchasinO'
power of money, and permanent interruption of
career and enforced change of occupation.
Variations in the value of the claimants' demands at various stages of this proceeding demonstrate the subjective differences and the difficulties in fixing compensation when pain
and suffering necessarily is a major element. H.R. 9752 (90th
Cong., 1st Sess.), the original claim, sought an appropriation
of $75,000 to compensate Douglas E. Kennedy, and $50,000
for Alvin V. Burt.10 In this court, the petition seeks "not less
than" $75,000 "plus those sums of interest, costs, and fees
which in good conscience the United States Government
should bear" for Douglas E. Kennedy, and not less than
$50,000, with similar additions, for Alvin V. Burt.u After
trial, claimants requested $125,000 for Douglas Kennedy and
$85,000 for Alvin Burt. 12 The trial commissioner in his
May 18, 1971 Opinion, concluded that "if permissibie Petitioner Kennedy should be awarded $100,000; and Petitioner
Burt should be awarded $75,000." The trial commissioner on
March 24; 1972, in his Supplemental Opinion "reiterated and
reaffirmed in all respects'' the recommendations to Congress

----Am.

• 22
Jur. 2d DamageB § 92; RogerB v. ThompBon, 364 Mo. 60ti 265 S.W 2d
282, 289 (1954).
'
.

I

10 These amounts were supported by the claimants at the Subcommittee
hearing on February 8, 1968. Schedules submitted to the Subcommittee after
the hearing allocated the claim as follows :
ALVIN V. BURT, JR. :
Earnings lossA. Freelance--$1.000 per year for 25 years.
B. Umitatlon to present position.
Permanent dlsab1lltyA. 15% Physical.
B. :Mental.
Pain and su11'erlng. A. Continuing and permanent.
B. Future medical treatment (hlp operation).
Total claim-$50,000.
DOUGLAS E. XENNEDY :
Earnings lossA. Ft·eelance--$3,000 per year for 25 years.
B. Limitation to present position.
Permanent disability50% physical.
Pain and su11'erlngA. Continuing and permanent.
B. Future medical treatment.
Total elalm-$75,000.
11 At trial, Mr. Burt testified In support of the amount sought in the
petition and emphasized the pain and su11'erlng element.
··
u Pe~ltloners' J:'roposed Findings of Fact, June 25, 1970, No. 19, p. 5; Pet!·
tloners Reply Brtef to the Commissioner, September 25, 1970, p. 19.
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contained in the original opinion. Claimants urged acceptance of the trial conunissioner's recommendation. :
Amounts claimed in the original bill in Congress, or at
various stages of the proceedings in congressional reference
cases, under the enabling legislation, are not limitations on
the amount, if any, of compensation that may be recommended by the trial commissioner or by the review panel,
after consideration of all the facts and argument. The trial
commissioner is directed to submit conclusions sufficient to
inform Congress "* * * the amount, if any, legally or equitably due from the United States to the claimant." 13 Thereviow panel "* * * by majority vote, shall adopt or modify
the findings or the conclusions of the trial commissioner." 14
The review panel's report is submitted to the Chief Commissioner for transmission to Congress for such disposition as
may be appropriate.
The trial commissioner's findings of fact relative to claimants' proof of damages are set forth in findings 81 through
131 of his May 18, 1971 Opinion, reproduced as Appendix A.
We have applied these findings of fact, together with additional evidentiary materials cited above, in considering the
various elements determinative of claimants' compensable
damages. Our conclusions derive from the followiiig factors
and analysis :
IMPAIRMEN"'r Ol' EAUN"IXG ABILITY

Claimants' employer, the Miami Herald, kept both of them
on the payroll during their recuperation and guaranteed continuing employment, provided that they work to the best of
their ability. Claimant Burt left the Herald to undertake
a newspaper venture in Georgia that was unsuccessful, and
be returned to the Herald as an editorial writer. His salary
at the time of trial was more than he received as Latin American Affairs Editor. Claimant Kennedy returned to the
Herald to his former position as chief photographer. Both
received workmen's compensation benefits during hospitalization. These benefits included lump sum payments of $2,200
13 28 U.S.C. § 2509(c).
.. 28 u.s.c. § 2509(d).

for :Mr. Burt and $6,700 for Mr. Kennedy.u Accordingly,
neither claimant is eligible for compensation for lost time
from his regular employment.
·with respect to the element of decreased earnings capacity,
both claimants experienced impairment of upward mobility
in their careers and permanent changes in their occupations. 16
Mr. Kennedy's eligibility for compensation in this regard is
limited to the reasonable amounts lost during the 6.5-year
period from the date of the accident to his death. One source
of income lost was his capacity for "freelance" work, which
prior to 1965 had amounted to $2,000 to $3,000 per year. 11
Mr. Burt was 37 years of age at the time of the incident,
and had a total life expectancy of 34.88 years. 18 His work-life
expectancy to age 65 was 28 years. In addition to his newspaper employment, Mr. Burt had supplemental income from
freelance writings of approximately $1,000 per year. 19 These
earnings however admittedly were speculative.20
VALtTE OF

~IEDTCAI,

SERVICES

Both claimants received extensive medical treatment and
care from United States facilities without charge. It is unquestioned that the medical services provided to claimants
havo been of the highest quality avai~ble and that they
received excellent care after military treatment started in the
field. No estimate of the total value of the medical services
provided by the United States has been made. The extent of
those services is described in Appendix A, findings 104 (Dr.
Hall), 107-108 (Mr. Burt), and 111-118 (Mr. Kennedy).
In addition to the services provided in United States facilities, workmen's compensation benefits to claimants have included payments for medical care obtained from sources
other than facilities of the United States. 21
Claimants' demands, other than for anticipated future
expenses, do not include re.quests for the value of medical
"' Appendf:x: A, findings 103, 118 and 130.
"'Ill., finding 103.
Tr., p. 158.
18 Commlilllloner's 1958 Standard Ordinary Mortality Table, 3 Am. Jur. Proof
oJ Facti, Damages (1971 Supp.).
10 Appendix A, finding 103.
so Tr., p. 139•
"Appendix A, finding 130.
11

20

21

services. The costs of l\Ir. Kennedis terminal illness, from
the evidence available, are not attributable to the gw1shot
wounds he received in 1965. l\Ir. Burfs probable future medical expenses include an a1throplasty of his right hip, estimated to cost approximately $5,000 to $6,000, in addition to
continuing doctor's evaluations at least three times a year.
Such evaluations are estimated to cost approximately $150
per year. 22

June 15, 1965; Mr. J{ennedy was transferred to 'Valter Reed
Hospital on May 22, 1965, and 'vas ultimately discharged
from there on December 2.3, 1965. Mr. Burt returned to work
part-time in August 1965; Mr. Kennedy returned to work in
the summer of 1966.24
Mr. Kennedy underwent two operations on the Raleigh to
remove metal fragments and to start repair of the sciatic
nerve of his left leg. Because of a :fractured femur, his leg
was placed in a full spica cast. At Fort Bragg additional surgery was performed on the sciatic nerve. At Walter Reed, two
skin grafts and a sympathectomy to relieve pain were performed, treatment was received for a bleeding stress ulcer,
and a full leg brace was fitted. After leaving Walter Reed he
had continuous severe pain that could not be relieved. 25
Mr. Burt underwent two operations on the Raleigh toremove metal fragments. During his six-week stay at Fort
Bragg he had a second debridement, drainage and cast removal. He has 75 percent permanent disability of the right
leg, and 30 percent disability to his body as a whole. He suffers severe pain after standing an hour, and unless relieved
will suffer effects for several days. He must take pain-killing
drugs daily. 26 Pain is expected to continue for the balance of
his life.27 Mr. Burt's life expectancy from the date of this
opinion, at age 44, is 28.67 years.

PAIX AND SUFFERING

Beyond question, the pain and suffering experienced
initially by each claimant was severe. Even as ameliorated
by the superior medical care and treatment, some pain and
discomfort persisted and, with respect to l\Ir. Burt, will continue for the indefinite future. The intensity of the initial
shock caused by the gunshot wounds, and claimants' continuing disability and apprehension are fully detailed in the trial
commissioner's findings: Mr. Burt, findings 107-110,120-122
and 128; Mr. Kennedy, findings 111-117, 119, 124-125, and
129 (Appendix A). Some of the facts relative to consideration of compensation for pain and suffering are summarized.
Each claimant received multiple wounds from machinegnn
fire. Mr. Kennedy, with hits in the head and left leg, was
more seriously injured than Mr. Burt. Each had multiple
metal fragments in their bodies from the bull{'1S and from
the automobile. Some of the fragments could not be removed
safely. Each lost considerable quantities of blood, and each
required multiple surgical procedures to repair damage to
bone, nerves, and other tissues.
The initial firing period was extended and when it stopped
there was a considerable time in which the wounded men were
apprehensive that the firing would start up again. First aid
in the field was not immediately available and there was considerable delay in evacuation to a First Aid Station. 23
After treatment at a First Aid Station, claimants were air
evacuated to the hospital ship Raleigh. From the Raleigh,
after extensive operations, they were transferred by air to
'"omack Army Hospital, Fort Bragg, North Carolina. Mr.
Burt was discharged from ':Vomack Army Hospital on
""Id., findings 104,121.
113 I d., findings 87 through 95.

OTHER ELEMENTS

The purchasing power of the dollar for consumer prices,
.· according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department of
Labor, :for 1965, had a monthly average of $1.058; for 1970
the monthly average was $0.860, a decline of $0.198.28 The
consumer price index was reported, by the Bureau of Labor
. Statistics, for all items in 1965 at 94.5 and in 1970 at 116.3, an
increase of 21.8 points. 29 In August 1972, the purchasing
· power·of the dollar, for consumer prices, averaged $0.796,
. and the consumer price index, for all items, was 125.7.
.. I d., finding 104.

"'Id., finding 125.
.. I d., ftn'lling 110.
""I d., finding 128.
,.. Statistical Abstract of the United Stat!lS, 1971, Table No. 526, p. 332.
' .. I d., Table 534, p. 339.

-.'"'·.·.
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Each claimant had his career interrupted and permanently·
altered. Each was forced to make changes in his occupation
as a result of the injuries sustained on May 6, 1965.30

HARKINS, Oommissio·ner: Concurring in the result.
I concur in the payp:tents recommended by the review
panel. Two parts of the opinion, however, require a change
in emphasis and more precise delineation. The degree to
which the Marines share responsibility for claimants' injuries
needs to be clarified. Whether the Government's obligation
to claimants is based on a legal or equitable claim or is in
the nature of a gratuity needs to be more fully defined.
In my view, initiation of the firing that resulted in claimants' injuries arose in a factual complex in which neither
the Marines nor the claimants are free from blame. Claimants properly can be held to have assumed the risk of such
an incident as occurred, and by their own negligence to have
contributed to the cause of their own injuries. While I concur that it cannot be said responsibly as a matter of law that
the Marines acted unreasonably in opening fire, the facts in
this case are clear that the start of firing by the Marine guard
involved a collapse of discipline and a loss of command
control that was not wa.rranted by the circumstances.
It is true that we have the benefits of hindsight and as
Mr. Justice Holmes stated, "detached reflection cannot be'demanded in the presence of an uplifted knife." 1 By the nature
of things, however, judgment in a case such as this must be
made after the event in the light of reconstituted facts and the
results that followed. Although the Marine guards' actions
may not meet the tests of actionable negligence as required
in a court, claimants' injuries would not have resulted had the
chain of command maintained control. No order was given
to open fire at checkpoint "Alpha." 2 Loss of command control over combat troops in these circumstances, in addition
to the other factors cited by the review panel, such as Government encouragement and support for independent news
coverage, warrants concern by the Congress for these claims.
~ do not believe that the review panel's responsibility to
flp,fine the Government's obligation to the claimants is deiPrmined by the addition as a floor amendment of the phrase
".g~ conscience". to H. Res. 1110. The review panel's obligatiOn m a congresswnal reference case is founded on statutory

I

Recapitulation ana assignment of values
Douglas E. Kennedy:

(1) Pain and suffering from May 6, 1965 to Nov. 10, 197L $25,000
(2) Physical disability from May 6, 1965 to Nov.10, 197L 20,000
(3) Lost earnings due to decreased earnings capacity (6.5
years at $2,500 per annum)---------------------------- 16, 250
Total---------------------------------------~------ 61,250
20% adjustment for inflation• ------------------------- 12, 250

Total ---------------------------------------------

73,500

Alvin V. Burt:

(1) Pain and suffering from May 6, 1965 to Aug. 31, 1972_ 10,000
Future: at $250 per annum for 28.67 years ____________ _ 7,168
(2) Physical disability from May 6, 1965 to Aug. 31, 1972_ 5,000
Future: at $200 per annum for 28.67 years ____________ _ 5,734
( 3) Future medical expenses _________________________ _ 10,000
Total---------------------------------------------- 37,902
20% adjustment for inflation• ------------------------7, 580
Total---------------------------------------------- 45,482·
*During period from May 6, 1965, to Aug. 1972.

CoNCLUSION

For the reasons stated in the foregoing opinion, it is concluded that claimants have established that the United·
States has a moral obligation with respect to the claims in
H.R. 9752, 90th Congress, 1st Sess. This obligation flows·
from considerations of sovereign honor and good conscience.
Revision of the referred bill (H.R. 9752) so as to provide
the sum of $73,500 for the Estate of Douglas E. Kennedy and
the sum of $45,482 for Alvin V. Burt would discharge the
aforesaid obligation of the United States and, therefore,.
would not constitute an outright gratuity unsupported by
moral justification. See, Pope v. United States, 323 U.S. 1,..
9-10 (1944).

1

""Appendix A, findings 103, 108, 117.

Brown v. United States, 256 U.S. 335, 343 (1921).
• Findings NoR. 61, 72, and 79.
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law. 3 The addition of supplementary language by one body
of Congress at the time the reference resolution is under consideration does not have the force and effect of an amendment to the basic law. It can neither add to nor subtract from
the requirements of the referenee statute.
The reference statute creates •a procedure through which
Congress is to be informed "whether the demand is a legal
or equitable claim or a gratuity." The reference statute only
specifically directs, however, that information as to amo~mt of
compensation if any is to be furnished if legally or eqmtably
'
'States. No information is requested w1t
.h
dnc from the United
re~pect to the amount of any gratuity.
For many years Congress has recognized obligations to
citizens that have arisen from circumstances which were beyond the powers delegated to either the Executive or Judicial
Bmnch to recognize or compensate. These obligations were
such that, were private parties only involved, no claim cou_ld
be a.llowed. These obligations, within the power of the Legislative Branch to satisfy, variously have been described as
being based upon '"broad moral principles of right and
justice," "upon the conscience cf the sovereign," or "upon
considerations of a moral or merely honorary nature."
Although the reference statute requires information that
permits classification of the request as a legal or equitable
claim, or a gratuity, obligations in this class contain features
that are at once 'both equitable in nature and in the nature
of a gift, grant, bonus, or gratuity. The equitable features,
however, do not satisfy the requirements for exercise of the
traditional equitable powers of a court to enjoin action that
threatens irreparable harm, to order reformation or rescission
of contracts, or to enforce trusts in order to ·accomplish the
requirements of justice.
Classification of this type of dbligation as an "equita:ble
claim" or as a "gratuity" has varied. During the period when
the Court of Claims responded to congressional references,
in s()me cases, any claim that did not meet the judicial tests
of a legal claim or an equitable claim, as those principles are
applied in court, was treated as an application for a
•Pub. L. 89-681 (0ct.15, 1966), 80 Stat. 958,28 U.S.C. §§ 1492,2509 (1970).
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"gratuity." 4 Other cases, hmYe,·er, have defined "equitable
claim," as used in the congressional reference statute, to include more than the strict technical meanings that are involved in a consideration of the principles of right and justice
as administered by the courts. In these cases the term
"equitable claim" also includes equity and justice in its broad
moral sense. 5
From the standpoint of the exercise of judicial power, an
"equitable claim" is limited to court recognized concepts that
determine rights and obligations and authorize the expenditures of public money. Congress has no such limitation on its
power to recognize obligations that may be compensated from
the public treasury. The 'Supreme Court has established that
the power of Congress "to pay the debts" of the United
States under the Constitution encompasses the power to recognize debts or claims which "rest upon a merely equitable or
honorary obligation, and which would not be recoverable in
a court of law if existing against an individual." 6 In this
context, a claim that is not judicially enforceable but which
inYolYes a moral obligation in good conscience, from the
standpoint of Congress, would involve an "equitable claim"
'E.g., Alleman v. United States, 43 Ct. Cl. 144, 151 (1908). In that case
the court, with respect to congressional reference cases, stated:
"* • • They are a separate class of cases designed to supply Information so
full and exact as to leave to the legislative body nothing to do but determine
the justice of the complaint (usually transmitted in papers accompanying the
bills) as a legal or equitable demand against the United States; or, as one
resting upon no law but depending upon moral considerations of such character
as may or may not fairly appeal to the bounty of the Government. The en·
deavor of the court Is to frame the findings with accuracy such as to enable
Congress to discriminate between a meritorious claim and an application for
a gift as a mere matter of favor. In the class of actual 'claims' so reported with
an amount stated, it will generally be found that our findings rest upon an
actual benefit either received by the Government or a liability assumed by
the United States and where no equity exists there Is generally something
to show a want of merit."
See also Eimers v. Unfl,ted States, 172 Ct. Cl. 226 (1965); Geo1·gia Kaolin
Co. v. United States, 145 Ct. Cl. 39 (1959) ; Electric Ferries, Inc. v. United
States, 137 Ct. Cl. 400 (1957) ; Torti v. United States, 135 Ct. Cl. 214 (1956) ;
Gay Street Corp. v. United States, 130 Ct. Cl. 341, 127 F. Supp. 585 (1955) ;
Cusimano v. United States, 125 Ct. CI. 351 (1953) ; and Fidelity Trust Co.
v. United States, 101 Ct. Cl. 831 (1944).
5
Burkhat·dt v. United States, 113 Ct. Cl. 658, 667, 84 F. Supp. 553 (1949).
As the review panel opinion points out, the facts of the Burkhardt case did
not require disposition on the basis that the claim was a non·juridlcal equitable
claim based upon broad moral principles. See also Rumley v. United States, 169
Ct. Cl. 100, 105 (1965), and Town of Kure Beach, North Carolina v. Unite!J
States, 168 Ct. Cl. 597 (1964).
6
United States v. Realty Co., 163 U.S. 427,440 (1896).
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and not a gratuity, bonus, gift, or bounty. Any limitation on
this })Ower of Congress to recognize moral obligations, if
there be any limitation, would be found on:ly in such circum:&tances where payment to the claimant would he arbitrary
and without any public purpose whatsoever.
In the light of the foregoing, from the standpoint of exercise of congressional power, I view the requests here presented
as equitaJble claims and not gratuities.

APPENDIX A
OPINION OF THE

TRIAL

CoMMISSIONER*

SPECTOR, Oommi:Jsioner: The narrative facts which underlie this Congressional Reference case are hereinafter set forth
in detailed and (hopefully) readable form, numbered for
ready reference. Their examination is essential as a prelude
to an evaluation of the conclusions, and opinion which follows them.
FINDINGS OF FACT
THE CONGRESSIONAL PROCEEDINGS AND REFERENCE

1. This case has been referred to the Chief Commissioner
'Of the Court of Claims and, in turn, by him to this Trial
Commissioner, pursuant to Sections 1492 and 2509, Title 28,
United States Code, which provide in pertinent part for findings of fact and conclusions "sufficient to inform Congress
whether the demand is a legal or equitable claim or a gratuity, and the amount, if any, legally or equitably due from
the United States to the claimant[s]."
2. Specifically, the House of Representatives, on May 21,
1968, adopted H. Res. 1110 following a favorable report of
its Committee on the Judiciary (Report No. 1237, 90th Cong.,
2d Sess.). H. Res. 1110, in turn, refers a bill (H.R. 9752, 90th
Cong., 1st Sess.) entitled "A bill for the relief of Douglas
E. Kennedy and Alvin B. Burt, Junior" for consideration of
"'negligence or other fault of the U.S. and/or equity and
good conscience and any other matter within the court's
jurisdiction." The referred bill (H.R. 9752}, provides in
pertinent part as follows :
* * * That the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Douglas E. Kennedy,
ch1ef photographer of the Miami Herald1 the sum of
$75,000, and to Alvin V. Burt, Junior, tormer Latin
•The opinion, findings of fact, and conclusl1ms are submitted under the
'!lrder of reference and the Rules of the Chief Commissioner.

(27)

r
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American editor of the Miami Herald, the sum of·
$50,000. The payment of such sums shall be in full satisfaction of all claims of the said Douglas E. Kennedy and
Alvin V. Burt, Junior, against the United States for
personal injuries suffered by them on May 6, 1965, resulting in permanent injuries and constant pain, the
said Douglas E. Kennedy and Alvin V. Burt, Junior,
having boon wounded by machineguns fired from an
American checkpoint in Santo Domingo, Dominican
Republic, by United States marines, while the said
Douglas E. Kennedy and Alvin V. Burt, Junior, were
returning to the American zone of Santo Domingo from
an authorized press trip and after fully complying with
the apparent directions of the United States marine
sentry : * * *
3. The stenographic transcript and exhibits before Subcommittee No. 2 of the Committee on the Judiciary have
been filed in the court and are deemed part of the record,
along with the judicial proceedings hereinafter summarized.
PRETRIAL AND TRIAL PROCEEDINGS

4. As required by the Rules, a petition on behalf of the
above-named persons was filed herein August 22, 1968, alleging that petitioners "suffered severe bodily injuries and damage at the hands of the United States Government * * *
through its servants, the United States Marines," and that
their injuries are "serious, permanent, and partially disabling
in their severity. Petitioners have suffered, and will continue to suffer, great pain and anguish, and financial expense,
loss of earnings, and loss of earning capacity." Petitioner
Douglas E. Kennedy "prays for an award of not less than
Seventy-five Thousand Dollars," and Petitioner Alvin V.
Burt, Jr., "prays for an award of not less than Fifty Thousand Dollars" plus interest, costs and fees "which in good
conscience the United States Government should bear."
5. Pretrial conferences between counsel and with the trial
commissioner were held to simplify proof at the trial. Memorandum of pretrial conference September 8, 1969, concluded
"that the facts to be developed and reported to the Congress
would be somewhat broader than in a conventional lawsuit
because of the unique character of these proceedings and the
continuing interest of Congress in them." It was further con-

l
t
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eluded that because of the condition of petitioners and for the
convenience of some of their witnesses. representing the news
media, the case would bf} tried partially in Miami, Florida;
and then concluded in '\Vashington, D.C., for the convenience
of high Government officials and military personnel. Trial
was accordingly conducted in Miami, Florida, February 3
and 4, 1970, and in '\Vashington, D.C., February 10 and 11,
1970, with briefing by counsel completed September 25, 1970.
THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC AFFAIR AND THE ROLE OF THE
UNITED STATES

6. In late April of 1965, civil strife developed in the
Dominican Republic between so-called "rebel" (or "constitutional") :forces, and the so-called military "Junta." The civil
strife developed some time after the exile by the military of
President Juan Bosch, and was apparently related thereto.
In describing this strife, and the events that followed, every
effort will be made to be brief and to employ words which
will avoid the appearance of "value judgments" on the merits
of this political upheaval, and the response of the United
States thereto.
7. On April28, 1965, the United States landed 400 marines
·in the Dominican Republic after U.S. authorities in Santo
Domingo reported that military personnel were required to
guarantee the safety of Americans in that city. Subsequently
·several thousand citizens of the United States and of other
nations were evacuated. By a resolution adopted on April 30,
1965, the Organization of American States ( OAS), called for
the creation in Santo Domingo of "an international neutral
zone of refuge, encompassing the geographic area of the city
of Santo Domingo immediately surrounding the embassies
of foreign governments * * *."Such a zone was created by
U.S. forces.
8. Then, on May 1, 1965, the President of the United
States announced that this country was sending a part of the
· 82d Airborne Division (about 1,500 men), and additional
detachments of marines to Santo Domingo in order to protect
the perimeters of the international safety zone. A further
·troop strength increase of about 6,500 was announced by the
.President on May 2. By May 3, 10,000 U.S. troops were au-
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thoritatively reported to be in the Santo Domingo area. By
May 5, the figure had reportedly mounted to 16,000. The 4th
Marine Expeditionary Brigade, part of which came from
the so-called Caribbean Ready Squadron, landed on May 1.
The U.S. forces gradually expanded the area of the aforementioned international safety zone.
OFFICIAL POSmON OF THE UNITED STATES CONCERNING PRESS·
COVERAGE OF THESE EVENTS

9. Following as it had the so-called Cuban crisis, the U.S.
intervention had resulted in sharp debate and criticism at
home and abroad. Because much of the criticism originated
from communist sources, the U.S. attitude was to support and
even to encourage full press coverage to support its position,
and this appears at several points in the record. For example,.
the statement of Hon. W. Tapley Bennett, Jr., U.S. Ambassador to the Dominican Republic, included in the Subcommittee Record on the aforementioned H.R. 9'752, recites in part:
)fr. Burt had visited the Dominican Republic on several previous occasions during my incumbency there as
United States Ambassador and was well known to me
as a reliable and hard-working journalist. I met Mr.
Kennedy, who was working with Mr. Burt, for the first
time that morning.
Lt. General Bruce Palmer, Commanding General of
United States Forces in the Dominican Republic, was
also present at the meeting in my office. Mr. Burt and
Mr. Kennedy spoke of their plan to go into the downtown section of Santo Domingo in connection with their
reportorial assignment. This was entirely within their
rights, and they were equipped with appropriate
credentials. * * *
10. In his sworn testimony before the trial commissioner,
Petitioner Burt stated :
As a matter of fact, it was the general feeling among
the United States officials-and I don't want to attribute
it to anyone, but Ambassador Bennett felt this way and
that was of encouraging journalists to 1!0 into the zone so
they would have a better nnderstanding of what was
happening.
This was quite a controversial issue in the United
States. T.he United States was anxious for the people
back home to know as much as possible about it, hoping
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that this knowledge would then justify the United
States' position in the Dominican Repubhc.
11. The U.S. Goverpment used navy planes to fly correspondents, domestic and foreign, from San Juan, Puerto
Rico, to Santo Domingo. The number of such correspondents
was estimated to be as high as 200 by the Director of the
Joint Information Bureau. The U.S. Government provided
this service :for all correspondents since San Ysidro Air Field
(the commercial facility) was closed to international commerce. It further furnished the transportation and other support services to the press, such as having the navy fly news
dispatches twice a day to San Juan as further support for
press coverage of these controversial peacekeeping efforts by
the United States. Commenting on this at the trial, Gen.
Bruce Palmer, Jr., Commanding General of all U.S. Forces,
commented : "So that would indicate not only a definite
interest, but a desire to have full coverage."
PERSONAL AXD PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND OF PETITIONERS

12. Petitioner Burt at the time of the incident hereinafter
described held the important position of Latin-American
editor of the Miami Herald, a newspaper exceptionally in·
volved in Latin American reporting and circulation. Sum~
marizing his professional career, he received a bachelor's
degree from the University of Florida in 1949, and thereafter
taught English in a Jacksonville high school. He worked
briefly for United Press International, a news wire ser\rice,
in Atlanta, Georgia, covering general news and rewrite, particularly :for the radio wire, and then joine-,d the Atlanta
Journal as a sportswriter covering the Southeastern Conference. Thereafter, he transferred to the Jacksonville Journal
in his hometown, and worked there about 4 years both as a
sportswriter and sports desk man. In 1955, he transferred to
the Miami Herald as a spOitswriter, and subseqnentlv as
assistant executive sports editor. Advancement thereafter\vas
rapid. Mr. Burt was transferred to the position of Broward
County News Bureau Supervisor, supervising 12 reporters.
In 1959, he was returned to :Miami as assistant city editor,
then night city editor, and finally as city editor. In January
of 1961, while serving as night city editor durinO' the Cuban
crisis, he volunteered to cover that episode and his work dur-
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ing that period won him a coveted national award for reporting and writing, the "Ernie Pyle" Award which goes each
year to the newsman who best exemplifies the style and craftsmanship of Ernie Pyle, a well-known war correspondent
during World vVar II.
13. In 1962, the Miami Herald created a Latin American
department and Mr. Burt was named Latin American editor.
Mr. Burt began regular travel into Latin America in that job.
Of 22 nations in the Organization of American States
( OAS), he visited 18 or 19. Latin American coverage is especially important in the Miami area. The position involved
administrative supervision of a news staff, as well as personal
'vriting assignments. The function of the Latin American
department was not only to produce news :for the Herald, but
to counsel and advise on how other Latin American news coming in should be treated. His responsibilities as Latin American editor required travel 3-5 months a year, and occasionally :for 6-8 weeks at a stretch, covering the various crises
in Latin America. He reported on his political assessments of
countries, the problems they wcl'e having, and their political
future. More than 90 percent of the stories written by Mr.
Burt were also carried by special arrangement on the Chicago
Daily News :foreign wire service which, at that time, served
about 55 other newspapers. In addition to that, Mr. Burt's
stories were carried by a smaller Miami Herald syndicate
operation to a number of other newspapers throughout the
country including the Philadelphia Bulletin, the 1Vashington
Post and the Denver Post. In addition to the :foregoing, he
performed some :freelance work such as special interest stories
and minor magazine work. In 1964, he had begun a book on
Haiti, the writing of which was interrupted by the tragic
events of May 1965, hereinafter described. (The book was
subsequently published in September 1969.) His hobbies included golf and fishing.
14. Turning to the career of Petitioner Kennedy, he
started in the newspaper business as a reporter in Chatham,
Ontario, Canada. He thereafter entered the Canadian Armv
for a year, following which he joined the Canadian Observe~
in Sarnia, Ontario, as both a writer and photographer. One
year later he joined the Daily Star in Windsor, Ontario, as
a :full-time photographer. After 2 years there, he moved to

the Detroit Free Press in 1945 as a staff photogrll!pher. In
1954 he was transferred to the Miami Herald (another
Knight newspaper), as a staff photographer.
15. Mr. Ke1medy became chief photographer of the Herald
in 1962, the position which he held in May 1965, as hereinafter related. The position of chief photographer involved
supervision of a photo staff of 14, direction of the department, as well as pemonal photographic assignments. The
Herald had at that time one of the outstanding photo staffs
in the country, especially with respect to its color photography, and its Latin American coverage. The only other U.S.
newspaper then circulated in major Latin American cities
was the New York Times. Half of Mr. Kennedy's time was
spent on assignments out of the office, and he traveled outside
this country frequently, and probably more extensively than
anyone else on his staff. For example, he had been to Cuba
several times, including right after the Castro takeover. He
returned to Cuba shortly before diplomatic relations were
broken with the United States. Mr. Kennedy received anumber of awards for photography from the National Press
Photographers Association and from the Associated Press;
and the "Green Eyeshade" Award from Delta Sigma Chi
fraternity. In addition, he was a local representative for
Globe Photos of New York, and also did some local commercial work which produced a supplemental gross income
of $2,000-$3,000 per year. Prior to the incidents hereinafter
described, Mr. Kennedy was an athletic man, in excellent
health, and his sport hobbies included golf, tennis, and fishmg.
EXPERIENCE OF THE PETITIONERS LEADING UP TO THE INCIDENT
OF MAY 6, 1965

16. On May 3, 1965, Messrs. Kennedy and Burt took a
commercial airliner to San J nan, Puerto Rico, and spent the
night there. On May 4, 1965, they were flown to Santo Domingo on a U.S. Navy plane. Petitioners landed at a military
base and were escorted by U.S. troops through the aforementioned security corridor which ran through the so-called
"rebel" zone to the Embajador Hotel where they took up temporary residence. All United States and foreign correspond-
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ents and wire service personnel were quartered there, along
with U.S. diplomatic and military officials. Regular press
briefings and announcements took place there, and it was the
acknowledged "!headquarters." The Embajador had i~ fact
been the customary residence of U.S. correspondents pr10r to
the civil strife in 1965. The petitioners attended a press briefing conducted by our Department of Defense at the Embajador on the evening of their arrival May 4. They learned there
that correspondents were regularly going into the "rebel"
zone, and interviewing the "rebels." Both Messrs. Burt and
Kennedy possessed the necessary Department of Defense
credentials the only official requirement for such passage.
17. It h~d always been, and was during this incident, the
custom of correspondents staying in Santo Domingo to use
a pool of taxis and drivers who parked near the Embajador,
and held themselves available for that purpose. Correspondents customarily hired these cars and drivers because the
drivel'S knew the city, and spoke Spanish. With the large influx of correspondents in May 1965, additional cars, i.e.,
taxis were made available to meet the increased demand.
Thes~ cars were marked, as directed by U.S. military and
civilian officials, with "PRENSA" (the Spanish word for
"Press"), on the front and back windshields, in a clear manner with high letters. The word "PRENSA" was used rather
than "Press " because any potential danger from lack of
ide.ntificatio~ was assumed to be from the Spanish-speaking
·"rebels," not from U.S. troops.
18. On May 4, 1965, when petitioners arrived in Santo
Domingo, a general cease-fire was in effect between the contending forces. The contending Dominican groups had earlier, namely on April 30, 1965, signed an informal cease-fire
agreement which had been largely worked out by the Papal
Nuncio. This was confirmed by a formal cease-fire agreement signed by both groups on May 5, 1965, as part of the
so-called "Act of Santo Domingo." Thousands of people went
back and forth between tlhe international zone and the rebel
zone on May 5th and 6th, 1965, including United N atio.ns
pe.rsonnel. There was a great deal of traffic, both automobile
and pedestrian, between the zones. Most of the traffic passed
through a checkpoint located at t.he intersection of Inde-
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pendencia Avenue (one of the main streets into the old city
area) and Pasteur A venue.
19. All the correspondents went into the rebel zone at
one time or other to cover these controversial events, and the
custom of U.S. correspondents entering the rebel zone at this
time was uniform. U.S. military and civilian officials in
Santo Domingo enunciated the general policy that U.S. press
representatives were free to travel back and forth through
the checkpoints just by showing their credentials, provided
that they travelled in properly marked vehicles. For a re·
porter to adequately perform his professional duties, it was
in fact ~ential to go into the "rebel" zone following the
cease-fire, to interview the "rebels." At the official briefings,
reporters received what they would characterize as '"handouts." This was really the first confrontation between the
press and the U.S. Government on the propriety of what
might be called a "unilateral intervention," because there was
much questioning of whether this was in fact "another Cuba."
Reporters wanted to learn for themselves whetJher there were
communists among the "constitutionalist rebel force." Just
as members of Congress were expressing opposing views back
home, these official briefings naturally produced friction and
·antagonism between the press and the official position.
20. On May 5,1965 (the petitioners' first full day in Santo
Domingo), they hired a car and driver from the aforementioned pool of taxis at the hotel, all warked for the correspondents in the proper way and fashion earlier described.
Petitioners drove to the aforementioned checkpoint at the
·intersection of Independencia and Pasteur A venues. A _
marine checked their identification, and passed the car
through the checkpoint. Petitioners proceeded into the socalled "rebel" zone. Mr. Burt wanted to speak witlh the
"rebel" leader, Colonel Caamano {they preferred to be cn.Hed
the "constitutionalist forces"), but the colonel was not availwble when they arrived. Mr. Kennedy left Colonel Caamano's
headquarters independently to take pictures, and Mr. Burt
spent the morning at the headquarters until the colonel re·turned, and talked with him for a few minutes. Petitioners
returned to the international safety zone about noon. After
lunch Mr. Kennedy dropped Mr. Burt off at the American
Embassy and proceeded by himself to take pictures of inter-
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esting scenes along the security corridor earlier mentioned.
Mr. Burt wanted to talk to our Ambassador 'William Tapley·
Bennett, Jr., whom Mr. Burt had known from prior trips,
but the latter was not available. He therefore spoke with
Malcolm McLean, the Public Affairs Officer at the Embassy..
Mr. McLean informed him that the Ambassador wanted to·
see !him and asked that Mr. Burt return the next morning to
speak to the Ambassador. Mr. Burt then expressed an interest in going to the "rebel" zone and Mr. McLean volunteered
to drive Mr. Burt to the checkpoint at Independencia and
Pasteur. As a U.S. official, Mr. McLean was ndt privileged
to go beyond the checkpoint, or into the "rebel" zone.
21. Mr. Burt got out at the checkpoint, and walked along ·
Independencia Avenue a few blocks into the "rebel" zone.
He was ;ne of a great many people on the street at that time.
He decided not to proceed further when he heard shooting·
break out deeper in the "rebel" zone. He walked down Lluberes Street (which was one block into the "rebel" zone from
Pasteur) towards the ocean at George 1Vashington A venue.
George Washington A venue runs along the ocean front generally parallel to Independencia. It appears, from a map of'
the city, to be a long block from Independencia at the point
where the cross streets of Pasteur and Lluberes connect these
two major avenues. Mr. Burt encountered about 10 or 12
people at Lluberes and George Washington.
22. There was a checkpoint at George Washington and
Pasteur (one block in the direction of the ocean from the
major checkpoint at Independencia and Pasteur). This was
known as checkpoint "Alpha." A U.S. marine of Latin descent, whom Mr. Burt later determined to be Cpl. Rafael
Geronimo Gandia-Graula.u, motioned to Mr. Burt to walk
closer to the buildings so the marines would have an unobstructed view down George Wa-shington A .-enue looking into
the "rebel" zone. Mr. Burt walked one block to marine checkpoint "Alpha" at the intersection of Pasteur A venue and·
George Washington A venue, and spent the rest of the afternoon interviewing the marines at this checkpoint. '\Vhile Mr.
Burt was there, a couple of shots were fired in the general
direction of the marine position. It was generally calm aside
from that.
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23. While at checkpoint "Alpha" that same afternoon
(May 5, 1965), Mr. Burt saw a press car come down George
Washington A.-enue from the direction of the "rebel" zone
towards checkpoint "Alpha," and he observed that it was
passed without difficulty at a time when there were sounds
of sniper fire. The car was marked with "PRENSA" signs,
and although returning from the "rebel" zone to the inter·
national safety zone, it was not challenged or stopped by
the U.S. Marines. That press car ·then proceeded to make a
right-hand turn on Pasteur up to Independencia and the
checkpoint into the international safety zone. The route described by that press car is the identical route Messrs. Burt
and Kennedy w~re attemptingto follow the next day, when
the tragedy heremafter described occurred.
24. Mr. Burt was struck with the impression that the
marines at checkpoint "Alpha" were "quite young nervous
. general I found them to be very good
' people,'
tense, but m
people whom I personally liked and enjoyed spending time
with, talking with." He stayed there trying to find out as
much·as he could in a general way about what was o-oing on
.
.
.,
'
talked to the young lieutenant m charge, and followed the
activities of the aforementioned Corporal Gandia who acted
as interpreter for the group. There was a building there an
old home occupied by the American Insurance Comp~ny
and taken oYer by the marines. Mr. Burt spent much of the
afternoon on the porch of that building with the marines
at checkpoint "Alpha." He remained there until dark and
got a ride back to the Embajador with an NBC television
crew also working there. He then attended the nio-htly press
briefing at the hotel.
"'
25. Checkpoint "Alpha" had, on May 4, 1965, been moved
to George Washington and Pasteur from Socorro Sanchez
a?d George Washington, .as part of the previously mention~ enlargement of the mternational safety zone. George
Washmgton A.-enue does not run in a true east-west direction, but rather follows the coastline. About 400 meters to
the east-nort~east of the intersection of George Washington
and Pasteur Is the so-called George 1Vashington Monument,
a tall, white marble obelisk which appears in a photo exhibit
to be identical in form and appearance to our own Washington Monument. Between Pasteur and the monument, George
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Washington A venue is intersected by one street, the earlier
mentioned Lluberes, which is about 100 meters from Pasteur.
26. From checkpoint "Alpha" looking east-northeast toward the monument, one has an unobstructed view for about
400 yards down a wide avenue. Facing in that direction, the
ocean, with a seawall, is about 30 meters from George Washington A venue on the right. The street is lined on both sides
by palm trees, spaced perhaps 5-10 ~eters apart and p~antted
in a grassy strip, about 2 meters w1de. On the left Side of
the street looking toward the monument, there is a wide sidewalk (about 2 meters wide) to the left of the aforementioned
palm trees. To the left of the sidewalk, there is a strip of
grass ..about 5 meters wide. Running along the left of this
strip of grass is a low cement or stucco wall whioh borders
the lawns of some multistory apartment buildings. The armament at checkpoint "Alpha" consisted of a tank and an
armored personnel carrier, parked nose-to-nose back of the
intersection of George vVashington and Pasteur.
27. The foregoing description of the petitioners' experience
and impressions as reporters was confirmed at the trial by
other distinguished representatives of the press. Mervin K.
Sigale was at the time of the trial Latin American correspondent for the Washington Star, the Miami News, the New
York Daily News, and the 'Vestinghouse Broadcasting Company. W'hen the Dominican civil strife erupted, he was the
Latin American correspondent for the radio and television
networks of the American Broadcasting Company, and one
of the first American correspondents to arrive there. He was
flown in simultaneously with certain units of the 82d Airborne Division, and took up quarters at the Hotel Embajador. He expressed the opinion that "the nightly [Defense
Department] briefings were characterized by their occasional
lack of candor" and that it was necessary to maintain mobility within· the area of greater Santo Domingo. He testified
that in the early days, "if one was already in the downtown
area, in the so-called rebel zone, and needed to file [his report], it was sometimes easier in terms of distance and time
to get to the cable office in the downtown ["rebel"] zone than
it would be to go all the way back through the front lines
* * * and back to the Embajador." He confirmed that this
type of movement by press representatives was known to

American officials, and no restrictions were placed thereon.
28. Mr. Sigale recalled that military transportation was on
occasion supplied to tp.e media, and that one network film
crew (possibly that of Ted Yates of NBC) was moved with
its equipment over a period of at least several days in an
army jeep driven by a U.S. Army soldier or marine. He
also recalled the incident of a woman photographer, Dicki
Shappel, on assignment for Life magazine, having the personal escort of a U.S. captain, who took her on a particular
day to a point in the downtown area where action was occurring. Mr. Sigale personally had frequent occasions to pass
American checkpoints separating the international safety
zone and the "rebel" zone. On those occasions he recalled
going through, sometimes unchallenged. However, it was
more likely that one would be stopped for credentials and
checked by the U.S. officer on duty, "or if we were recognized
individually as having previously gone through the checkpoint, there would be no rechecking of credentials, but then
we would be permitted on through." Mr. Sigale's mode of
dress was a sports shirt and slacks "and the only thing that
might have protected me was a tape recorder hanging over
one shoulder."
29. Another such witness, Bernard Diederich, who at the
time of the trial was Time and Life correspondent for Mexico
City, Central America, ·and the Caribbean, testified that he
was employed by Time magazine at the time of these incidents. He was also then working for the New York Times
and NBC. :Mr. Diederich was actually residing in Santo
Domingo wlwn civil strife developed. He confirmed that the
pool of taxis marked "PRENSA" was "the only mode" of
transportation around Santo Domingo and that there was
daily occasion for U.S. correspondents to cross back and
forth across the so-called international line. He said : "If you
were covering a story, there were two sides to it, and we
covered both sides of the story." A oontrary view was expressed only by Col. George Creel (Ret.), then Director of
the Joint Information Bureau in Santo Domingo. He testified:
Ther:~ was anothe: factor, if. I may say so, another
. factor mvolved here 1.s the practwal m~tter of reporting,.
· the matter of reportmg, news reportmg. Now you see,.
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coming out of the rebel zone was wo~ and that were
accepted hy the press at face value, I beheve, and for the
most part these-! interpreted them, I felt, as t}1e communist party line. Now if a correspondent was gomg over
and listening to this-I recogmzed tha~ they. h3;d no
choice but to accept what these people sa1d, write It up,
and that's the way it appeared in the newspapers..They
had no way to challenge, no way to ask proof, and d1d not
ask proof; th.ey accepted what these people had to say,
and that was 1t.
On the other hand, I, briefing the press, was often
interroo-ated questioned, and asked to prove some of my
statem:'nts, ;nd consequently I felt that the p_ress, by just
reporting in most cases without really checking whet~er
they were a responsible new~ source on tl~e commumst
side I ·thought they were. domg the. Am.encan people a
great disservice. And I discussed tlus Wlth many of.the
correspondents and pointed out what was happemng,
and asked at the press briefings just how they conducted
their briefino- for the press. They told me that they were
giving out the words and that was it. They had no way to
ch~ck, or no way to verify. They just accepted what they
sa1d.
l\Ir. Diederich landed with the marines (having been in
New York City on a temporary visit when the trouble arose),
and was the first to go into the "rebel" zone. The very next
morning, he "went into the so-called rebel zone with two other
correspondents. vVe went in-as a matter of fact, we had no
markings on our car, and it was the rebels who went out with
a paint brush and painted on my car 'Prensa' so in returning
we would have no trouble."
30. Thereafter Mr. Diederich continued crossing back and
forth across the line separating the two zones for as long as
the hostilities lasted and as long as the troops were there.
He did not remember one correspondent who did not go
across into the "rebel" zone. At no time did any U.S. Government official forbid him from crossing the so-called international line, nor did he know of any other correspondent so
restricted.
After having the petitioners' actions just prior to the tragic
incident hereinafter described portrayed to him in the form
of a hypothetical question asking whether that represented
extraordinary conduct, Mr. Diederich rep}ied, "No. It was
very natural, very, very natural, to move back and forth.

That was one of the open accesses right there on George
Washington." He testified further that in the early days embracing the time of the incident involved in ·this case, it was
so natural to cross hack' and forth that he crossed at one time
with a United Nations representative. He was aware of OAS
personnel and Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker going over
into the "rebel" zone. He did not believe that danger, if any,
could be anticipated at the hands of the U.S. Marines manning checkpoints. He reluctantly testified that the marines
looked younger than the army airborne troops, and that the
latter looked more professional.
31. In the same vein, David Kraslow, who was at the time
of the trial \Vashington Bureau N e\VS Editor for the Los
Angeles Times, described his experiences during late April
and early May of 1!)65 in the Dominican Republic when he
was a member of the reporting staff of that newspaper. He
was also an early arrival, landing in late April about the
same time that Hon. John Martin, Special Ambassador to the
President, arrived. He, too, described the transportation used
Ly the pres; corps as '·:for the most part imported American
vehicles clri ren by local Dominicans" and occasionally a jeep
or, more rarely, military transportation. He described the
necessary travel ·about the city back and forth across the socalled international line regularly performed by him and
other correspondents.
32. The procedure going through a checkpoint was described as follows: "Invariably, as I recall-some of this
obviously, the details, have to be hazy, but invariably we
would approach the checkpoint, stop, the driver would show
his credentials, and all of us would flash our credentials to
whatever soldiers came up to the car to examine it." He was
asked if, based on the behavior of Petitioners Kennedy and
Burt and their taxi on the morning of May 6, 1965, as
hereinafter described, there was "anything unusual or extraordinary in their behavior which I have asked you to assume~,, and he replied, "None whatever. We all did it." This
witness had occasion to go through or pass the marine checkpoint at the intersection of George vVashington A venue and
Pasteur Avenue C'Alpha"), and described it as "one of the
most common checkpoints passed by reporters."
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33. James Nelson Goodsell, the final witness produced by
petitioners on the "climate" for newsmen in Santo Domingo
during the period of these incidents, was at the time of the
trial Latin American correspondent for the Christian Science
Monitor, the same position he held in the spring of 1965. Mr.
Goodsell was highly qualified as a witness, and has received
several important awards for his work. He arrived in Santo
Domingo on April 29, 1965, and was there for a number of
days, including May 6. He testified that he regularly hired
one of the taxis from the pool at the Embajador and travelled
back and forth across the international line of demarcation
for the so-called safety zone "at least once a day." He recalled no prohibitions against such travel and reaffirmed the
impression that such travel was affirmatively approved by
U.S. officials, citing the fact that upon his return from the
"rebel" zone, newsmen would be asked, ""\Vell, how's it going
in the zone ~"
34. He further testified to trips by American Embassy
officials into the "rebel" zone for clandestine meetings with
members of the "rebel" command. He recalled that press conferences with Colonel Caamano, the leader of the "rebels,"
were attended by U.S. Information Service personnel inside
the "rebel" zone. There was even traffic to two restaurants on
George Washington Avenue within the so-called "rebel" zone.
This reporter also deemed it an "eminently right choice" to
utilize local Dominican drivers because "these are people who
speak Dominican Spanish and would be able to converse with
their fellow Dominicans in a way that a foreigner, even if
he knows Spanish, cannot quite do. I felt that there was
ultimate safety in this." The local drivers were also more
conversant with the streets and the roads to travel. Mr.
Goodsell also understood that standing orders to American
military personnel were to permit American correspondents
to pass back and forth. After having described to him the
actions of the petitioners and their taxi on the morning of
May 6, as hereinafter described, this witness was asked
"whether anything I have told you in that set of assumptions
would have constituted, in your judgment, extraordinary or
irregular conduct by American correspondents in Santo Domingo on that day~" He replied, "None whatsoever."

Petitioners' counsel offered by way of a "proffer" that
other correspondents not then readily available (Hugo
Wessel; Bernard Colli.er, New York Herald Tribune; Richard Valeriani, NBC) would testify to the same effect. But
co~sel could not achieve agreement on this "proffer," the
testimony would for the most part have been corroborative
and cumulative, and therefore no additional findings are
based thereon.
THE TRAGEDY OF lifAY 6, 1965

35. On the morning of May 6th, petitioners arose about
6 a.m. because Mr. Burt had some stories to write for the
8 a.m. Navy press rmi, and Mr. Kennedy wanted to take some
pictures for the same run. Their tasks completed, Mr. Kennedy picked up Mr. Burt in a taxicab he had located. He
believed it to be a better car and driver than they had utilized
on the previous clay. The c'ar was a blue (Nash) "Rambler" a
relatively recent model in good condition. The w~rd
"PRENSA" was marked on the right (passenger) side of the
front windshield, and on the back windshield, the letters bein~ of white tape approximately 7 inches in height, and covermg about 21;2 to 3 feet of the width of the front windshield.
36. Mr. Burt had received a message that Ambassador
Bennett wished to see him (as he had on prior trips of Mr.
Burt to the Dominican Republic), so at about 9 :30 a.m. they
visited the Embassy. Mr. Kennedy also wished to use the visit
to receive reassurance on the accepted practice and custom of
correspondents and officials passing back and forth into the
"rebel" zone. Ambassador Bennett knew "and regarded [Mr.
Burt] as a conscientious and objective newspaperman." He
testified:
I was intere.sted in hearing what he had seen and his
obsm::vation of the situation downtown in the rebel zone.
I beheve that! may have taken the initiative in asking
him to come in, I'm not sure about that but at any rate
they did come to my office ~n the morning of the 6th, and
to t}w best of my recollectiOn we talked about their experience the day before and their plans to 0'0 back into
the rebel zone in the city.
o
Mr. Burt "spent some time talking with him [the Ambassador] about the general situation in the Dominican Repub-
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lie, his appraisal of the rebels and the Junta and, you know,
just in a general way getting his information and his counsel
on what he felt the overall picture could be."
37. The testimony of petitioners on the reassurances requested and received in response to Petitioner Kennedy's inquiries, was as follows:
Q. Who broached the subject at that conversation?
[Mr. Kennedy:] I did. I talked to the Ambassador
first. I said, "Mt. Ambassador, we plan to take some pictures in the rebel zone today." I sa1d, "Will there be any
difficulty getting back and forth through the American
checkpoints?"
He said, "No." He said, "There will be no problems."
He said, "The press has been given the right to go back
and forth, providing you have the proper credentials."
He said, "I'll let vou get it right from the horse's
mouth," and there was a general there, who I didn't
know at that time, but he had been introduced to us.
The Ambassador then said 'to the general, he said,
"How about that~ Do they have clearance to go back and
forth through the checkpoints?"
The general said, "Gentlemen, we have issued orders
that anv accredited press representative can go back and
forth through the checkpoints just by showing his
credentials."
He said, "But I'll re-issue the order."
Q. What then did he do, if anything, in your
presence?
[Mr. Kennedy:] Then he went to a little room which
adjoins the Ambassador's office and he got on a telephone.
I didn't hear what he said, but he came back and he said,
"Everything is all right. The order has been re-issued
and you'll have no problems."
38. Mr. Burt identified the general referred to as Gen.
Bruce Palmer, Jr., who shortly after arrival was named
Commander of all U.S. Forces, Dominican Republic. He
recalled the general as saying, "Properly marked cars are
free to go back and forth. This is the practice. There will be
no trouble. This order has been in effect, but if you feel any
concern, I'll repeat that order," and after a visit to an adjoining room, "I have repeated the order. You will have no
trouble." At the trial General Palmer agreed that he then felt
"that certainly would mean no trouble from our side."

39. The testimony of Ambassador Bennett and General
Palmer is not essentially in disagreement with the foregoing,
but it does differ in degree of recollection and emphasis. Ambassador Bennett testified :
Q. If you recall, do you remember making any statements to Mr. Burt and Mr. Kennedy to the effect that a
trip into the so-called rebel zone would be safe, or would
be unsafe, or anything of the sort~
·
A. \Veil, we certainly discussed the conditions downtown. And as I say, there was active shooting going on
at the time, so I wouldn't have said that it was a safe
place; on the other hand, I recognized their right to
move about as they saw fit in the conduct of their own
duties.
Q. Ambassador Bennett, for the purpose of this question, assuming that you did tell Mr. Burt and 1\ir. Kennedy that you had no objection to their going into the socalled rebel zone, would that have constituted a special
permission for these two men, or would that have been
merely a statement of a general policy in effect~
A. Well, I simply would think it was a statement of
the general policy. You can imagine the reaction if I had
told newsmen they couldn't go mto an area where they
felt it was necessary to cover a story.

*

*

*

*

*

The Cou.MISSIONER: I think more relevant from the
testimony of this witness would be whether the conduct
of these newsmen represented normal or aberrant behavior and what were the general conditions for newsmen at the time in question. And while I'm talking,
whether the Ambassador has a general feeling about the
policy of the .particular representatives of our government there w1th respect to news coverage, was it to encourage it, discourage it, indifference to it, or what was it.
The vVITNESS : vVell, I think we all assumed that there
would be full news coverage. In fact nearly all of the
newsmen were brought in originally by official government transport, on a Navy ship, so there was certainly
not the slightest idea that newsmen should not cover the
situation, and that 'would seem to me to be evidence implicit to C01)er both sides. [Einphasis supplied.]
By Mr. PEl\IBERTON : [Government counsel]
Q. Ambassador Bennett, directing your attention
agmn to the conversation on May 6, 1965, do you recall
General Palmer's participating in this conversation· and
if :you 1:ememJ;>er his being a participant, would yo~ describe h1s role m the conversatiOn~
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A. Sir, I believe he was there for part of the time. I
don't think he was there the whole meeting. To the best
of my recollection, he took part in our general discussion
of the situation. He was working very closely with me
at the time, and anything that came up we tended to
handle together, at least to consult about it.
Q. More specifically, do you recall General Palmer's
expressin~ any views of his own concerning the permissibility ot Mr. Burt and Mr. Kennedy going into the
rebel occupied part of Santo Domingo~
A. I don't recall any, but I wouldn't for a minute think
that he would regard it as not permissible.
Q. Do you specifically recall General Palmer's perhaps issuing or reissuing any instructions on correspondents' travel as a result of a sequel to the
conversation~

A. I, frankly, don't remember that, but that's not to
say it didn't happen. In fact it would seem likely to me
that he may well have done so. [Emphasis supplied.]
On this point General Palmer testified:
Q. 'Would it refresh your recollection in any way to
suggest that such a converation [sic] may have taken
place on May 6th 1965, in or near the office of the United
States Ambassador Bennett W
A. I believe it would. I know that Ambassador Bennett had a meeting with you gentlemen on that day, and
my CP was next door to the Embassy, in one of those
old palaces, and in the beginning my primary communications, as a matter o£ £act, entered the American Embassy, we sort of combined our communications. So although my CP was next door, in effect, in those early
days, I was really operating out of the Embassy, and I
spent about as much time there as anywhere else, and I
was in and out of Ambassador Bennett's office practically
all day. And I suspect that on the day that the Ambassador had the meeting with these two newspaper men
that I either came in there or was outside in the next
office. And in both that and the Ambassador's office, I
had direct field telephone lines from there into my own
CP, a direct wire, it was a hand crank, and I could talk
to my own CP staff, to Bob Linville, and I could pass on
immediately any new instructions or new information,
or whatever came down from Washington, or whatever
Ambassador Bennett and I decided upon, I could pass
on to my own CP, and I could stay right with the
Ambassador.
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40. Thereafter, petitioners left the Embassy, and drove
along Independencia A venue to and through the checkpoint
at Independencia and J>asteur (after routine identification).
Their purpose was to observe and photograph a burning ship
lying on its side along the waterfront. At Independencia and
Lluberes (one block into the "rebel" zone), they turned right
to the previously mentioned George Washington Avenue and
the waterfront, and turned left on George Washington toward the point where the ship was located. They had heard
no shots and described it as a very quiet morning. When they
got to the corner of Cambronal and George Washington they
found that "the rebels or the constitutionalists [had] erected
a roadblock" consisting of one or two burned automobiles.
They stopped a block short o£ there and, seeing no one
around, got out o£ the car. Petitioner Kennedy had two cameras strapped nround his neck, and Petitioner Burt carried
a stenographic pad, 3 or 4 inches wide and 6 to 8 inches long,
on which he proceeded to take notes as Mr. Kennedy tf>ok
pictures. Both men wore bright sports clothes purchased in·
.l\11umi "dear and easily distinguishable as such."
41. A yow1g Dominican approached them dressed in dark
clothes and identified himself as a Dominican Red Cross
worker. When told they were members of the press, he advised them to leave, indicating a "rebel" with a rifle standing
on top of a restaurant. After a brief conversation with the
"Red Cross" worker, the man on top o£ the restaurant approached to the edge of the street. Petitioners thought it best
to leave, reentered the car, turned around, and proceeded back
to the international zone on George Washington A venue.
Petitioners testified that at no time did either of the two men
described, the Dominican Red Cross worker or the man with
the rifle, come close to their car.
42. Mr. Burt decided there might be an opportunity for
a good story in a further interview of the marines at checkpoint "Alpha" (George ·washington and Pasteur), where he
had spent most of the prior afternoon. He wanted to find out
how they had passed the night. Mr. Burt thought he was
acquainted with them by this time, and "wouldn't be a
stranger." ·when there the previous afternoon, he had noted
the marines kept George Washington Avenue Wlder surveillance :for its full length, because that was the only approach
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to their position. He said, "They used binoculars for it, and
they were, you know-they were just studying everything
that moved in that area. It was clearly visible by binocular
and, as a matter of fact, by the naked eye. The distance wasn't
that :far. You could see down there." A photograph in evidence tends to confirm this fact.
43. The taxi proceeded slowly down George Washington
toward the checkpoint. Its maximum speed was 25 mph, but
for the most part its speed did not exceed 10 or 15 mph. The
weather was clear, bright and warm and the windows in the
car were open. The previously described palm trees on either
side provided shade on this picturesque avenue. As they
approached "Alpha," Petitioner Burt observed that the conditions and armament at the checkpoint were the same as he
had observed on the previous afternoon. There was no gunfire
within petitioners' hearing. They testified, "It was so quiet
that it was striking."
44. When they were about a block away at Lluberes and
George ·washington, Mr. Burt, who was seated in the back
seat, noted that a marine whom he recognized as the Spanish
language interpreter with whom he had conversed on the previous day, had walked across the street and signaled them to
stop. This marine, Corporal Gandia, had taken up a position
behind a palm tree, and about six or eight other marines, all
armed with rifles, had also taken up positions behind palm
trees across Pasteur A venue :from the checkpoint.
45. Corporal Gandia's stop signal was the normal traffic
signal; arm outstretched, palm o:f the hand facing petitioners.
Mr. Burt and Mr. Kennedy testified that at no time then or
thereafter did they receive any voice command whatsoever, in
English or Spanish. The taxi driver stopped immediately at
a point within the last block between Lluberes and Pasteur.
Following that, Corporal Gandia "gave us a signal to come
forward, like this." The witness Burt demonstrated a gesture
with the arm, palm in and hand moving toward himself.
With that the taxi moved slowly forward, barely a yard or
two. Then Corporal Gandia gave a hand signal, arm out~
stretched, pnJm facing the car and pushing toward it, which
petitioners interpreted to mean "stop" or "back up." The taxi
backed up. As soon as they began to back up, Corporal
Gandia repeated the above described signal to come forward.
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(Arm outstretched, palm iu, gesturing toward himself.) The

taxi moved forward less than a car length. As the car began
to go forward, Corporal Gandia again gave the "stop or back
up" pushing palm movement. Petitioners observed, and believed their driver also did, that each time the taxi moved
forward, the marines raised their rifles to their shoulders and
leveled them at the car. They were convinced the forward
movement produced this reaction and for the first time became concerned.
46. Mr. Burt testified :

* * * I became concerned for the first time because I felt I

~ew. these people a!ld, you know, that I just couldn't
n~agme. them shootrng us. It was just the :furtherest

[SIC] thmg from my mmd, because we were responding
precisely to the signals they gave us.
1V:hen the rifl~s came up that time, the driver put the
car m reve~, rn response to our final forward movement. The rifles came up and the driver put the car in
reverse because each time we moved forward it drew that
response.
Q. Having put. the car in reverse, did he bnck it up~
A. He backed it up sharply.
Q. He backed it up sharply and went straight back or
in some other direction~
A. The intention simply was to back to the corner to
~h~beres there, and back out of the Marines' line' of
VISion down the street and so the street again would
be clear. We assumed that, you know, by removing the
car from that, t~ere would be no problem.
Q. By removmg the car you would remove their concern, whatever it was~
.A. Yes. Their concern, their aggressive concern that
began to disturb .us is when we be/?an to move forward.
Q.. As your driver put your car m reverse and backed
sharply to the right, I take i t - A. Yes, in that fashion, to the right.
Q. As he did so, what did the Marines do~
A. They opened fire.
Q. Witl1out attempting to make any precise ballistics
count, what was the extent of that fire Y
A. It was extensive. I don't know how I could describe
t~e extept of. it. There must have been half a dozen Marmes finng rifles and two machineguns.
47. Mr. Kennedy was seated in the :front next to the driver.
He, it will be remembered, had not b~n to checkpoint
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"Alpha" on the previous afternoon, and his attention had
been focused on Corporal Gandia whom he expected to approacll the car to check their identification. He, too, observed
the hand signals described by Mr. Burt, and similarly interpreted them. Also, when the rifles were raised each time,
1\fr. Kennedy instinctively ducked below the windshield,
pel'haps the only one in the car who did so. He remembers
saying .to .Mr. Burt, "vVhat in the world does he want us to
do?" and the reply: "I don't know what he wants us to do."
48. He testified as to the moments immediately preceding
the shooting :

49. From the time the car was first stopped until the firing
began, Mr. K;ennedy also testified that there were no shouted
signals in either English or Spanish. He stated: "No. There
was no shouting at all. lt was a very hot day and the windows
of the car were down, at least mine were down. There were no
sounds at all." He had heard no firing at all, in all of their
travel that morning until they were fired upon. "You could
hear it [firing] for several miles, and for the entire morning
it had been very quiet."
1>0. At this point, findings will be made as to the testiinony
of the marines regarding the events just preceding the shooting, since their testimony is at least partially in conflict with
that of petitioners and that conflict will have .to be resolved.
Checkpoint "Alpha" was manned by a part of one platoon
under the command of then Lt. Richard Dunn Barba, who
at tlie time of this incident had been commissioned about 11
months. At the trial he acknowledged being, on the day of the
incident, a relatively young, junior, inexperienced field officer. Since this incident preceded the major buildup in Viet~
nam, the marines at this checkpoint had no prior combat experience. As of May 6, 1965, U.S. forces in Santo Domingo
had incurred total casualties of 10 killed and 6'1 wounded
among both army airborne and marine troops. For an evaluation of this as a, casualty Tate, U.S. Commanding General
Palmer agreed this ratio was very, very slight. It will be recalled that. a total of about 16,000 troops were reportedly
present in the Santo Domingo area by May 5th.
51. The orders issued to the marines at checkpoint "Alpha"
during the period of this incident and while a formal ceasefire was in effect (the aforementioned "Act of Santo Domingo"), were to fire only if fired upon, and then to return
fire only to the point from which they were receiving fire,
and only to the extent necessary to defend themselves. (Later,
in June, the orders evolved into instructions not to fire back
at all.) They had further official orders to satisfy themselves
as to the credentials of U.S. correspondents and, subject to
that requirement, to allow them free passage.
52. The aforementioned Corporal Gandia (a staff sergeant
at the time of trial) had been in the Marine Corps about 3%
years when this incident occurred. He has a rating as "interTogator-translator" in Spanish, among other languages. He

A. The driver again start-ed the car forward.
Q. At what speed and for ,vhat distance?
A. Very slow speed. 1'he rifle came UJ? a third time in
the firing position. At that point the dnver, apparently
completely confused, as I was-I hit the floor at this
time. He put the car in -reverse and started backing it
up at a rapid rate.
Q. In which direction, if you know~
A. V\Tell, I - Q. That is to say, \\US it backrcl strn ight back or at
an angle?
A. It seemed to me that he was turning in sort of a
V-position.
Q. To his right or left rear~
A. To his left rear.
Q. Go ahead.
A. And apparently he wanted to make a V-turn and
leave the area. As soon as he started backing up, I guess
he- had gone back-I was on the floor, so I don't really
know how far he had gone back.
Q. But you knew the car had travelled some distance
in a sharp backing movement~
A. Yes.
Q. What then occurred~
A. Then I heard machinegun fire aud I heard the car
being hit.
Q. Now, the first fire which you heard and which you
felt the car receive was automatic fire?
A. Yes. It was either a machinegun or automatic rifle.
Q. Then what occurred?
A. I felt the car hitting something. I never did see
the driver leave the car, but I was suddenly aware that
he wasn't there any longer. The car was stopped.

1
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was flown into the Dominican Republic from Camp LeJeune,
North Carolina, where he was the chief instructor in the
Spanish section. He arrived on April27, 1965, e,nd was immediately assigned to checkpoint "Alpha" at George 1:Vashington and Pasteur. He testified that on numerous occasions "we
received quite a bit of sniper fire" and he recalled receiving
sniper fire on May 5, and early in the morning of the 6th of
May.
53. Sergeant Gandia recalled an incident on the afternoon
of May 5 when two persons approached the checkpoint on
a single bicycle, at a time when he was 25 meters in front of
the checkpoint. He was there so he could ~top people before
their arrival "to protect the tank and the amphibious vehicle
that was there * * * go back to the checkpoint and check
with the Patrol Commander and he would inform me what
we wanted done." On the occasion of this "bicycle" incident,
he was on the ocean side of the street with three others, and
he had two Dominican Nationals stationed on the other side
of the street. When the people on the bicycle were about 25 to
50 feet away, he directed them to halt in Spanish several
times. His testimony of what then transpired follows:
* * * 1:Vhen they wouldn't halt, we started receiving
incoming sniper fire at the same time. Once we started
receiving fire we opened fire on them. After the fire subsided there was no trace of tho people. I couldn't be sure
whether they were shot off the bicycle. In my estimation
one of the persons on the bicycle was shot off the bicycle.
But we did not go out to retrieve their bodies, and so we
never had any traces of the bodies afterwards.
54. Sergeant Gandia recalled and reaffirmed the conversation with Petitioner Burt on May 5. His description of traffic "via or through" checkpoint "Alpha" was that it was nonexistent; but he later inconsistently described the procedure
that he employed in stopping and interrogating people who
approached checkpoint "Alpha." The procedure he described
was to search the vehicles and passengers, check their ID
cards and let them go up to that major checkpoint (at Independencia and Pasteur) , and go through. Sergeant Gandia
recalled seeing petitioners' blue car for about 20 minutes
prior to the time that it was fired upon. He was then at a
point next to the tank, utilizing his binoculars. He testified :
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* * * Once I saw the car down in the vicinitv of the
George 1:Vashington monument down there, I moved
ahead o:f the checkpoint with my Dominican K ationals,
had several on the.opposite side of the street, and again
I had a couple on my side o:f the street, and I moved
up, I'd say, about 25, 30 feet ahead of the checkpoint,
behind a palm tree, and I continued to observe the
movement down by the George Washington Monument.
He later corrected 25 or 30 feet to 25 or 30 meters.
55. From this vantage point he continued to observe the
automobile through his binoculars. He testified to seeing
"troop movement" around the automobile. He could not
tell whether the persons he described as "troops," carried
arms. He testified that he saw the occupants of the car get out
and start to talk with those people next to the George ·washington Monument and he saw them get back into the car and
start moving toward the checkpoint "so the Lieutenant told
me to stop the car." (The aforementioned Lieutenant Barba.)
At that point, then Corporal Gandia was about 30 meters in ·
front of the lieutenant and the checkpoint. He confirmed
petitioners' estimate of the vehicle's speed as "about 10 to
15 miles an hour."
56. As the vehicle approached, he testified, he came out
from behind the palm trees and got out toward the sidewalk
and signaled for it to halt using his right hand palm forward. His description of the hand signal was identical to
that of petitioners. He said that he "indicated for the vehicle
to stop orally and with hand signals, in Spanish, and both
in English." He testified that the vehicle stopped just ahead
of him at an angle, "I would say about ten or fifteen feet
away from me * * * and then I told the occupants of the
car to get out of the car in Spanish and in English." [Emphasis supplied.]
57. At that point, he testified, he did not observe any
markings on the windshield or elsewhere on the automobile.
A large photograph admitted into evidence showing the
car immediately after the shooting, illustrates the
"PRENSA" marking on the front windshield as previously
described. He could not tell the nationality nor the dress of
the people inside the car, .nor the kind of equipment they
were carrying. He further stated that he could not tell this
either when he was previously observing them with binocul-
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lars while they were at the George Washington Monument.
Sergeant Gandia then testified that "(f]inally the driver of
the car started to get out of the car. He opened the door."
He stated this occurred about five minutes after the automobile had stopped. In the interim he said he had given
orders to the occupants of the car about three or four times.
58. His crucial testimony at this point is as follows:
As he started to get out of the car we started receiving
incominO' sniper fire, and as we started to receive sniper
fire the driver panicked, it's my estimation he panicked,
because he jumped ri~;?:ht back into the car, he shut the
door, and as he did tnis he put the car into reverse, I
mean just wide open, and as the car started to pull back
the machine gun on top of the tank opened fire at the
car.
59. The incoming sniper fire which he described came, he
testified, from around the George Washington Monument.
In some rather confusing testimony at this point, he stated
that the people he observed petitioners talking to at the
George Washington Monument, "moved up with them and
stayed behind the ·washington Monument down there." But
in response to a leading question :from counsel, he immediately .thereafter stated that two or three people appeared
to accompany the vehicle, although he could not tell
whether the people he allegedly observed accompanying the
vehicle were carrying any weapons. He stated that the marine fire did not begin until the driver started to back
up the car and had neared the next corner (apparently
Lluberes). The incoming fire which provoked the marine
fire was described by Sergeant Gandia as about four or
five rounds of semiautomatic rifle fire before the marines
started firing; and about three or four rounds after they
began firing. He felt that it came from no more than two
weapons. He testified that he fired at the blue automobile,
and that after the automobile came to rest "we ceased firing."
60. Sergeant Gandia testified that he observed the
"PRENSA." markings on the front windshield when he
went down to the car later. With regard to. his inability
to see the markings from 10 or 15 feet away during the
5-minute period he earlier described, he explained, "I was at
an angle from the car, I was not looking directly at the
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car, and when the car was headed up the street I was looking through binoculars, and all I could see was a white
windshield. Now the sun might have been reflecting off of it,
but I couldn't-all I could see was the sun on the windshield. It was a bright sunny day." He stated that the oral
orders that he gave the occupants of the car from 10 or
15 feet away were shouted, and not merely in a normal
conversational tone, and that he got no response.
61. On cross-examination, he testified that no one gave the
order to open fire on the car with the machinegun. He acknowledged that standing orders were to fire at the spot
"from which you were receiving fire"; and that they were
not receiving fire from this car. (In a minor inconsistency,
he acknowledged that immediately after the incident he had
reported the time of the shooting occurrence as 11 :25 a.m.;
whereas at the trial he testified it was at 10 a.m.) . When
asked why he fired at the car when the incoming fire which
he observed was coming from the George Washington Monument, he testified :
Because I assumed that the people in the press car
were just as equally .guilty, or just as much rebels, as
the one that was shootmg at me.
62. He acknowledged that what he had observed at the
Washington Monument was not furtive nor secrative, and
that the occupants of the vehicle, as he observed them, were
not dressed in any kind of khaki or irregular uniforms. He
acknowledged further on cross-examination that on the prior
day, May 5, when the marines directed fire at the earlier described people on the bicycle, that the incoming fire had not
come from the bicycle, and that the people on the bicycle
were "very young." He denied ever pointing his rifle at the
blue car, prior to thetime that he fired upon the car.
63. During the period of firing, Sergeant Gandia admitted
firing 40 rounds with his M-14 rifle; about five or six of these
rounds at the car, and the remainder t~ward the monument.
Sergeant Gandia's testimony was concluded as follows:
I thought the car was being used as a decoy, that it
was sent up there to get our attention, to get us to come
out into the open, and once we had come out into the
open they could start firing at us and get us with snipers,
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which is what happened the day before with the bicycle.
Every time I told the bicycle to halt nobody halted, they
kept coming forward, and finally they wouldn't stop,
so we had to fire on them, on the bicycle.
64. The next marine witness was Sgt. Edward Stephen
Winstine, Jr., a veteran of 17 years in the Marine Corps. He
came ashore in Santo Domingo on either the 3rd or 4th of
May 1965, and immediately was sent to checkpoint "Alpha." He remembered some sniper fire on the night of May 5
and again at 7 or 3 a.m., on the morning of May 6. He too,
recalled orders not to fire unless fired upon and added, "the
only thing we could fire was small arms." He testified that
he first saw the blue car while looking through a range finder
on the tank; that he also saw a truck with a Dominican in
the back of it with a rifle, and "a whole bunch of people
gathering around it * * *. Then the next thing I saw was
the car coming our way."
65. Sergeant Winstine stated that a range finder magnified
that which was viewed through it so that at "a thousand
meters I could see you like I see you know [talking to counsel] I could make out your features, I could determine that
you were a person, not a tree, or anything like that." He did
not watch the car constantly but looked at it only a minute
or t\vo, and observed it as it moved down George 1Vashington
Avenue toward the checkpoint.
66. At this point Sergeant Winstine's testimony is inconsistent with that of Sergeant Gandia. He states: ""\Vhat·made
me observe it-because I was up on the porch, and there was
sniper fire and I come running off the porch." Following the
sniper fire he observed the blue car continuing toward their
position. He was not sure but thought there was a "couple
walking along behind the car but I am not sure." He took
up a position across the street, down on his knees and observed the car coming forward at an estimated 10 or 15 miles
an hour. From where he was "it appeared that Sergeant
Gandia waved it down and was shouting at it, and also some
of the natives were shouting at it, and it kept coming forward,
and it looked like it passed him [Sergeant Gandia] from
where I was at." (Emphasis supplied.) He heard Sergeant
Gandia say something to the occupants of the car speaking
in Spanish and "yelling in English at them and waving his
arms."
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67. He could not see the occupants of the car nor the
markings on the windshield. It appeared to him that from
the moment Sergeant Gandia gave the car some signals "it
stopped, and it started· rolling forward for about five yards,
and the next thing it was going in reverse, and then we
started getting more fire coming in. The next thing I heard
a machine gun going off." (Emphasis supplied.) (It is desired
to note that the trial commissioner was obliged to yoice some
misgivings about the "leading" questions being put to the
witness at this point in his testimony.) The incoming sniper
fire at that point \vas estimated by the witness to be four or
five rounds from a semiautomatic rifle, small caliber. "\Vhen
the machinegun went off, this witness started shooting at the
tires of the car and to\vard the monument. It was his opinion
that the point of origin of the incoming fir-e he testified to
was 75 or 80 meters back of the car. He did not obsene the
occupants of the car nor the markings because it was a sunny
day. He was not sure, but thought he remembered Mr. Burt's
visit on the previous day. He expressed the opinion that the
incoming fire originated from the area of the car, or back of
the car. On cross-examination, it was pointed out that since
the car was approaching from a generally easterly direction
and this was the morning, the sun would be back of the car
and not reflecting off of the windshield. But the witness said
that he Y.-ns troubled by reflected glare.
68. Sergeant "\Vinstine estimated that when he was earlier
looking at the blue car in the vicinity of the George Washington Monument through the range finder on the tank, it was
about 700 meters away, which is closer than the 1000 meters
which he had earlier used to describe the degree of magnification provided by the range finder. But he could not recall
seeing markings on the car, nor the dress or equipment of the
occupants although he "saw a lot of people standing around."
69. On cross-examination, Sergeant "\Vinstine acknowledged an inconsistency between his testimony at this trial,
where he had the described incoming fire as first attracting
his attention to the car while it was enroute from the Washington Monument to the point where it was stopped by Sergeant Gandia ; and his official report immediately following
the incident when he described the first incoming fire as Sergeant Gandia had described it, namely, as occurring about
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the same time the car hacked up following the 5-minute experience with Sergeant Gandia and his hand signals. He
nevertheless believed his testimony at the trial, some 5 years
after the event, to be the more accurate. He acknowledged
that although he was uncertain as to whether or not he was
receiving fire from the car he and the othet'S fired upon the car
at a time when the car was backing up. This witness had had
no combat experience prior to the Dominican incident. He
considered the machinegun on the tank to be a "small arm"
within the definition of the orders he earlier described limiting them to the use of small arms. He concluded, in answer to
questions from the trial commissioner, that first the car
started backing up, then he heard the sniper fire, and then the
machinegun and everybody else opened fire.
70. The next marine witness was Sgt. Delmar L. Schmitz.
He was, at the time of this incident, a veteran with prior
Korean experience. His description of the incident was as
follows:
I was right near a wall to the left side of the tank, :facing the monument, at that time. The car 'vas coming up
the road real slow, about 75 to 100 meters from the tank,
and all of a sudden we got incoming small arms fire,
three or four rounds, five. The car then proceed, to back
up. The driver's side got out, somebody got out, and
Captain Barba hollered "Cease fire." I immediately hollered at the tank to cease fire.
Again (after some discussion as to whether or not counsel
was excessively leading the witness), he recalled that Set·geant Gandia was about 60 to 70 meters in :front of the
checkpoint, and that he could see him putting his hand in the
air. He could not hear any words spoken. He acknowledged
that the car came to a stop, or "almost a dead stop, as best I
can remember. I don't remember that too well." On the sequence of events, he stated:
The car started to back up, at the same time we got
small arms fire, the machine gun then opened up on the
tank, and the vehicle backed a right turn direction, tohis right rear, hitting the embankment or the wall near
the street there.

in

In response to a question by the trial commissioner, asking him once again to describe the sequence o:f these events,,
he then testified :

A. The small arms fire, and then the-the small arms
firehthe backing of the car almost simultaneously, and
wit in a minute or less Captain Barba had hollered
"Cease fire," and 1 hollered "Cease fire" at the tank.
Q. Before the cease fire there must have been some firing, and you haven't mentioned that.
A. The incoming~
Q. No, the outgoing fire~
A. The outgomg fire was almost simultaneously as the
incoming fire. It was hard to tell just where these rounds .
were coming from. [Emphasis supplied.]
71. This witness also failed to see the markings on the car
or the occupants. In response to later questions by the trial
commissioner, he stated, as he had earlier stated, that he
first noticed the car between the George Washington Monument and the checkpoint. But, inconsistently, he thereafter
testified as follows :
Q. And it was underway at the time?
A. When I first saw it, it was stopped. Then the firing
started within a couple of minutes after it had stopped,
and it started backing up.
Q. You said you first saw it when it was stopped?
A. Yes.
Q. Up in front o:f the checkpoint?
A. It was gradually coming down the street, the best
I'd say-I couldn't say, your Honor. It coming near us,
or stopped.
72. It seemed to this witness that the incoming fire was
originating from the car, or immediately thereabouts. He
could not say for sure. He added the testimony that nobody
gave an order to fire, and that he, in fact, did not fire his
weapon because he was armed solely with a 45-caliber pistol,
and it was not his job to fire, but rather to control the fire and
direct the men. The machinegun on the tank, he stated, was
mauned by a corporal whose name he did not remember. He
acknowledged that at the time of the investigation immediately after the incident, he had said "just where the incoming rounds came from is uncertain to me."
73. The next marine witness produced was the commander
of the troops at checkpoint "Alpha," the aforementioned
Capt. (then Lt.) Richard Dunn Barba. He was about 23 years
old at the time of this incident, and had started active service in the Marine Corps on June 3, 1964. He, too, was as-
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signed to "Alpha" around the 4th of May. He first saw the
blue car about two or three blocks away, and was looking at
it through binoculars because "there was a lot of activity
down there. There were several men down there that had
rifles." He stated tha.t before he had gone to checkpoint
"Alpha," there had been several incidents at the prior roadblock at which he had been stationed (Socorro Sanchez and
George Washington), and that at one time a pickup truck
came by and dumped dead bodies off in front of their roadblock. He also mentioned the "bicycle" incident earlier described by Sergeant Gandia. He could not recall whether
checkpoint "Alpha" had received any sniper fire earlier that
morning of May 6th, as mentioned by prior witnesses, but he
recalled some the night before, on May 5th.
74. In describing the "bicycle" incident he stated there
was a youth of about 16 years of age on it, and one of his
troops spotted a man with a weapon on the seawall and he
thought at the time it was a "lure." The man on the seawall
pulled out a pistol, fired a couple of shots and left. He did
not believe the marines fired at the bicycle rider but that
"[w]e did fire on the man that was down on the seawall."
75. Captain Barba, in describing his first observation of
the blue car, stated he was viewing it with 7 x 50 standard
field binoculars. The car was stopped, "and there was a
bunch, I would say about five to six people, around the car."
It looked to him like one or two of the people in the car had
gotten out and they stood there "maybe ten to fifteen, twenty
minutes, more or less talking to these people" at the monument. Then they got into the car and the car started coming
down George Washington Avenue "very slowly, and about
three or four of the people that were down pass the monument [one of whom he believed had a rifle], sort of trailed
down behind the car, and as the car kept proceeding down
they stopped at tlte W a8hington Monument and the ear kept
~oming." [Emphasis supplied.]
76. His detailed narrative follows:
At this point I realized that the car was going to come
down to our roadblock, so I sent the interpreter, Corporal
Gandia, out with~I believe he had two or three Dominican Nationals with him, and he went out about 75
meters in front of the roadblock so that when the car
came down he could stop it at that position. '\Ve tried
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to. stop these cars away from the r_oadblock, in c!lse t~ey
m1ght have had Molotov cocktails or something like
that, so they could be no threat to the tank or the
amtrack.
The car kept coming down, and when it got down I
guess in front of the Corporal he motioned him to halt
and the car came to a halt. At this time I was just about
20 meters behind them by this fence on the-just on the
other side of the road, and I told him to ask them to get
on out of the car and come forward so we could question
them and find out who they were.
At this time, I could not tell who was in the car, and
I saw no "Prensa" sigus on the car of any sort. The
Corporal told them a couple of times to get out of the
the car, and I believe he motioned them to get out, but
at this time nothing happened. There just seemed to be
sort of a lull there of two, three, four minutes, I can't
really tell the time, just nothing happened, and then all
of a sudden it looked like the door on the driver's side
started to come open, and just as this happened we took
about four or five rounds of sniper.fire from-! believe
it was down the street, down by the '\Vashington Monument. I heard the reports and I heard the bullets going
over my head. At th1s time, or almost simultaneously as
these bullets went over my head, I got down behind the
fence, and as I popped u~I heard the screech, and as I
looked up the car was going back in full reverse, the
driver had just stepped on it and took off as fast as he
could, and JUSt as he started, as he was moving back, I
believe the 30-caliber on the tank, it might have been
the LVBP, I believe it was an automatic weapon, from
the roadblock opened up, and as it opened up, simultaneously everybody started firing that was on the
roadblock.
As soon as the people started opening up, my b.
concern at the time was the fact that the Corpor and
some of the Dominicans were out in front of the roadblock. So I immediately yelled "Cease fire," and sort of
passed the word back.
Now the car was hit pretty bad and it swerved off,
I guess it went down 200 meters or so down the road
and swerved off to the left, went up on the sidewalk,
and smashed into the wall.

77. Captain Barba confirmed Sergeant Gandia's descrip·
tion of his hand gesture to stop the car. He believed that it
was just by hand sigMl and could not recall any oral command. After the car stopped, Captain Barba recalled Sergeant Gandia instructing the occupants to get out of the
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car in both English and Spanish and that there was no response, "So I yelled at him to tell them in Spanish to get out
of the car, and there was still no response. He also motioned
to them to come out of the car, and there was no response to
any of his-." He described Sergeant Gandia's gesture of
moving the palm of his hand toward his face as a signal to get
.out of the car, ra;ther than as one to come forward.
78. Captain Barba's testimony continued as follows:
Q. Now after the car had stopped and after Sergeant
Gandia had given these instructions, what happened
next~

A. Nothing really. There was sort of a lapse of time,
and all of a sudden it seemed the driver started opening his side of the door, and during this-he sort of
opened his door and when the door swung open and
that's when we took the four or five rounds of incoming.
Q. When the driver opened his door diid you see the
driver at that poinU
·
A. I didn't see him at that point because we took
incoming and I had ducked down, and when I looked
back up the car was already going in reverse.
Q. And did the Marines back at the intersection open
fire?
A. Yes, they did.
Q. Did you, yourself, fire~
A. No. I had a 45 and never took it out.
Q. Did you hear the occupants of the car say anything in response to Sergeant Gandia?
A. No, I didn't. That's what was so confusing, because nothing was said at all, everybody just-from
what I could tell-just sat in the car. There wasn't any
type of activity that I could see.
Q. Did you see the occupants of the car; except for
this move that the driver made which you ·have described,
did you see the occupants of the car make any other
movements inside the car?
A. No. Like I said before, I couldn't see inside the car
that well.
Captain Barba thought the "incoming fire" was originated at the Washington Monument. He testified further
that Sergeant Gandia could not have been standing more
than 10 or 20 feet from the car when it stopped, and th3tt
he was about 20 meters behind Sergeant Gandia and about
the same distance from the car (from a different angle,
.apparently).
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79. As previously mentioned, Captain Barba had been
'COmmissioned about 11 months prior to this incident and
5ljz months of ·that period had been spent at basic school.
He acknowledged that no O?Yle'J• watJ given to open fire at
checkpoint "Alpha." Captain Barba's report, immediately
following the incident, stated that there were no press signs
on this vehicle; but that it was brought to his attention later
that same day that there were preassigns on the car. Captain
Barba confirmed that his orders on the 6th of May "were to
fire only if fired upon, to return fire only to the point from
which it came." He stated that "we were under an order to
re~urn fire if engaged by the enemy." When asked if he was
·engaged by this blue car, he said:
Well, to this day, I don't really know whether 1oe took
fire or not, except for the fact that they had U.S. reporters in there, which I found out later. The sequence
of events-when the car came open and that guy put
it in reverse and at the same time we received fire, there
is usually a demonstration for fire coming from the .car.
[Emphasis supplied.]
H(l acknowledged at the time of the trial that he knows
now that he took no fire from the car.
"\Vhen it was pointed out to him that several hundred
rounds had apparently been fired from his position, since
80 bullet holes were counted in the press ear alone, his testimony was:
I believe most of it was aimed at the car. [Emphasis
supplied.]
(
80. Captain Barba acknowledged that press correspondents
were entitled to come up to his checkpoint, turn right on
Pasteur, and proceed to major checkpoint at Independencia
and Pasteur. He expressed the opinion that the gesture described by Sergeant Gandia with arm outstretched moving
the palm toward his face, was a signal to get out of the car,
not a signal to advance. As for oral instructions, Captain
Barba testified with regard to Sergeant Gandia, "He said,
I believe, 'Get out of the car,' " but he could not quote him
and was not sure.
81. On redirect examination, Captain Barba testified that
it 1.vas necessary for s01neone to give the oral order to ji1•e
before his personnel at the .checkpoint were privileged to
open fire, and that he had conveyed that restrictive order
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to his men. But he said it would constitute an exception when
he was out in front of the roadblock "[a]nd when we took
the incoming fire and the car backed up, people from the
roadblock fired without my orders."
82. Captain Barba provided the following answers in
response to questions placed to him by the trial commissioner:
Q. When the door on the driver's side started to open,
wasn't that consistent with the instructions that Sergeant Gandia had been giving him~
A. Well, yes, sir, it was. The puzzLing thing about
the whole situation there is that they 'vere-nothing
was ha.ppening, the car had come tc \stop, and the interpreter was motioning and telling Llem to get out, and
there just seemed to be a period where the people in the
car-were not reacting one way or the other. Then the
door went open, and just as the door went open we
rec.::ived sniper fire. And I was off ~m the side, to where
I didn't personally fool that the smper fire was coming
from .the car, where I could see w~ere the people tha>t
were ill the front couldn't start this from the car with
the door open, the car all the time taking off in reverse
. at full, full speed.
Q. It did that simultaneously, or after the firinostarted1
t:>
A. Yes sir. The sniper fire came in, and almost as
soon as that sniper fire came in, I ducked down behind
the wall, and the street-and I looked up and that car
was going in reverse, and the troops a.t the roadblock
with a.n automatic weapon had opened up, hadn't opened
'up until that car was going in reverse.
Q. From a profess10nal point of view, how would you
evaluate the man behind the first weapon that opened
up on your side~
A. Well, at the time I was very perturbed beeauae
of the fact that I had not given the order to open fire.
In fact we had people out in front of the roa.dblock. I
t~ there were young troops aittfng up there, and I
beheve he felt he was warranted ill what he did. He
thought he. was 'taking fire from the car and his orders
were to fire if fired upon and maybe--I'm not real sure
I can't think for somebody else. But I was· perturbed
anyway for the reason that at the time of course I didn't
know who was in the car, and the fact that they opened
fire without my orders. [.Emphasis supplied.]
83. Over objection by petitioners' counsel, Ser~Yeant
Gandia was recalled to the stand to rooxplain his hand sig~
nals because of questions which had arisen in subsequent

testimony as to their meaning. The objections of petitioners1
counsel were based on the fact that the record spoke for itself, and that Sergeant Gandia would have meanwhile had
an opportunity to discuss his prior testimony with subsequent witnesses. In any event, this testimony on recall turned
out to be of little consequence, since Sergeant Gandia de·
scribed the gestures exactly as he had in his initial testimony.
He added that when the Dominican driver started to get
out of the car, as he had earlier testified, he recognized. him
as a Dominican.
84. Obliged to reconcile the partial conflicts between petitioners' and the marines' versions, as above summarized, of
the crucial events which led to the shooting, it is concluded
that petitioners' version is the more plausible and believable
and that it is to be preferred for the following reasons:
A. The testimony of the marines, as witnesses, was inconsistent within itself and this was selfdemonstrab~
wh~n it was being heard; and later from an examination o£ the transcript. Their testimony was also less
credible, when compared with the circumstantial evidence in the record, and with the physical conditions
and distances described by witnesses and confirmed by
photographic exhibits and charts.
B. The gestures described by then Corporal Gandia
were obviously ambiguous, contradictory and confusing,
and would not be known to the average person as hand
signals to dismount.
C. If the hand signals were in fact accompanied by
"shouted" signals to dismount, and this continued over
a period of 5 minutes, from a distance of only 10 to 15
feet, it is incredible that petitioners would not have
promptly complied. They would, in fact, have no reason
for failing to comply.
D. There is no evidence that if there was "incoming'
fire (and there is a conflict as to this), that it was origi·
nating from the little blue Rambler only 10 to 15 feet
in front of Corporal Gandia.
E. The testimony that some "rebels" followed the car
from the ·washington Monument back toward the
checkpoint is also incredible, and inconsistent, since they
would have been the natural objects of the marines' return fire, and there is no evidence in the record as to
them and their fate, just prior to or after the shooting.
In fact, Captain Barba's version had them remaining
back at the monument.
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F. Taking into consideration the photographs in the·
record) the distances involved, and the degree of magnification afforded b~ the binoculars and range finder
utilized by the marines, it is difficult to understand their
~ailu~e. at. any time px:ior t? the shooting to see the
1denhtication on the wmdsh1eld of the vehicle, which
was admittedly there to be seen. Nor was there any
bas1s for being alarmed by it.
G. The firing by the marines was in violation of their
own general orders during the period of this cease-fire,
and in further violation of their right to fire without an
order from Captain Barba in immediate command at the
checkpoint.
H_. Th~ quantity of fire by the marines was grossly excessive under the circumstances, even assuming their
versions to be ?orrect, which I do not.
85. It is very useful at a trial, and well recognized as such,
to examine the demeanor of the witnesses as they testify. In
this connection it must be stated that petitioners were un'iisually impressive. Despite their severe injuries, later described, their testimony was dispassionate and restrained,
and displayed the objectivity that one might expect from
press representatives, experienced in observing and reporting
facts.
Their testimony was not characterized by any bitterness
toward the marines, nor did it in any way reflect criticism of
the official Government position in the Dominican intervention. In fact, following the tragedy and mindful of theii
opportunity to exploit it, they appeared unwilling to jeopardize the national interest in any way, and their published
accounts of the shooting were restrained and objective carefully avoiding any assessment of fault or blame.
'
86. The trial commissioner observed a continuation of this
attitude throughout the trial. Their objectivity, and tendency toward understatement, was marred in only one instance toward the very end of the trial, and then only after
alleged remarks by marine witnesses outside the hearing of
the court (which were excluded from evidence), angered Mr.
Burt. Mr. Burt had earlier testified that he was not one of
those reporters critical of the U.S. intervention in the Dominican Republic, and thought there was some evidence of
hard core communists among the so-called "rebels" which
supported the position of the administration at that time.

Finally, it was at the specific request of petitioners that this
trial was held (both in Miami, Florida, and Washington,
D.C.), without press coverage although it could well have
been a trial deemed newsworthy by the press. As a result,.
the only persons present for the most part were those directly
concerned with the trial of the issues.
EXPERIENCE OF PETITIONERS IN THE PERIOD IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE COMMENCEMENT OF FIRING BY THE MARINES

87. As one would expect, the scene inside the blue Rambler
after it received that volume of automatic and semiautomatic
fire briefly described above, was one of horror. Petitioner
Kennedy felt the car hitting something, never did see the
driver leave the car, but was suddenly aware he was no longer
there and that the car was stopped. He did not, in fact, ever
see the driver again. The firing continued and he could hear
bullets popping into the upholstery. He testified:
. * * "' I just co~dn't believe that it 'Yas happening. It
Just seemed unbelievable to me that this was happening.
88. It will be recalled that Mr. Kennedy was sitting in
the front seat next to the driver. His testimony at this point
continues as follows:
I v;;as sudden.ly ~it in the leg and I remem~er being
surpnsed that 1t didn't hurt any more than 1t did. It
just felt like something or somebody taking a stick and
whacking me on the leg. The leg went numb and I
yelled back at Al and I sa~d, "I've been hit."
He said, "I've been hit, too."
Then the firing continued. It just seemed to go on and
on, and I have no idea how long it kept on, but it just
seemed to be going on forever.
Then I was struck in the head, and it was like a
severe blow to the top of the head. It didn't knock me
out, but I had no idea how badly I had been hit there.
I put my hand up and I came down covered with blood,
and I thought the top of my head had been blown off.
However, as it turned out, the wound was not as severe
as I thought it was at the time. Apparently a bullet had
creased along the top of my scalp.
So the door of the car was open on the driver's side
and I remember-! was over that far that I could~
the road beneath the car. There was blood dripping down
from my head.
·
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I told Al that I felt that I was losing a tremendous
amount of blood. I said, "I think I'm dying," because
I kept feeling weaker, and we both started shouting for
help as loud as we<lould. Nothing happened.
Mr. Kennedy was of the opinion that their shouts for
help could be heard, that they were yelling as loud as they
could and at the top of their voices.
89. Petitioner Burt remembered that the first shots "blew
out the windshield" and if they had not ducked, their heads
would have been taken off. Petitioner Burt recalled that
Mr. Kennedy was hit first, because he heard him scream. He,
Mr. Burt, was lying flat on the floor in the back when bullets
began to hit all around him inside the car. He said:

* * * I just felt them brush at me, along my right
side. * * * I felt them hit my clothing up and down
the right side and it was close to my leg. I felt a fragment hit into my chin, along my arm, along my
leg, into my side, and then the major wound came when
this sequence of bullets hit into the right hip or thigh,
hip and thigh area, with the result that I bled quite a
lot.
I was bleeding all up 1and down the right side, chin,
right arm, right leg and my entire lower portion of my
body on the right side was numb.
90. Mr. Burt testified that when the shooting finally
stopped, and it seemed like an awful long time that they
continued shooting in the car, he tried to talk to Mr. Kennedy who said he was hit badly was afmid he was bleeding to death. Mr. Burt also knew that he himself was hit
quite badly, an,d was concerned because the lower portion of
his body was numb. He thought there might be broken
bones or splinters that would impede his movi.ng. He, too,
was bleeding quite badly. Mr. Kennedy stated that he "felt
he didn't have very much time," so Mr. Burt said he would
try to get out of the car, "an extremely difficult thing to do
because I was afraid that any movement from the car would
start the Marines shooting again."
91. Mr. Burt dragged himself out on the sidewalk side, and
began shouting to the marines: "We're Americans, I'm the
newspaperman who was. with you yesterday afternoon.
Don't shoot. We're Americans. We're newsmen." He recalls
leaning against the car and holding his hands out to the side
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so that they could clearly see there was no threat of any kind.
He shouted for help, and testified that he got no response.
Corporal Gandia was still there but did not move, instead
motioning him to come forward again. He recalls trying to
move forward, blacking out, and when he came to, finding
a Dominican soldier kneeling beside him pulling him. The
marines still had not moved. There was a recollection that
the Dominican soldier carried him down to the corner where
the marine position was located, and behind a wall that
bordered the sidewalk.
92. Mr. Kennedy meanwhile remained in the car and recalled seeing one of his cameras had dropped to the sidewalk
or street, and blood was dripping on it. He also noticed that
it had received a bullet, and been almost destroyed. His leg
felt completely numb, and when he tested it with his hand it
was completely covered with blood. He was feeling weaker
and continued to shout for help for what seemed to him a
long period of time. Meanwhile Mr. Burt was urging the
ma11ines to inunediately get Mr. Kennedy because he knew
he was in bad Eihape "and they wouldn't go." He finally convinced "some guy," and under his urgings a couple of marines
went with that person to retrieve Mr. Kennedy from the car.
Mr. Kennedy recalls a civilian appearing at the door of the
car and asking, "Are you hit badly?" When Mr. Kennedy
replied in the affirmative, the civilian shouted for a litter and
he finally started to "swear at them to bring a litter."
93. The civilian ripped his shirt off and used it to staunch
the bleeding from Mr. Kennedy's head wound. Marines arrived with a litter and tried to remove him from the car
but could not move him. He was asked to shove himself with
his own rught leg "because you are jammed in her and we can't
get you out." In this manner he was removed, placed on the
litter, and taken away from the car. He was asked his blood
type, could not remember, and received plasma. He remembers a priest offering him prayers, which he gratefully accepted (although not of .that faith), as the priest walked along
beside them. He was put into a truck and driven to a helicopter site. The next time he saw Mr. Burt was when the
latter was also being loaded into the helicopter. He had been
given a shot for pain, and possibly a tourniquet at that time.
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94. Mr. Burt recalls the following reaction while Mr.
Kennedy was being removed from the car :
The first feeling was just an immense relief of gratitude or thankfulness that I hadn't been killed, because
I was com·inced during the shooting that I would be
killed.***
·when I got out of it and was down where the Marines
were, it was just a wonderful feeling of relief and thankfulness that we hadn't been killed, and I hoped that
Doug wouldn't die yet.
The second feeling was a state of shock. It was as
though I were ,two persons almost. I was lying on the
sidewalk and bleeding from a great many wounds, but
it was almost as though I were an observer of my own
condition.
Doctors later told me this is a common symptom of
shock.
The third feeling I had was that of no anger at the
Marines, even though they committed this terrible mistake, plus which I was in their care and there would be
no time to voice anv recriminations. I felt thev were
simply tense, scared young men who made a mistake.
95. Mr. Burt recalls that they were then both taken to a
field hospital where the seriousness of their wounds could be
assessed. They were tagged, Mr. Burt was given intravenous
fluids as a treatment for shock, and both were asked "a
dozen times who the next of kin was." Both were taken to the
aforementioned helicopter, and carried to the hospital ship,
U.S.S. Raleigh, off Santo Domingo.
96. There is another partial conflict in testimony by the
marines regarding the above described rescue efforts immediately following the shooting, and the comments by Petitioner Burt at that time. The aforementioned Captain Barba
testified that once the car had come to a stop, nothing happened for 2 or 3 minutes. He testified:
* * * Then all of a sudden an individual got out of the
car and started staggering down the wall toward our
position. I guess he got down about 20 or 30 meters, to
where we could hear him, and he said, I can't remember
his exa?t words, but he was saying "a U.S. reporter," or
somethmg to that effect. And I sent, I believe, Sergeant
.Billingham and one other man-no, he came down a
little further and we found out that he was speaking
English, and we thought he was, could possibly be a
U.S. reporter, and I sent Sergeant Billingham, I be-
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lieve, and a corpsman to give him a hand. So we got
him down to the corner. He was concerned about his
friend who was still in the car. He said, "Don't worry
about me, I've got It buddy that's bleeding to death in
the car, he needs help."
So I immediately rounded up--I believe it was a PC
truck, and I put a machine gun in the back, and we
backed the truck down to where the car was. I can't
remember how long it took to get the vheicle, but it was
backed up down to where the other man was, and we
put him in it, and went back up and called for an
ambulance.

'97. Corporal Gandia testified:

* * * Mr. Burt, he came out of the car, staggering
down the side of the '"all, shouting that he was an
American, not to shoot him. So he came up where I was,
and we went back, took him behind the wall where the
Lieutenant was right there, and he lay down on the
street there and said his buddy was dying in the car, for
us to get him out, ·and I asked him what were they doing
down there, and he said he didn't blame us for what we
did. he was sorry he was down there, he didn't blame
us for shooting at them because we didn't-how were
we to know who they were in the car.
At that time he said he recognized Mr. Burt as the reporter with whom he had been speaking the prior afternoon.
He further testified that he then went down to the car and :

* * * '\Ve put a machine gun and squad of men on the
truck, and we backed the truck all the way down, we
parked right next to the car, we set up a defemive position arouvnd the ear, tmoard the monument, the George
"\Vashington Monument, I opened the door of the car,
and I asked Mr. Kennedy how he was feeling, but he
was passed out in the car. So we took him out of the car,
put him on the back of the PC, and that's the last I saw
ofhim. [Emphasis supplied.]
Corporal Gandia said that at that time he observed the
markings "PRENSA" on the front windshield of the car,
and that was the first time he noticed them. He confirmed
that they were white tape pasted across the right side of
the windshield, not covering the driver's view.
98. Captain Barba also recalled conversations with Mr .
Burt while Mr. Kennedy was still back in the car. He recalled that Mr. Burt was not belligerent, was in pain, but
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relatively calm for the pain he was in. He testified that Mr~
Burt said "if I had been in your position I would have done
the same thing," or something to that effect. He· testified as
to Mr. Burt's statement:
Well, it was pretty close to jus~ what I ~aid, because
that's one thino- that has stuck m my mmd over the
years because {i was a particular type situation, where
lhe ~an was in pain, and I had a lot of respect for the
man when he sa1d it, because he had crawled down that
fence he had half of his rear end shot off, and the way
hew~ sitting there when I was talking to him-I can't
remember whether he was standing up or laying dow.n,
but he made this statement, and I have often repeated It.
99. ·when describing the caution which he and his men
exercised before moving out into the street and to the car,
Captain Barba testified:
"\Veil ,..,.e had a phase line, which we cou~dn't-we
couldn't cross the phase line. It was the other s1de of the
street, ·where the phase line 'vas. "\Ve were not supposed
to cross the phase line. The only person that ever crossed
the phase line wns the interpreter to stop the cars .b~
fore thev o-ot to the barricade and a few of the Dommican Nat!o~als that \vent out with him.
When the incident happened, we didn't realiz~ at tl:e
time that they were U.S. reporters, they were JUSt-m
the first place, we wouldn't have fired on the car.
100. With regard to the foregoing statements attributed
to him by Captain Barba and Corporal Gandia, Mr. Burt
testified on rebuttal, "I did not say that, and I regard it as
a deliberate distortion." He also denied any inference later
while on the hospital ship, U.S.S. Raleigh, that the tragedy
was the fault of the driver of the taxi. He testified that he
attempted to exercise restraint in his expressions in the hours
and days immediately after the shooting because:
A. Well, at first, I was in the :Marines' care. They had
just finished shooting me, and now I was dependent
upon them to ~<?ntinue to survl:v~, so I didn't feel ~hat I
was in the position to start accnsmg them o~ anyth.mg.
Secondly, I thought they had made a serious mistake,
but at that time at least I didn't feel any personal hostility toward the Marines. And although I ~n't rem.emher my precise words, I do remember my Impress10ns
and feelmgs pretty, very clearly. And any statements
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t~at I made to the effect that I felt no personal hostility
d1d not ~orne out as they suggested.
Q. D1d you have any feelings, sir, of restraint
prompted also by your concern that the role of the
United States in that hemisphere and how this incident
might be interpreted by others~
A. Yes, I did.
Q. And if so, describe that to the Court.
A. Yes, I did have very strong feelings about that
and thq ~ere refreshed qnite a lot by hearing Colonei
Cr~l LDirector of the Joint Information Bureau]
testify about newsmen swallowinQ' whole communist
propaganda, which is ridiculous. b
At that time there was, as I have testified before there
was a maj~r controversy, both in this countrY: ~nd in
S~~to Domn?-go, between the press and the civilian and
!l:nhtary offimals. I had been disturbed by this, I thought
1t was bad for everybody concerned. I did not want to
say anything at the time of the shooting that would make
th1s situation worse.
For e:x;ample, if ~ may explain myself a little further,
had I S~Id at that time--accused the Marines and called
them trigger happJ:" at that t~me--the entire press force
woul?- hare been mfiamed mto a much more severe
position than the one they took. I didn't feel that was
good for anybody.
Q. Now I ask you, sir, whether in these much more
recent days your feelings or attitudes towards this matter have at all changed, and-A. They have cha-nged.
Q.--ifso,why?
A. They have changed markedly because I have sat
here and li~tened t? these ~Iari~e 'wi.tnesses testify to
what I c.;onsider deliberate distortiOns m trying to cover
up a serwus mistake that they have made.
101. It is not considered essential that this conflict in versions of conversations minutes after these events, be resolved.
It is found that Mr. Burt's explanation of his feelings and
attitude at the time, is thoroughly understandable.
EXTENT A.ND PERM:ANENCY OF INJURIES SlJFFERED BY PETITIONERS AND EXTENT OF TREAT~IENT VOLUNTARILY PROVIDED
BY U.S. GOVERNl'tiENT AGENCIES

102. Before discussing the testimony of petitioners as to

thei~ subj~ctive pain and suffering and treatment, and prior
to d1scussmg the testimony of doctors at the trial on these
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Points there are certain documentary medical reports in the
. d.
record' which should be summanze
.
In his statement before the Subcommittee of ~he Committee on the Judiciary preceding the reference of th1s matter for
trial, the Honorable Dante B. Fascell stated that:
* * * Mr. Burt was shot twice in the b~ttocks and, after
initial treatment aboard the S.S. Raleigh, W~_tS flown ~o
Fort Bragg, ~orth Carolina, where he spent SIX weeks m
the base hospital.
h·
Mr. Kennedy was much more severel:y woun~ed, IS
injuries consisting of a scalp wo"';lnd whiC~ reqmred 30
stitches to close penetration of h1s body w1th hundreds
of pieces of sh;apnel, and multiple gunshot woun.ds of
the l~ft leg which were so severe that, at one pomt! a
decision had been made to amputate th~ leg at the h1p.
He too was treated first aboard the Raleigh and la~er at
Fort Bragg. After two weeks ~here, he .was transferred
to Walter Reed Hospital here m W ash~ngton where he
remained tmtil February of the followmg year.
103. There were introduced before the Subcommittee by.
Congressmen Fascell and William H. Ayres, .statements of
the petitioners dated February 12, 1968, to this effect:
[Petitioner Burt]
I was unable to continue in my job, as La~in America
Editor of The Herald, for which I h.ad tramed so Ion~
and upon which my future as a wnter was g_eared.
tried m hand at a weekly newspaper venture m Georgia. It J'id not work out, and I returned here on general
assignment.
. ·
· b
The result of this was that I lost the hfe~1me JO assurance which The Herald originally had given. It was
forfeited when I left the paper because I no longer felt I
could cover Latin revolutions. Thi~ sharply d~cre~~;sed
my earning potential and for.ced me mto a !lew d1rec~10n,
at which I had to build agam. I. ~aced this new assignment limited physically. in my ab~ht:y to gather the news,
which of course determmes the s1gmficance of what you
write. At age 40, this disabili~y ~a.kes me unemyloya~le
at most newspapers. Because 1t hm1ts the mat~r1al avai~
able to me, it also limits my free-lance earmn~. This
was a minimum of $1,000 a year and often considerably
hi()"her. I had expected it to continue rising. For example,
a book on Haiti, for which I was under contract to McGraw-Hill publishing company of New York, was due
finished in 1965 and has not yet been fully compieted.
For this, I received a $2,000 advance and royalties to

come later. The publication now is in doubt. Another
publisher had asked me to accept a contract on a book on
the Dominican Republic. I would have received $1,500
for signing and rotalties depending upon sales. Both
of these avenues of income have been denied me and I
will not be able to do books of this nature in the future
because the material will not be available to me. I also
was preparing a book on Cuba for which I expected a
contract.
As a result of gunshot wounds, I have been turned
down for mortgage-life insurance on my house. I am
having difficulty getting my hospitalization reinstated at
The Herald.
Orthopedic surgeons based my 15 per cent disability
primarily on loss of mobility in the right hip as measured
in 1965. It is considerably less now, and the prognosis
is that one day I will lose all mobility in that hip. This
would mean I could walk only with a cane, and would
hinder my movements additionally. One surgeon had
told me the only alternative is an operation to give me
a new hip socket, which is advised only in extreme cases.
At present, I experience daily pain which doctors suggest must be borne, that I must learn to live with it.
I may take two Bufferin four times a day, and a prescription painkiller (Darvon) if necessary. This dampens
not only my outlook on life, but my ability to work and
achieve pleasure from leisure recreation. It means that a
thousand small things, like mowing the yard or doing
work around the house, now are done either at great
discomfort or someone must be hired.
[Petitioner Kennedy]
Prior to the wounding, I was able to do commercial
photographic work for magazines, advertising agencies
and public relations firms, on a freelance basis on my
own time. I am now cut off from this source of income
because of my disabilit;v. My work is now confined to
a desk job at The Miami Herald. My left leg tires easily
from walking. I cannot run and can ·walk only short
distances at a time. Income from commercial work would
mean a minimum of three thousand dollars a year, if I
were able to do it.
·
My leg gives me constant pain. The pain is least intense first thing in the morning. As the day progresses,
it becomes increasingly worse. This is a daily burden
and now [sic] matter how I try to forget it, or "ignore it,
there is no real relief. The pain is caused by a combination of nerve damage and poor circulation because of
muscle and arterial loss, according to Colonel Charles
Metz, Chief of Orthopedics at Walter Reed Army Med-
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ical Center. This, I was told, is something I must learn
to live with.
I am fortunate in that The Miami Herald has assured
me continued employment. With my disability however,
my potential earning power has been permantly [sic]
reduced. Any chance of being offered a better position
with another publisher, is remote. To do a proper job
in my field requires agility and stamina. The possibility
of a higher paying J?Osition before the shooting, had
been very much alive m discussions with representatives
of Life magazine. My life has been completely altered.
Things that used to be routine are now a struggle to do.
At age 42, when the shooting occurred, I had about 25
years of future earning power to look forward to.
Aside from the indescribable pain and suffering, past,
present and future, I face a loss of earning power for the
next 25dears. This is the result of the painful crippling
execute by the Marines in Santo Domingo.

104. A documentary exhibit from Marshall F. Hall, M.D.,
F.A.C.S. (practice limited to orthopaedic surgery) has thi£
to say about Petitioner Burt as of January 31, 1970:
Alvin V. Burt, a 42 year old white male, was seen on
January 30, 1970, for evaluation of his right hip.
History: The patient ~ave a history of having been in
the Dominican Republic in May 1965, covering the Dominican crisis, as the Latin-American Editor for the
Miami Herald. He states he was the rear seat passenger
in a Dominican taxicrub, which was machinegunned by
a U.S. Marone troop. The patient sustained gunshot
wounds to the right side. He was taken to a First Aid
Station, dressing were applied and he was transferred,
via helicopter, to the hospital ship Raleigh. During his
stay on the Raleigh, the patient underwent ·two operations; a debridement and application of a full spica cast.
The patient was subsequently transferred to Fort Bragg,
North Carolina, where he remained for approximately
six weeks. During this time, he had a second debridement, drainage and cast removal. The patient returned
to l\iiami, Florida, in July or August 1965, and subsequently returned to part-time employment as the LatinAmerican Editor for the Miami Herald. The patient was
under the care of Doctor C. A. Zarzecki, who removed
some more of the metal fragments from his right side
ami placed the patient on therapy for his right hip. In
1969, the patient went under the care of Doctor Joseph
Kalbac, and is presently under his care.
P1•esent complaints: At this time, the patient complains
of constant pain in his right hip and loss of motion.
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Past History: History of previous arthritic condition
however, states this did not given him any major dif:
ficulty prior to his injury. No serious illnesses. Open
reduction of his left upper arm in 1945. Cataract removed from his right eye in 1968. Tonsillectomy. Allergic to Penicillin.
Physical examination: Shows a well developed, well
nourished, alert and coope.rati ve male. He has an old
deformity of his left arm, from a previous automobile
accident.
The pat~ent has som~ tender;cy ~ward kyphosis of
the thoracic-lumbar spme, whiCh Is secondary to his
Marie Strumpell's arthritis.
As he stands before us, he has a large scar onr the
right buttock, which is adherent to the glutei muscles
and when he tightens these muscles the scar indents.
There is some loss of gluteus function and weakness
to the abductors to his right leg. He shows a 15-degree
flexion contracture of the right leg and has exqmsite
pain and tenderness on attempts of internal and external
rotation. He has marked limitation of internal rotation
and the leg is held in external rotation of approximately
25- to. 30-dew:ees: He has a good range of flexion and
extensiOn to his right knee, however, any type of motion
to his hip gives him pain and tenderness. He has a scar
above his right anterior-superior iliac spine and a scar
anteriorly over the ilioinguinal area. The patient can
go into a squatting position, however,with the stifl:'ness
to his back and neck, it is difficult for him to carry out
this motion fully and maintain this position.
X-ray examination: X-rays of the thoracic and lnmbal'
spine shows a Marie Strumpell's arthritic changes with
a bamboo spine. He has a bullet fragment to the right
of the lumbar third vertebra and fairly well anterior
into the abdominal cavity.
·
X-rays of the right hip shows a marked osteoarthritic
change of the joint space with bullet fragments throughout the joint and the head of the femur. It a.ppears he
has had an old fracture, that has healed in a varus position. There is loss of joint space and loss of congruity
of the hip. The metal fragments extend down at the
j-ynction of the proximal third and distal two-thirds of
h1s right leg.
Impression: It is our impression this man has suffered
a severe, disabling injury to his right hip, which, in the
future will need an arthroplasti
of procedure. Because of his 1\farie Stntmpell's art ritis and immobility
of the spine, any type of deformity of his hip is going to
increase this man's overall disability.
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vVe feel, during- the next two years, he will need an
arthroplasty of Ins right hip, necessitating an expenditure of approximately ${5,000.00 to $6,000.00, including
hospital and doctor's bills.
At this time, we feel he represents a 75% permanent
disability of his right leg, as a result of his injury. Future
suruery will decrease his temporary disability, however,
wilf not alter his future permanent disability. This man
will require a doctor's evaluation at least three times
a year, at a cost of approximately $150.00 per year.
Dzagnosi8: Gunshot wounds, right iliac crest and hip,
into the abdomen, with severe degenerative osteoarthritic
changes and per~nent deformity of the right hip.
The same exhibit has this to say about Petitioner Kennedy,
as of January 30, 1970:
Douglas E. Kennedy, a 47 year old white male, was
seen on .January 30, 1970, for evaluation of his left lower
extremity.
Hi.JJtory: The patient gave a history of having been in
the Dominican Republic in May 1965, covering the Dominican crisis, as a news photo~rapher. He states he was
a right front seat passenger m a Dominican taxicab
which was maehine-gunned by a U.S. 'Marine troop.
The patient sustained gunshot wounds of the left lower
extremity. He was taken to a First Aid Station, dressing were applied and he was transferred, via helicopter,
to the hosiptal ship Raleigh. During his approximate five day stay on the Ralmgh~ the patient underwent
two operations on his left leg, a debridement and repair
of the sciatic nerve and, because of a fractured femur,
he was placed in a full spica cast. Approximately two
days later, because of a spiking temperature, the cast
was removed, the wound mspected and a second spica
cast applied. The patient was su~uently transferred
to Fort Bragg, North Carolina, durmg which time the
spica cast was removed, the wounds were re-debrided and
a second repair of the sciatic nerve was performed. Approximately three weeks later, the patient was transferred to the Walter Reed Hospital, Washington, D.C.
During his hospitalization two skin grafts were performed and several months later a sympathectomy was
performed for relief of pain. The patient subsequently
developed a bleeding stress ulcer, which was t~ted, .and
he was discharged from '"alter Reed Hospita;l in De-cember 1965, to return to Miami, Florida.
·.
In .January 1966, the patient had a recurrent a(:.ta,ok of
his bleeding ulcer and was hospitalized at Mercy Hospital under the care of Doctor Raymond Cohen. During the
month of February 1966, the patient returned to theWal-
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~r ;Reed Hospital for out-patient J.>hysical therapy, conSlstmg of strengthening and motwn to the left lower
~xtremity. The patient was in a full leg brace and went
ll!to a sho~t l~g brace, double upright with a Kleenzak
·piCkup spr~ng m approximately June 1966.
The J.>atient was previous~y treated by Doctor C. A.
Zarze.ckl for therapy of whirlpool and exercises, however, IS no longer under his care.
. The patient returned to work, as a news photographer
'
m the Summer of 1966.
Pre_aent eorn_pla:ints.: At this time, the patient complains of pai!l m his lo:wer left leg and states this becomes worse m the evenmg. He complains of numbness
and hypersensitivity to his left leg.
Past hwtory: No.previous i~1jur;r. or difficulty with his
left lower .extrennty. No serwus Il1nesses. Tonsillectomy
only previous surgery. No known drug allergies. The
pat1~n.t ~ta~ he was in excellent health until the time
of his InJury m May 1965.
Phy~ical examination: Shows a well developed well
nourished, alert ~ale. Exa.min!l'tion was limited to the
left lower extremity. Exammatwn of the left foot shows
weakness to the. extensor hallucis longus and weakness to the dorsi flex_or. He has fair strength to the
ga~troc group. InversiOn and eversion is normal. Dorsahsyedxs pulse coul~ be felt. There is numbness over the
medial aspect of his foot and some hypersensitivity
over the !ate:al aspect of his foot.
Exa:nmat~on of the left calf shows extensive soft tissue
loss .with skm grafts over the lateral posterior aspect
of h1s calf. He has continuity of the Achilles tendon
however, a _large portion of this muscle mass and sub~
cutaneo~s .tissue has been lost. There is some adherence
to the tibia on the lateral aspect. He has an area of
numbness over the m~dial aspect of his left leg-. He has
a full range of extensiOn and 50-degrees of flexiOn to his
l~ft knee. He ~as a large ar~ of grafting over the popliteal sp!lee w1th scar formatwn and loss of a portion of
the medial belly of the gastroc muscle as it attaches to
the femoral cot:ldyle. There is no protective tissue in and
abo~t the popliteal artery. He has some loss of the semiten:dmosus and sem~membranosus muscle, of the hamstrmg group. 'l'here 1s we.akness to this ha!fistring group
on attem~ted full extensiOn. He has a mid-line scar on
th~oster1~r aspect. His glutei group is good.
e pat~ent, ~t this time, is wearmg a short leg,
double upright w1t~ a Ipeenzak pick up spring.
On mu~cle exannnatwn, t~er:e is function to the peroneal brevis, however, very hm1ted. On dorsi flexion, he
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does have the anterior tibialis, the extensor hallucis:
longus and the common extensors, however, they are all
weak. He has some function to the posterior tibialis. .
X-ray examination: AP of the pelvis shows some chps
in the paravertebral area. He sho":'s an _old, healed fra?ture with metal fragments at the ]UnctiOn of the proximal'one-third and distal two-thirds of the femur. The
hip joints are well maintained.
X-rays of the left knee shows some tendency to":'ard
O'enurecurvatum. There are a lot of metal fragmentations
~t the junction of the proximal third and. distal twothirds of the tibia. The patella rides very h1gh.
X-rays, AP and lateral, of the left ankle shows some
metal fragmentation distal to the fibula.
Impression: It is our impression this man ~as reached
maximum medical benefits and no further actlve surgery
is indicated. It is miraculous that he has a leg that IS
still serviceable. He does have approximately %-inch
shortening to his leg. He h~ sen~ation o':er the plantar
surface of his foot and. w1th th1s sensation, he should
not, in the future, form t~lcerations.
We feel he represents a. 79% permane~t disabilitY. of
his left leO', as a result of his m]ury. He will need medical
evaluatio~ approximately twice a year at an annual cost
of approximately $125.00. He wlll need a new brace
every year and avhalf at a cost of approximately $70.00.
Recurring infection, in and about the metal fragn~en~s
is a probability, requiring at least two future hospital~
zations at approximately $500.00 to $600.00 per hospitalization.
Diagnoses: 1) Gunshot woun.·ds, left leg. 2) Fractured
left femur. 3) Soft tissue injury, left popliteal space
and lower gastroc group. 4) Injury to the sciatic nerve,
left.
105. There is a documentary exhibit in the record consisting of a letter to Hon. Dante B. Fascell from Lee Hills,
Executive Editor of the Knight Newspapers, which bears on
the extent of medic.:<tl care furnished by the military following the shooting and circumstances under which that care was
discontinued. Excerpts from it are as follows:
Of more direct concern to me is the abrupt reversal
in the posture taken by the Department of Defense. More
than two years have elapsed since the incident occurred
and I think it important that the committee recall the
situation of that time and be apprised of the conduct and
positions of both Burt and Kennedy and of the Department of Defense, whieh seem to me significant.

The De artment of Defense, meantime, accepted full
responsibi
for the care and medical treatment that
Burt and Kennedy required. N OPmal procedure would
call for any acozaentally injured newsman to be treated
at a military facility only if that faoiUty was the most
immediately available and then to be tran-sported to the
United States for private care in pri~·ate medical facilities. [Emphasis supplied.]
In~tead, Burt and Kennedy were evacuated to the USS
Ralmgh for treatment, then flown to Fort
g North
a~ged at
Carolina, for further treatment. Burt was
Fort Br
while Kennedy was transferred to vValter
tal for additional surgery and treatment.
Reed
The Dep!lrtment of Defense was clearl,Y aware of the
precedent mvolved and gave every indication that it
was accepting this unique responsibility because it was
well aware of the unfortunate role of the U.S. military
in their wounding.
Numerous conversations occurred between the Department o~ Defense and representatives of Knight Newspaper:s m .the weeks that followed the shooting and, at
my direction, a record of those conversations has been
kept. Without reviewing them all, let me call your
attention to the following :
1. In response to my request for clarification on the
Department's position, I received on May 12 1965 a
telegram from Assistant Secretary of Defen~ Arthur
Sylvester. It. t::ead in part: "I assure you that both
men. are rece1vmg best possible care. Full investigation
o~ Circumstances surrounding incident is being made. I
will, of course, keep you advised. Meanwhile the complete_ medical capabilities of the Defense D~partment
and Its components will be at their disposal as Ion()' as
they desire."
1'":>
. 2. La~r that same day, I conferred with Deputy AsSistant Secretary of Defense Phil Goulding. I reviewed
Mr. Sylvester's telegram with him and asked if that
telegram meant exactly_ what it said. My personal notes
show that Mr. Goulding reaffirmed the commitment
made by Mr. Sylvester. Mr. Goulding said that the Department's assumption of care was "practically unique''
and pointed out that it was in any case a sharp departure
from establishedfrocedure. He said that the Department
"apparently" .ha no legal liability but said the Department had decided to accept the responsibility for medi-cal care anyway.
3. ,W!3 had. numerous . reaffirmations of the Department s mtentwn to provide whatever care necessary in
the months that followed. As late as December 4 1965
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when it was obvious that Kennedy was so disabled that
long-term care was a distinct possibility, I raised the
question again with Mr. Goulding.
My notes show that Mr. Goulding indicated that the
Department would continue to offer and supply whatever medical care Mr. Kennedy required. He again referred to the earlier departmental decision to accept
responsibility and said he expected no problem with, for
instance, out-patient care.
.
It is worth notino- that the Department's own mvestigation of the incident had been completed months before, on June 7, 1965 to be exact. Indeed, the De-rartment's position had been made so clear that President
Johnson had been moved to write Mr. Kennedy that "It
gives me heart that the Army is able to offer you medical assistance and care as it would any other combat
veteran." That letter was dated May 29, 1965.
Regrettably, all this was to change. Despite the fact
that the Department had done everything possible to
acknowledge its responsibility by assuming the burden
of care for these men, it was unwilling to carry through
that responsibility.
On February 24, 1966, I talked with Mr. Goulding
again, trying to determine '"hat Kennedy should do
when he reqmred future medical attention.
Mr. Goulding told me then that Mr. Kennedy should
get in touch with the Army if he required further care,
whereupon arrangements would be made for him to be
treated either at a military hospital or by military doctors. He said that he could think of no reason why anyone in the De rtment would decide otherwise in view
of the then wei
ished commitment to Mr. Kennedy.
Mr. Goulding pointed out that he himself did not have
the authority to commit the government to lifetime care
but said he would explore the question and notify me
of its resolution.
The response to that conversation is found in ·a final
letter to me from Mr. Goulding dated March 14, 1966, a
copy of which is attached to this letter.
106. The reply of March 14, 1966, by Mr. Goulding, Deputy
Assistant Secretary of Defense, reads in pertinent part as
follows:

ad hoc basis to persons who would not otherwise be
eligible.
It is not possible to know whether the Appropriations
Act or the governing regulations will be modified. I am
~dvised that neither the Secretary of the Army nor,
mdeed, the Secretarv of Defense, could bind future
officials in this matter:
107. Mr. Burt's subjective recollection of his suffering and
experience following the shooting, is that he was kept on the
hospital ship, U.S.S. Raleigh, from May 6 until May 9.
He underwent two operations abroad tlhe ship, one to remove
metal consisting of both bullets and automobile fragments
and a second operation to remove contaminated flesh. The
wound in the high-thigh a.rea was described by the doctor
as one that might have been made by a grenade, requiring
trimming away of jagged and ripped flesh. Following the
second operation he was placed in a cast from chest to knees
and he described this as "perhaps the most difficult time of
all. They put the cast on me while I was asleep, and when
I awoke the cast had wrenched particularly the right hip
so that it felt as though it was almost out of socket. It caused
a great deal of pain. As a matter of fact, it was the most
severe pain I ever felt, a great deal more than the gunshot
wound in comparison." The cast had been put on to protect
him during transportation to the hospital at Fort Bragg on
the supposition that bone chips and possibly a hairline fracture 'had been detected. Incidentally, while aboard the U.S.S.
Raleigh, Mr. Burt recalls a visit from Gen. Jolm Griswald
Bouker, U.S. Marine Corps, who told him the shooting never
should have happened. He quotes General Bouker as saying,
"I thought we had those guys under better fire control than
that."
108. Petitioners Burt and Kennedy were airlifted from
the hospital ship to Womack Hospital at Fort Bragg, North
Carolina. Mr. Burt was kept there :for about 6 weeks. At
WQmack the cast was removed about 10 days after arrival.
There was another operation to cut away flesh and prevent
infection, and a drain placed in the wound for some time.
Finally, the wound was closed. After release from Womack
in mid-June of 1965, Mr. Burt took a couple of weeks off
since he was anxious to return to Miami and begin working
for the Hera:ld once again. He returned to work in August.

I am advised that the United States is not legally liable
for the shooting, and that medical care to date has been
given the men as a matter of grace, not right. This has
been done under the Department of Defense Appropriations Act and medical care regulations which authorize
Department of Defense officials to extend care on an
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1965 on a part-time basis and worked half-time for the next
year or so, returning to his horne when he began to feel
badly. He tried a few trips on Latin-American affairs which
he knew so well, but found that he could not endure them.
He was obliged to turn down an offer arranged through the
U.S. Information Agency late in the fall of 1966 to write
a book about the Dominican Republic covering the period
following the aforementioned civil strife. After contracts
had been arranged, he found that he could not do the book,
and could not stay in Santo Domingo.
109. Upon his return to Miami, Mr. Burt saw a Dr.
Zarzecki, an orthopaedic surgeon designated by his employer's
insura.nce carrier, and the doctor removed a bullet from the
right appendix area that had been causing a great deal of
difficulty. In addition to his physical discomfort, Mr. Burt
found that he no longer had mobility and had lost his zest.
and desire to cover "crisis" situations. As a result, he arranged to buy part interest in a small weekly newspaper in
northeast Georgia and tried running that for about 10
months, but the venture was only moderately successful and
he rejoined the Herald in another capacity as an editorial
writer, a job requiring no great mobility or obligation to go
out and gather facts. Mr. Burt still has a great many fragments up and down his arm and leg and side, some of which
lie fairly close to the surface. On occasions they have had
to be removed, in some cases by a Dr. Kalbac who succeeded
Dr. Zarzecki for the insurance company. He is informed there
is one fragment about three-quarters of an inch long and
half an inch or so wide in the hip which he is advised to leave
there, because it cannot be removed without muscle damage.
110. Mr. Burt is aware that the shooting aggravated a
pree:x:isting arthritic condition which had produced a spine
of limited mobility. He states the prior arthritic condition
made him perhaps a little awkward, but it had been quiescent
and had produced no pain. Since the shooting, the mobility
of his right hip has been limited, the condition seems to be
worsening, and the extent to which he can straighten his leg
has sharply decreased. If he stands .for an hour he suffers
severe pain, and must get off his leg or suffer several days of
seve1·e pain. ~{r. Burt at the time of the trial noticed deteri-
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oration in his ability to stand and to straighten his leg. He
experiences pain on a day-to-day basis, taking an average of
six to eight Bufferin a day or a stronger drug (Indocin, with
some undesirable side effects) if the ·Bufferin fails. If the
Indocin also fails, he is required to go to bed. He. can no
longer walk more than six or eight blocks at the most, mow
his lawn, play golf, or fish.
111. Mr. Kennedy's subjective recollection of his suffering
and experience is that he also spent several days aboard the
hospital ship, U.S.S. Raleigh~ where he was taken immediately to the operating room and X-rayed for a skull fracture. Upon awakening from anesthesia he found himself in
a full cast from the armpits to his feet. A navy surgeon said
to him, "You had a pretty rough time. We thought we were
going to lose you a couple of times because you were losing
blood faster than we could put it in." The doctor said, "I
think you are going to be all right now." He was then sedated
and slept. Mr. Kennedy recalls suffering from a continuously
elevated temperature, and the decision was made to operate
because of infection. He was returned to the operating room
aboard the U.S.S. Raleigh, the cast was removed, he was
packed in ioo, given an anesthesia, and the wound again
cleansed. He nert remembers awakening, back in the cast.
The same navy surgeon advised him that he had spent 8 hours
operating on the leg and in conference with other surgeons on
the ship they had considered amputation, but felt there was
a chance of saving it and decided to give it a chance. The
surgeon stated he did not know how successful they might
have been because the damage was extensive. One of the two
branches of the main artery into the leg had been shot away,
and the other one damaged. The main nerve had been all but
severed and was hanging by a thread. A great deal of metal
had been removed. He displayed to Mr. Kennedy a handful
of small pieces but explained that he could not get nearly all
of it out. Mr. Kennedy recalls a conversation with Admiral
McCain, Commander of the American naval forces during the
Dominican civil strife, and that the admiral stated his sorrow, that he could see no reason why it had happened, that
he wanted to apologize on behal£ of the United States.
112. Mr. Kennedy was kept at Fort Bragg for 2 or 3 weeks,
during which time one operation was performed to clean out
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the wound and remo,·e more fragments. 'Yhere the nerve
had been sewn together on the hospital ship, it '':as now wired
together at Fort Bragg for a more permanent fastening.
The body cast was remo\·ed and a full spica cast substituted,
from the armpits to and through the foot. His right foot was
left free, but there was a bar connecting the left leg to the
right leg and he was put in a For&'ter frame so that he could
be turned. The cast described makes it impossible to sit up,
and the frame provides, in effect, a rotating bed which can be
turned to permit the patient to eat.
113. Mr. Kennedy describes pain "so bad that it was impossible to sleep. I have never had so much pain as that. It
was a constant pain and a terrifying pain. They kept giving
me medication, but the medica:tion even didn't put a dent
in it." He continued as follows:
The only relief I would get at all would be when I
would fall asleep for brief periods. When I would wake
up, I would hate ~o wake up b~use I ~ew I was in
for it all over agam. It was a ternble pam.
114. Mr. Kennedy was then flown to \Yalter Reed Hospital
from Fort Bragg in a military plane for further treatment
and skin grafts, because the wounds were still open. He was
tt patient at \V alter Reed from about the middle of June 1965
until Christmas. He had a total of three operations at Walter
Reed and a skin graft which was only partially successful,
followed by a skin graft which was successful. Difficulties
arose because an area of the bone became infected with osteomyelitis which has since cleared up. Mr. Kennedy was removed from the aforementioned Forster frame, and put in a
regular bed about September 1965.
115. While at ·walter Reed, 1\Ir. Kennedy woke one morning and vomited a tremendous amount of blood which was
later attributed to a "stress" ulcer resulting from his injuries. This required extensive treatment. He underwent another operation in an effort to relieve pain in the leg which
was "continuing" and "terrible." \Vhen a spinal needle failed
to deaden the nerve, he underwent a sympatheetomy operation which involved cutting a nerve into his leg at a point
in the abdomen. He was advised that following such an operation, his leg would probably always be dry and would not perspire normally. This operation provided temporary relief.

A few days later the pain returned resulting in mental de.
jection. He has had constant pain since.
116. ·At \Valter Reed 1\e was fitted with a full leg brace that
came up to and around the groin, and with the aid of crutches
he was permitted to go home for Christmas. 'i\Thile home
the stress ulcer erupted again and he was taken to Mercy'
Hospital in Miami where, after 10 days, he was returned
to ·walter Reed as an out-patient for about a month. Since
that time he has been under the care of the aforementioned
insurance company doctors, Zarzecki and Kalbac.
117. Since leaving ·walter Reed in .January of 1!166, Mr.
Kennedy has experienced a continuous "gnawing, agonizing
type pain," which increases progressively during the day. He
is determined not to get "hooked" on drub>'S, and therefore
takes aspirin constantly~ and Dan·on occasionally. He sometimes has to leave work early, remove the brace, and elevate
the foot to obtain some relief. He has been advised that it is
a pain he will have to learn to live with the rest of his life
morning and night. He has been able to play golf, which wa~
an important part of his life, by using an electric cart. He
can no longer hike or camp, and can go fishing only if no
walking is involved.
118. l\fr. Kennedy has been retained as chief photographer
at the Herald where he returned in the early summer of 1966,
more than a year after the shooting, first on a part-time basis·
and, after several months, on a full-time basis. He no longer
travels at all, and spends 99 percent of his time in the
office.
119. While hospitalized at Walter Reed in an out-patient
status, Mr. Kennedy was married. He had ·planned to be married in .June of 1965 and there was an emotional wrench and
mental anguish involved with regard to whether he should
suggest relieving his fiance of their prior commitment to
one another. They were, however, married at a time when
l\fr. Kenne:dy was still on the aforementioned Forster frame,
and when It was not clear whether he would ever walk again.
120. Medical testimony produced by petitioners at the trial
in supplementation of the aforementioned documentary reports and their own testimony is hereinafter summarized:
A well-qualified and distinguished orthopaedic surgeon, Dr. Joseph Kalbac (also qualified as an expert in
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service-connected disabilities since he had served on the
air force medical boards rating disabilities and was currently an orthopaedic examiner for the military and
civil examiner in Dade County, Florida), is the insurance company doctor who took over from Dr. Zarzecki when the latter incurred a coronary and could no
longer treat Messrs. Kennedy and Burt. He first saw
Mr. Burt on October 13, 1969, when petitioner was complaining of a piece of shrapnel in the subcutaneous right
groin area. After taking a history, he removed the shrapnel with local anesthesia. He examined Mr. Burt and
reported 50 percent range of motion, observed the scars
and the absence of the gluteus maximus muscle. In subsequent visits, he determined that there were shrapnel
wounds predominantly over the right hip, right side
of the abdomen and right chin. He studied all of the
prior military medical records, and was a ware of the
gunshot wound in the right buttocks with a slug overlying the iliac crest, which had been later removed by
the aforementioned Dr. Zarzecki. The doctor was informed, and made a report, of the continuous pain suffered by Mr. Burt, as above described, and the drugs he
was required to take to relieve it. The doctor was informed by Mr. Burt that "[h]e felt that since his accident
the curvature in his spine was much worse, along with
worse posture, which would be expected with contracture.
The ri~ht hip seemed to be bothering him more. He felt
that h1s condition in the right hip had deteriorated
within the last two years." The doctor testified at length
on the limitation of motion to which Mr. Burt was then
subjected, and the fact that X-rays revealed a lot of
metallic foreign bodies. He concluded that Mr. Burt
had, as a result of the gunshot wounds, sustained 30
percent disability of the body as a whole, and that the
disability was .Permanent. He expressed the opinion that
he could conceivably be 100 percent impaired from doing
the job that he performed prior to the gunshot wounds,
and that he may require further surgery on his right
hip in the future. It was his opinion, at the time of the
trial, that Mr. Burt had recovered as much as he was
going to and; furthermore, that he had "a good chance
of req~iring somethi~g to be done in his right hip,
should It degenerate with wear and tear."
121. Dr. Kalbac expressed the opinion that there is a 50
percent chance tJutt in the future Mr. Burt will require an
arthroplasty, and ~estified as follows on this point:
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In a situation like hi.s, probably the commonest procedure that ~ e;~ploy IS a cup arthroplasty in which
t~t:Ough an mciSIQn ~round the hip, an extensive inC}SlOn, we actually g~ 1~ ~nd ren:ove all the inflamed scar
tissue around the lnp Jomt to mcrease the motion and
then we smooth off. the head of the bone, the round
femural. head, shav~ It down, and then we put a metallic
cup,. wh.ICh acts basiCally like a bushing and allows more
motion m there.
The other procedure would be again if this had to be
done 20 years fro!ll no~, rather than in the next five
years, a perso~ m1ght JUst amputate that head of the
bone ~~;nd put m a prosthesis instead of just a cup to
coyer It. If ~e was 20 years older, we just might take
tin~ Otlt, put m the prosthesis and thereby he could bear
Wei.ght sooner than he would with a cup and get along
easier.
122. Dr. Kalbac also felt that there was a good chance of
~agments of ~hrap1~el in }fr. Burt's body causing trouble
lll the future, mcludmg possible bone infection. He thought
the pain suffered by Mr. Burt, rather than going away
would probably increase over the years.
'
123. Dr. Kalbac's testimony with respect to Mr. Kennedy
was that he had sustained three gunshot wounds in the left
lower extremity, one in the femur (in the distal area of the
leg~, one ~t the calf (part of which was shot away), and one
belnnd Jus knee. There was a fracture of ·the left femur
(~high) in the proximal third of the bone just below the hip,
w1t~1 muscle loss to the thigh, to the popliteal area which is
behmd the ~e_e, and the cap of his leg. The posterior tibial
nerve was l11Jured and the posterior tibial artery was
seve~d. ~~· Kalbac des~ribed the severance of the &Ftery as
~serious m)ury, because It results in very little circulation gomg to the leg except for small vessels going. to the knee. The
severance o~ the nerve causes tibial nerve palsy, because this
nerve supplies the muscles that permit the foot to be pushed
down. Without it a person cannot control his foot, and has
a drop-type foot.
1~4. After describing the history of the military treatment
received by Ur. Kennedy, including the aforementioned
scalp ~ou11d, ~nd the various operations he had undergone
as earlier mentiOned, Dr. Kalbac stated that the main trouble
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currently·suffered by ~fr. Kennedy was the continuous pain in
the left lower extremity for which he took the drugs earlier
described. He described the patient~s complaints of alternate
numbness and ultrasensitivity in the leg, and the patient~s
inability to distinguish between heat and cold. Dr.· Kalbae
described the limited use of the leg available to Mr. Keimedy,
and the brace he was required to wear. His testimony described massive scarring, and also X-rays revealing munerous pieces of foreign metal throughout the injured area.
125. On t~e basis of his total testimony, Dr. Kalbac concluded that Mr. Kennedy had sustained disability to the
body as a whole o£ 35-40 percent, based on the same established tables which he had used to rate Mr. Burt'~; permanent disability earlier. He testified that he would gi,·e the
same disability ratings to both men had they been sent to
him by_the Veterans' Administration, for example. Dr. Kalbac con9luded that the aforementioned sympathectomy h~td
not fully relieved.Mr. Kennedy's pain, and that medication
was the only alternative in his case. He had concluded that
the nerve severance above described was a petmam~nt ·in~
jury which will not i·t>generate. based on an· eieetromyography which he had perform~d the previous week. _\u
muscle supplied by the damaged nerves will not fuhction,
any sen&,ttion derived from these nerves will be absent, and
he will have to wear a short leg brace for the rest of his Jife
unless he elects to have an operation to make the joint stiff
and eliminate the brace. In :Mr. Kennedy~s case, Dr. Kalbac
felt the foreign metallic substances within his body had a
good chance of causing difficulties in the future, and that Mr.
Kennedy had gotten as well as he was ever going to get. He
felt that Mr. Kennedy had an exeellent ehance of developing
arthritis in the knee, and might require an operation to fuse
·
the knee if pain persists.
126. Dr. Kalbac observed that foreign metallic bodi1?s are
irritants which set up inflammation, and Mr. Kennedy may
have osteomyelitis or bone inflammation in the future. The
doctor concluded that :Mr. Kennedy's prior activities us a
sportsman are going to be "markedly limited" in the·futm·e.
127. The other medical witness presented by petitioners
was Dr. Marshall Hall, whose written rPport appC'ars r<ll'lier

in these findings. At the trial he also was qualified as a distinguished physician, with specialty in orthopaedics. In addition to private practice, .he {1as spent a year in the Air Foree
as an orthopaedic surgeon, and has been consultant to the
Air Force at ·Olmstead Air Force Base. He teaches orthopaedic surgery at the University of Miami School of Medicine and has received many honors for his work. As indicated
in the written reports herein mentioned, Dr. Hall had occasion to examine petitioners in January of 1970, just prior to
the trial, '\vithout being aware of whether he was examining
them on behalf of plaintiffs or defendant.
_128. With· respect to 1\fr. Burt, after taking a medical
history, he observed generally the same conditions described
by Dr. Kalbac, and stated as a conclusion that "the wounds
to the pelvis and to the hip, with the metal fragments therein,
are causally related to this gunshot injury that occurred back
in May'of'l965." He felt the patient's disability was perman~nt and that he is suffering a 75 percent disability of his
r1ght leg. He would translate this to a permanent disability to
the body as a whole of 35-40 percent. He based his conclus~on on the fact that the hip is completely destroyed at this
time: It has some function. However, there is no question, accordmg to Dr. Hall, that he will need further operative procedure, and he believes it is in the not too distant future. The
operative procedure the doctor contemplated was a total hip
replacement, botlft,the pelvic portion and the femur p01tion
using an acrylic type of plastic material. He felt that thi~
operation would involve an expenditure of between five and
six thousand dollars in medical costs. Dr. Hall felt that the
"e~~uisite" .pain currently suffered by Mr. Bmt would dinumsh after such surgery, but that he would always have
pain. With.respect to the preexistent arthritic condition Dr.
Hall felt· that the arthritis had made greater deman& on
Mr. Burt's right hip which the hip could not meet because
of the injuries which it had sustained from the gunshot
wounds. He was of the opinion that Mr. Burt "will never be
able to r~ume any t!~e of activity in which ambulating is
a part of It--competitive type of work." Dr. Hall explained
that the ~rcentage of permanent disability to the body as
a whole "35-40%" that he attributed to 1\:lr. Burt did not
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include the preexistent arthritic condit~on; but that he would
not have rated the disability to the h1p caused by the gunshot wounds that high, had the hip condition not been ag.
.
gravated by the arthritis.
129. Dr. Hall's examination of Mr. Kennedy and his. medical history produced generally the same fi?dings ~rher described by Dr. Kalbac. Following extensiVe testrmony, he
concluded that Mr. Kennedy was suffering 70 percent permanent disability of the left leg, arrived at from the history and
findings concerning the injury to ~uscle, tendon, b?ne .a_nd
loss of nerve function. Translated mto permanent disability
of the body as a whole, he felt that this was equivalent of
28-30 percent. He was of the opinion that there were no
further surgical procedures that would be bene~cal to Mr.
Kennedy at this time, and that there was nothmg ~hat ~e
could be given at this time that will in any way cu:e his pam.
He was of the opinion that Mr. Kennedy's healmg pro~ess
was at a standstill, and that he would show no further Improvement. He felt that the metal fragments would occasionally give problems in the future, and that :'fr. Kennedy's
preaccident sports activities, as earlier described, would be
grossly curtailed.
.
130. Petitioners were concerned about the~r future employment with the Miami Herald and they have been assured by
the present management .of the Miami Herald t~at their
continuing employment would be guaran~d, proVIded they
did their jobs to the best of their ability. The newspaper
kept both petitioners on its pa~roll wh~le they were ~uper
ating and both received relatively m~no~ w<?rkm~n s c~m
pensation benefits during their hospitalizatiOn, mduding
lwnp sum benefits ($2,200 for Mr. Burt and $6,700 fpr :Mr.
Kennedy), as well as payment for medical care obtained
from sources other than facilities of the U.S. Government.
131. It is apparent from all the foregoing subjective and
medical evidence, that petitioners have not yet been compensated for their pain and suffering, past, present and
future· nor for their permanent disability; nor for the loss
.
of the ' "upward mobility" in their respective prof ess10ns
which each appeared to be enjoying at the time of the shooting above descrrbed.
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CoNCLUSIONS

It is concluded on the basis of all of the foregoing facts
that petitioners Kennedy· and Burt are not chargeable with
contributory negligence in the tragic shooting described
above. Nor could they reasonably be charged with "assumption of risk," particularly from "our" side, given the encouraging climate for newsmen existing at the time; their
own prior experience; tJhe experience of other distinguished
newsmen; and their behavior immediately preceding the
incident. For the same reason, it is concluded that their
driver acted reasonably under the circumstances. Even if
it could be otherwise concluded (and it cannot), his actions
cannot be imputed to petitioners any more than the carelessness of any taxi driver would be imputable ·to passengers
in his taxi.
Moreover, the troops at checkpoint "Alpha" affirmatively
demonstrated inexperience, lack of professional poise, carelessness, poor fire control, a failure to comply with the general orders in effect, and a failure to comply with the specific
orders of the young officer controlling them at the checkpoint. (Findings 84, 85 and 86.) These factors were the
proximate cause of this tragedy.
If one were to conjecture how a series of events such as
this could occur, it appears likely from an exhaustive examination of the record that the corporal manning the machinegun on the tank might have confused the first shots fired by
Corporal Gandia and his companions when the driver of the
car (recognized as a Dominican) opened his door, with what
he thougpt was "incoming" sniper fire. Certainly that explanation is as plausible as the internally inconsistent explanation of the marine witnesses that they direeted
overwhelming automatic fire at the car because of a few
rounds of "incoming" fire, which petitioners did not hear.
In any event, the hand gestures described by Corporal
Gandia, over a period of 5 minutes by his own estimate, were
demonstrably ambiguous, contradictory and confusing to any
person of average intelligence and experience.
Above all, however, is the fact that tJhis is a case in which
Congress has asked that the facilities of this Court be utilized
to examine whether "in equity and good conscience" peti-
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tioners are entitled to recompense. By that test, writers
analyzing instances wherein Co~gress prio~ to 1855 ~ngaged
in its own nonjudicial e~luatton of eqUltable cla.tms, observed back then that:
A .claimant's freedom from fault must be established.
But if he has been shown not to be blameworthy, he has
virtually made out a prima fa:cie case for relief.
·we have here .a typical case e.alling for. equitable relief,
for the very reason that the Federal Tort Cia~ Act '2 fai_ls
to provide a remedy because of one of the exceptions ~here1_n
contained. A leading Congressional Reference case m th1s
court 3 involving, i;nter aUa, this same exception to the Federal Tort Claims Act, had this to say:
Since this is a Congressional reference, however, we
are to examine the broader "equitable" facets of plaintiffs' claim. We determine, in that connec~iori, ":hether
the nation owes a "debt" based upon cons1derat1!>ns. of
a moral or merely honorary nature,. SU<?h. as are bmdmg
on the conscience or the honor of an mdtVIdual, although
the debt could obtain no recognition in a court of law''
(United States v. Realty Oompany, 163 U.S. 427, 440
(1896) ). In making th!lt evaluation it is proper::<> consider among other thmgs, whether the claim lS of a
type' recoverable against a private individual (Burkhm·dt v. United States, 113 (.,"'t. Cl. 658, 667-68 (1949} ).
It is also relevant to take account of the general pt.:Jn·
ciples ~verning the particular area of the law bearmg
on the claim (Estate of Fairbank v. United States, 164
Ct.Cl.1,8,10,11 (1964)).[ 4 )
.
Burkhardt v. United States, 113 Ct. Cl. 658, 84 F. Supp.
553 (1949), cited in the foregoing quotation, is often mentioned as a laJtdmark case in this field. The Court stated at
666-67,84 F. Supp. at 558-59:
1 Gellhorn & Lauer, OongreRBion.U Settlet-.eni of Tort Ci .i.u.,; Ar.,:nat ri1e
United State8, 55 COLUM. L. REV. 1, 13 ( 1955}.

• 28 U.S.C. 2680(k). 10 U:S.C. 27~3 als~ fall~ to pr~vid~ '\ ~·:···~: ~· a• !'l"'·
S1Jstate8 of E~ L. Arm"iJ·(-r ·r. TJrrded Rtates .• 1:.8 . . . t. c.. t.o• ·. •'·~·!..
1:".? ~
62:i, 628 (1964).
• See also note 1 BllPra at 13 wherein the writers observe:
"A claim will be recognized If It Is th·Jttght to be within the 'general poltcy'
of a statute that provides for federal accountabiUty, even though the elai"
mav not be embraced by the precise statutory language. Conversely, the claim
wni be denied If Congress discerns an exclusionary poUcy In a statute, even if
it does not expUcltly fit the present case. In short, federal statutea are used
not merely as direct .precedents, but as guides and analogies to aid In deciding
a Cft!!e. riot ;ret dealt with by an applicable general law • • *·"

The Government contends that Congress used the
term "legal or equitable claim" in Section 2509 of the
Judicial Code, Bupra, in its strict legal sense and not in
a broad general sense meaning "moral claim," and submits that the claim of the plamtiffs is not an "equitable
claim" as that term is used.

*

*

*

*

This court has previously had occasion to consider
a s~ial jurisdictional act of Congress which conferred
jurisdiction upon the court "to enter such decree or
judgment against the United States for such loss and
damage as eq:uity and justice shall req:uire (Lamborn and
Oompany v. United States, 106 C. Cls. 703), and especially the Government's contention that the court was
limited by that act to the determination of whether
plaintiff had a legal or equitable claim in the strict
sense of that term as usually applied in a court of law
and ~uity. We interpreted the special act of Congress to
mean 'equity and .justice" in its broad meaning rather
than in the strict sense in which such term is understood
and applied in equity jurisprudence (p. 723).

•
*
*
*
*
We are therefore of the opinion that the term "equi-

table claim" as used in 28 U.S.C., Sec. 2509, is not used in
a strict technical sense meaning a claim involving consideration of principles of right and justice as administered by courts of equity, but the broader moral sense
based upon general equitable consideration. * * * G
There is evidence in this record (not previously discussed)
that at the time of the shooting, top Gover11ment officials
characterized the wonnding of these petitioners as "tragic and
unjustified." An Associated Press account datelined Washington, May 8, 1965, and introduced at the trial, quotes Hon.
Arthur Sylvester, Assistant SE"Cretary of Defense for Public
Affairs, as endorsing that characterization with these introductory words:
I can do no better than repeat the words of Col.
Creel, senior U.S. information officer in Santo
Dommgo· * * *.
At the trial Colonel Creel (Ret.) testified that he had been
misquoted;· that he had used the word "unfortnnate," not
Geor~e

• See .also Town of Kure Beach v. United. States, 168 Ct. Cl. 597 (1964), for
a scholarly dlllCilssion of equitable claims and their evaluation tn "the broader
moral sense based upon general equitable eonslderatlons": North f!ountiea
H_v~ro-Electri.c Oo. v. United State8, 110 Ct. Cl. 241 (1965) : and Rumley ·V.
u mtcd Statea, 169 Ct. Cl. 100 ( 196;;).
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"unjustified." However, the distinction is not important in
the context of this case. On an examination of the whole record, this tragedy could be characterized as ''unjustified" or
"unfortunate," or both, so as to support a recommendation
for relief on equitable grounds, in the nonjuridical sense of
that term.
It is. not insignificant that in the transcribed proceedings
before the House subcommittee prior to the reference of this
case, the Navy's witness testified with respect to this relief
bill:
No, we said we couldn't support it under any law we
administer, but I don~t think you will find that the Department opposed the bill * * *. 'Ve can not sponsor the
bill.
The extensive and generous medical care afforded petitioners by the military following the shooting confirms this
official reaction.
In its amended answer (filed almost a year after the original answer to the petition), defendant raises a .new defense to the effect that the shooting was caused by agents of
the Organization of American States ( OAS), and not of the
United States, and thereiore the latter is not equitably liable.
There is no support whatever in the record for this
contention.
Defendant's own witness, the aforementioned General Palmer, testified that it was not until May 29, 1965, long after
this incident, that "General Alvim of the Brazilian Army
* * * took over as the Commander of what waa at that time
called the Interamerican Force, later changed to the Interamerican Peace Force, and I became his Deputy Commander
of the Interamerican Force and retained my U.S. Command."
(Emphasis supplied.)
On May 6th, when this shooting occurred, the O.AS empowered a five-man commission (on which the United States
was not represented), which provided certain diplomatic
guidance (not well-defined in the record). But on that date,
the marines at checkpoint "Alpha" reported exclusively to
the U.S. Commander, General Palmer, entirely through a
U.S. Marine chain of command. General Palmer's testimony
on this point was clear, and it was confirmed by that of Ambassador Bennett. The marines involved in this incident wero

clearly agents of the United States, under U.S. command
and acting in accordance with U.S. orders.
'
' DAMAGES

The issue of the amount of damages remains for disposition. In a case such as this, the award to the claimants sufficient to compensate them for pain and suffering (past,
present and future) ; the effects of permanent disability; and
for the fact that their careers, which were clearly in the
ascendancy, have been permanently interrupted, would normally be within the province of a jury, and not subject to
precise and mathematical determination. This case is further
complicated by the fact that extensive early medical care was
afforded petitioners by defendant, by workmen's compensation, and the fact that certain monetary losses were mitigated
by the enlightened attitude of their employer. The fact remains, however, that the uncompensated damages to petitioners (as appears from their testimony, the medical testimony,
and the prognosis), remain grave and formidable.
TI.1~ bill referred by the Congress (finding No. 2), speaks
specifically of the sum of $75,000 for Petitioner Kennedy
and the sum of $50,000 to Petitioner Burt. However, th;
referral in H.R. 1110 is plenary in its direction of consideration of "negli~nce or other fault of the U.S. and/or equity
and good consCience and any other matters within the court's
jurisdiction" under the enabling statute. The petition (finding No.4) "prays for an award of not less than Seventy-five
Thousand Dollars" for Mr. Kennedy, and "not k8s than Fifty
Thousand Dollars" for Mr. Burt. Following the trial and
introduction of all the proof, petitioners' prayers for relief
were in effect amended to conform to the proof; and they have
asked for $125,000 for Mr. Kennedy and $85,000 for Mr.
Burt. ~ Iet~r from petiti~ners' counsel dated July 31, 1969,
followmg mformal pretrial conferences with defendant's
original counsel of record, reads in pertinent part as follows:
Ameniti~s as~de, Mr. Smith and I have agreed along
the followmg lmes, although I reserve to him the right
to re-phrase its substance or form:
1. The G~wer!ln:ent does not argue that claimants
are necessarily hm1ted to the amounts stated in the reference bill, simply because those amounts were so stated·
the Government does, however, expect to argue that
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claimants are not entitled- to any recovery, because they
assumed the risk of injury by entering the Dominican
Reuublic under the circumstances then existing.
2. The Government reserves the right to dispute evidence of claimants' medical damages, because "permanency and pain and suffering" are intangible a.nd indeterminate; the Government does not, however, expect to dispute the facts of claimants' injuries, hospifalizatio~, and the courses and histories of their treatments.

*

*

*

*

This letter has been read to :Mr. Smith before its delivery to you, and I understand him to be in general
agreement with it.
_
The enabling act under which this case was heard (finding No. 1), directs the trial commissioner to determine, among
other things"* * *the amount, if any, legally or equitably
due from the United States to the claimant[s]."
All of the foregoing considered, and considering the damages as would a jury, this trial commissioner has determined
that petitioners are entitled to at least the sums recited in
the aforementioned bill. Since introduction of the bill, their
condition has worsened, and there has intervened the further ravages of inflation. It is believed, incidentally, that
petitioners heard medical testimony regarding their condition during the trial, as to which they were not previously
fully informed. They exhibited considerable· distress, and
:Mr. Burt was on one occasion obliged to leave the courtroom.
In light of all of the foregoing, it is therefore- further
concluded that the amounts set forth in the bill should
exceeded, if that is not precluded by the wording of the
bill, and if authorized by the other cOnsiderations summarized above. The amounts set forth in the post trial brief might
not be deemed excessive in the light of present-day jury
verdicts, but this is not a conventional tort action. Based
on all the proof on damages (findings Nos. 87 through 131),
it is further concluded that, if permissible, Petitioner Kennedy should be awarded $100,000; and Petitioner Burt should
be awarded $75,000.
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The Committee on the Judiciary, to which was referred the bill
(H.R. 6624) for the relief of Alvm V. Burt, Jr., and the estate of
Douglas E. Kennedy, deceased, having considered the same, reports
favorably thereon and recommends that the bill do pass.
PURPOSE
The purpose of the proposed legislation, is to pay Alvin V. Burt, Jr.
$45,482 ; Eileen Wallace Kennedy Pope, the widow of Douglas E.
Kennedy, deceased, $36,750; and the legal guardian of David Douglas
Kennedy, a minor, the son of Douglas E. Kennedy, deceased, $36,750.
The amounts paid as provided in the bill follow those recommended
in the opinion in a Congressional Reference case and would be
paid in full and final settlement of the claims of the named individuals
based upon the injuries and related disabilities and damages suffered
by Alvin V. Burt and the late Douglas E. Kennedy on or about May 6,
1965, and thereafter as the result of wounds caused by gunfire from a
United States checkpoint in Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic,
manned by United States Marines.
STATEMENT
The facts of the case as contained i~ .the qepartmental report are
as follows:
On May 21, 1968, the House of Representatives passed the House
Resolution, H. Res. 1110 referring the private bill, H.R. 9752, to the
Chief Commissioner of the Court of Claims as a Congressional Refer.38-00i
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enc~ case as provided in sectioniiJ.l492 and 2509 of title 28, United
States Code. The Opinion in that case was filed November 16, 1972
and provi~es the basis f.or: th~ provisions cJf H.R. 6624 as amended by
the Committee. The Opmwn m the Congressional Reference case and
the accompanying Findings of Fact are set out following this report
and made a part of this report.
In 1962, Mr. Alvin V. Burt was the Latin American Editor of the
Miami Herald. Mr. Douglas E. Kennedy was the Chief Phot rapher
of the Miami Herald. On May 3, 1965, Mr. Kennedy and
. Burt
took a commercial airliner to San Juan, Puerto Rico, and the next
day were flown to Santo Domingo on a U.S. Navy plane. The,>:
traveled to the Dominican Republic as newsmen to cover the civil
strife in that Country. As is noted in the OJ>inion,
May 5, 1965 the
United States Army a~d Marine Forces assigned
e area were performing a peace-keepmg role and, as a part of those efforts, were
maintaining a zone of neutrality which had been established to separate two contending local groups. It was at one of the checkpoints
established to control passage through the neutral zone that the tragedy referred to in this bill occurred. The Opinion in the Congressional
Reference case noted that the United States endeavored to encourage
broad .Press covera;ge and to:~i~t newsmen in such ma;tters as tr~ns
portatwn and services after arrival. Newsmen were advised by Umted
States diplomatic and military personnel that. accredited press representatives would be passed through checkpoints upon showing
credentials.
Mr. Kennedy an~ M_r. Burt rented a car, on May 6, 1965 and drove
through a checkpomt mto the so"called l'rebeH' roll e. They returned
along a waterfront avenue toward anothe:rcheekpointdesigned Checkpoint Alpha. This was a pedestrian checkpoint blocked by a tank and
an armoured vehicle. This car which was marked with the >vord
"PRENSA", the Spanish word for "press", approached slowly. The
Marine officer in charge of the checkp9ip.~ ordered a Spanish s.peaki.ng
corporal forward to halt the ear, The dnv@t! of .the car comphed w1th
his hand signal to stop some 25 ~ 30.meters away from the blockade.
The Corporal called for tl!.e OOC11pahts to get out, but this request was
not immediately complied with.<After'Se~eral minutes, the Dominican
driver opened his door· and began to get out. At this point, there were
several rounds of rifle fire fromrthe area beyond the claimants' car.
At this, the driver slammed' his d®r, the car accelerated violently in
reverse, and at this point tlie Ma1rines opened fire on the car. Both
Alvin V. Burt, Jr. and Dongias E. Kennedy were badly wounded and
the injuries they sustained were those for which compensation would
·
be paid as provided in this bill. · : .
The opinion in the Congressional Reference case details the basis
for the amounts recommended. It is pointed out that the pain and suf:fering experienced initially by. . eaeh claimant was severe. Even with
superior m~cal care .~Pld, tre~t;meiJ.~, it was pointed out tha~ some
pain and di~mfm;t pers!sUd,and·'wl~h respect ~o Mr. B~rt will continue for anmdefinite penod. Each ~laimantreceived multiple wounds
from m~chfu(} gJ.\n}ire.~~:~~My' was hit in the head and left. leg
and was mC?re ~~tousl:t 1 WJttf.~Cl, than Mr. Burt. Each had multiple
metal :fragme~' iii their b0dzes1 :fror:t the bullets and each required
multiple surgical procedures to repair damage to bones, nerves and

other tissues. After hospitalization, Mr. Burt returned to work part
time in August1965 and Mr. Kennedy returned to work in the summer of 1966. Douglas. E. Kennedy died in Canada on November 10,
1971, but the Opinipn states that there is no evidence that his ~eath
was directly or md1rectly caliSed by the gunshot wounds he rece1ved.
The Opinion examines the question of impaired earning ability and
other elements which bear upon the right to recovery. Each individual
was forced to make changes in his occupation as a result of the injury
sustained on May 6, 1965. The recommendations in the Opinion were
based upon the following recapitulation and assignment of· values:
Recapitulation ami assignment

ot values

Douglas E. Kennedy:
·
(1) Pain and suffering from May 6, 1965 to Nov. 10, 197L---------· $25,000
(2) Physical disability from M!lY 6, 1965 to Nov. 10, 197L_________ 20,000
(3) Lost earnings due to decreased earnings capacity (6.5 years at
$2,500 per annum)--------------------------'-------------- 16,250
Total ----------------'---------------------.------------------ 61, 250
20 percent adjustment for inflation•----------------------------- 12,250
~tal---------------~---------------------------------------

73,500

Alvin V. Burt:
(1) Pain and su:tfering from May 6, 1965 to Aug. 31.1972---------- 10,000
Future: at $250 per annum for 28.67 years---------------- 7, 168
(2) Physical disablllty from May 6, 1965 to Aug. 31, 1972__________
5, 000
Future: at $200 per annum for 28.67 years---------------- 5, 734
(3) Future medical expenses------------------------------------_1_0_,ooo_

i,'

=

Total ------------------------------------------------------- 3
20 percent adjustment for inflation• -----~--------------------------

Total ------------------------------------------------------- 45,482
*During period from May 6; 1965, to August 1972.

On the basis of the reasons statec]. in tJ:t~ Opinion, the Rev.iew Panel
of Commissioners concluded that tht:; claimants ~ad estabb.shed that
the United States has a moral obligatic;m to reco~mz~ the cl~Ims ?:f the
two newspapermen. The basis ~or this conclusiOn IS deta1~e~ m the
Opin.ion which is appended to this report. ID; essence, the Opm10n held
that considerations bearing on the "sovereign honor and good conscience" of the United States dictate an-obligation to compensate the
persons injured in this incident. It was pointed out that Mr. Burt and
Mr. Kennedy were present in the Dominican Republic to obserye and
report the events transpiring there and their pre~nc;e was directly
attributable to the encouragement and even ~he log~sbcal support of
the United States Government. As-to-the actiOns of the 1\farmes, the
Opinion stated that the Marine ~nfire that caused serious injuries
to these two men was an unquestionably tragic occurrence that, with
the benefit of hindsight, was unwarranted. As was noted in the concurring opinion, the facts of the case make it clear that the start of
firing by the 1\farine guard involved a collapse of discipline and a loss
of command control that was not warranted by the circumstances.
'Vhile the Marine guard's actions may not have met the tests of actionable neglige1,1ce as required in a court of law, it is also clear that these
men would not have sustained multiple wounds and injuries had the
chain of command maintained control.

-r-5
The Opin:ion foun<l that the atfiount due to the estate of Douglas E.
Kennedy was $7H.500, and thatthe:smJHtue Alv·in V. Burt is $45,482.
The committee was advised th~tt l}0nglas E. Kennedy was survived
by his widow and a son, pavid I.mugla,s Kennedy, who was. born
Mav 11; 1969. The committee has I~ummended that the h1ll be
amended to provide .for one·half of th~ $73,$00, .orr$36,750, to be paid
to the widow and the 'other hal-t or$;~6,750; to the2legal guardian of
the min0r ~n, David Douglas Kennedy, for the use.a.nd benefit of the
sairl·David Dou:glas Kennedy. . .
·: .
. .....
· The committ.t!0:U.grees that the facts and mrcumstanees provide the
basis of an obligation on the part of the United States to compensate
the individuals named in the amended bill· in the amounts stated
therein. This is an obligation based upon broad 1noral pri,nciples of
r~ght and justice. ~It ·is recommended fhat thB amended bill.be consideted favorably.
.
The comll}ittee has.bec11 advised that an attorney has re:ndered services in connection with this matter. Accordingly, the bill carries the
customary limitation on attorney's.!ees.
· BEFORE THE CHIEF Col\OUSSIONER OF THE
·
CorRT OF CLAil\IS ·

lJNITED
·

STA~
·· ·· · • ·

In Congressional Reference Case. No. 2-,68
· (Filed Nov. 16, .1972) ·. ·
Alvin Y. Burt, Jr., and Eileen Wallaee Kenid:41J?ri~e&utrire of the
estate of D.ouglas E.l{ ennedy, deceased, v. ]'he United States

REI'OR'l' TO THE uNITED

s~~~l'JS .IIorsl'l

OF. REPRESENTATIVES

Peter L. ·Nimkoff, attorney of record, for cla~mants.
George M. Bea8ely11ll, with whom was Assistant Attorney Genm'al
II arlington Wood, J r;, for respondent.
~
.·

Before FLETCHER, Pr.esiding Ooin;m;i8sioner of the Review Panel,
and HARKINs, Commissioners. ·

WILLI

"

0FINION

By the Review Panel: By H. Res .1110 of the 90th Congress, the
United St!ltes House of Representatives on May 21, 1968, referred
H.R. 97'52, a bill :foi· the r~lie.f of Douglas E. Kennedy 1 and Alvin B. 2

---Claimant' Kennedy died Nov. 1..,, 1971.' His widow and sole executrix, Eileen,· has been
,'

'

'

'

1

duly substituted as clalmant on• decedent's behalf. Any compensation to be paid to
Douglas E .. Kennedy· will be for the benefit of his estate. In discussion herein, Kennedy
Will be referred to as' the' clalmatlt.
·
• The record in this proceeding shows tb'at clalp:tant Burt's middle initial Is "V" rather
than "B."
·

..

Burt, .Junior, to the Chief Commissioner of the United States Court
of Ciaims, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1492 (1964) ami 28 U.S.C. ~ 2509
(1965-8, Supp. IV)., The Chief Commissioner referred the case to
Commissioner Louis Spector. for proceedings in accordai,tce 'With the
rules, and designated a review panel to consider the trial commissioner's report on the merits of claimants' right to receive compensation for injuries sustained on May 6, 1965 in Santo Domingo, Domini~
can Hepublic, when they '"ere wounded by gunfire from United States
Marines while on assignment for their employer, the Miami Herald,
covering the civil insurection then oeeurring in that country.
The resolution here involved is unique in its special direetions as to
the standards by which claimants' demands are to be evaluated. Thus,
in addition to application of the statutory criteria of "* * * whethet·
the demand is a legal or equitable daim of.a gratuity,** *'' [28 U.S.C.
§ 2509 (c) ] H. Res; 1110 prescr)bes that : . ·
.·
·
In the considenition of H.H. 9752 tlw Chi~f Commissioner shall
eonsider *. * * negligence or other fault of the u.s. and/or
equity and good co:nscience and any other matter within the court's
jurisdiction. [Emphasis added.]
The quoted language was added to the resolution, as introdn'ced
and later reported favorably by the ,Judiciary Committee. by a floor
amendment offered witho'ut accompanying explanation. 114 Cong.
Rec.,Part 11, P. 14212.
Oi1 May 18, 1971, follovdng a trial and briefing by the parti<'s, Commissioner Spector issu<.'d an opinion aceompanied by 112 pages of
findings. He concluded that in "good. conscie'nce" ·the claimants were
entitled to recompense in the amount of $100,000 for Mr. Kemwdy and
$75,000 for l\:Ir.I3urt.
On July 9, 1971, after noting its intention to except. to the •cmnmissioner?s report, respondent moved to reopen proof· in order to ade
duce the facts pertaining to claimant Kennedy's then-cnrr:ent physical
condition. The motion was allowed by the review. paneFs order of
August 6, 1971, reopening proof and remanding the .cause to the trial
commissioner for further proceedings. On November 10. 1971, )Jr.
Kennedy died from what medical records subsequently adduce<l by respondent revealed were causes unconnected with the injuries on which
the present claim is predicatPd. On March 24, 1972, the trial commisc
sioner issued a supplemental opinion reaffirm+ng all findings and
recommendations previously rendered.
·
Though we hold that the claimants have neither a legal nor equitable claim within the meaning of 2R U.S.C. § 2509(c), we agree with
the trial eommissioner that tlu•ir· d<'mancls are compensable (albeit
in lesser amonnts and for somewhat different reasons than he adopted)
under the more liberal "good conscience" standard added spt'cially to
the resolution referring this entire matter here for evaluation.
'\Ve find omselves nnable to affirm several of the trial commissioner's
conclusions in addition to those cli:'aling 'vith the amounts of recomc
pense properly due cJaimants, viz, that the Marines wen~ negligent
in 'shooting ~t the ear occupied by claimants, that in travel!hg in the
soccalled rebel area of Santo Domingo claim::mts did not assqml' the
riskof.being shot at and, finally. that in failing to dismmint frorn th<>ir
antol1lohile when challenged at the checkpoint or;, to othenvise identify
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themselves to the Marine sentry stati&nedothere, claimants were not
contrib~torily ~egl~g:ent in respe.cb to' the shooting that followed.
. Despite our mability to endorse the foregoing conclusions, we are
~n general.agre~ment with the trial commissioner's comprehensive findmgs of evidentiary fact. 3 Therefore, while we specify in this opinion
those ~acts tha~ w.e dee,m essential to our r~commendation, we append
the tr1al commiSSioners report as Appendix A for its in-depth presentation of background information and for such other matters as
interested persons may care to peruse.
·
. In April1965, a civil upheaval occurred in the Dominican Republic
m the form of an armed contest between two competing groups for
control of that country'& government. On April 28, 400 U.S. Marines
were dispatched to Santo Domingo to protect American residents
there and to safeguard the evacuation of many of them.
B):' May 5 the United ~tates and Marine forcel;l assigned to the area
had mcreased to approximately 16,000 and had mcurred 10 fatalities
and 67 other casualties in performing the peace-keeping role that our
(!overn;nei:t had undertaken. The greatincrease in the milit,ary coi.ltmgent s s1ze reflected the enlargement of its mission from that of
merely safeguarding American residents to maintaining the integrity
of a zone of neutrality that was established to separate the two contending local groups and was progressively increased in size. It was
at one of the checkpoints established to C?ntrol passage through the
neutral zone that the tragedy underlymg the present reference
occurred.
Happening, as it did, in the wake of the ill-fated United States
venture iii Gilba, the American-involvement inthe'Dominican situation was the subject of considerable public and political debate and
controversy. In these circumstances the record reflects, and the trial
commissioner found, that the official policy of the United States Gove~nment was that of encouraging broad press coverage and investi~a
tion in order to promote the fullest possible J?Ublic exposition of the
realities of the situation to which it had committed its military might.
Such a policy al~ tended to effectively dispel any adverse inferences
of news suppressiOn or concealment on the part of the United States.
IIi furtherance of the above policy, the United States Navy supplied
press representativ:es with in-bound air transportation and lent its
services and faciltti~s to· their working needs after their arrival in
Santo Domingo.
.Claimants arrived in Santo Domingo by Navy plane from Puerto
R1eo on May 4 and proceeded to a downtown hotel, Embajador, where
·the ~ransient .l!lembers ~~the pre...''S and visiting United States diplomatiC and military offiCials were quartered. It was at this hotel that
regular press briefings were held by United States officials and news
··
bulletins released.
Although the ~wo d~sputing ~ac~ions had informally agreed to a
cease-fire on April30, gunfire, pnncipally from rebel smpers, was still

pre-valent in the city on May 4 and 5 and the press corps, including
claimants, was generally a ware of that fact.
On May 5 claimants reconnoitered the city. Mr. Kennedy, the photographer, concentrated on taking pictures of newsworthy items while
Mr. Burt, the writer, interviewed various Dominican insurgents and
~farine personnel in order to gather material for articles and dispatches. Among the Marines that Mr. Burt visited with that afternoon
at checkpoint Alpha was Corporal Gandia, 'vho the following day 'vas
to be the sentry who challenged claimants' passage at the same checkpoint immediately prior to the tragic shooting that ensued.
By prior invitation, the claimants went to the United States Embassy on the morning of May 6, where they met with Ambasasdor
!lennett and reviewed his assessment of the prevailing situation and
Its probable aftermath. Claimants told him of their prior day's visit
to the rebel zone and of their desire to return there to obtain more pictures and materinl for news dispatches. Thus, they asked the Ambassador whether they should anticipate nny difficulty, en route to and
from the rebel zone, in gaining clearance through the checkpoints controlled by the Military. He replied that they should have no clearance
problems since they both had proper Defense Department credentials.
Since th.e America,n Military Commander, General Palmer, was in
the embassy at the time, Ambassador Bennett referred claimants' question concerning checkpoint clearance to him and he confirmed the
Ambassador's advice, stating that orders had been issued to the effect
th~t a~l accredited press representatives were to be permitted checkpomt mgress and egress upon presentation of their creditentials.
In sum, the attitude of both the Ambassador and the Military Commander reflected the United States Government's :freedom of information policy under which no limitations were placed on the freedom
of h?na fide press representatives to personal!Y. observe and freely investigate all aspects of the events then transp1rmg in Santo Dommgo.
In ~xp~essly. confi:t;rning ~his latitude o~ mo~ement for the press in
their discussions with claimants, the Umted States officials sa1d nothing that coul~ be. reasonably construed as.e~ther discounting the degree
?f personal r1s~ 1.nvolved for those exerc1smg such mobility or imply"
m!-! th~~:t the. U.mted States wo~ld underwrite such consequences as
rmght materialize ft:om those r1sks. IIi fact, all concerned were well
aware that the carrymg of arms was still much in evidence in the city
and the incidence of rebel sniper activity not infrequent.
.~fter their discussion with the Ambassad~r and General Palmer,
clarmants left the embassy in a rented car with a Dominican driver and
proce~ded without incident through a ,·ehicular checkpoint to George
"\Vashmgton Avenue, a waterfront, palm-lined boulevard where M.r.
Kennedy was in~erested in photographing a ship tha~ was burning
r~earby. After tlus had been done, they returned to their car and contmued along the aYenue towards the George Washington Monument
an edifice similar to the one in Washin~ton, D.C. As they approacheci
the monument, they found the street oostructl:'d by two ·burned automobiles placed there by th~ rebels to form a block~de. They stopped
and ~ot out of the car. "\\'1ule ~Ir. K;ennedy w.as. takmg more pictures,
Mr. J:Snrt struck up a conversatiOn wrth a Domimcan Red Cross worker
and another national who were on the scene. Both were dressed in oli,·e

•Claimants err ,In contending that this court's Rule 147(b) requires. affirmance of a.
trial commissioner s factual determinations unless they are found to be "elearlv erroneous "

Of. Rule 52(a)J Fed. R. Clv. P. Though Rule 147(b) !n terms accords.presumpti~e

correctnt!ss to. tne trial COJlllllissloner's findings of fact, such
on review if supported by a preponderance of the evidence.
Ct, CI .. 729, 7113 456 F. 2d 696; 710, cert. denied 10/13/72 ;
Ct. Cl. 7711, 785~,. 787-88, 406 F. 2d 1346, 1352-53 (1969) ;
Ct. CI. 498, 501, .s99 F. 2d 661, 662 (1964).

findings will only be adopted

Hebah v, United States, 197
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MiUer v United StateB 168
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drab clothing and the latter \Vas carry,i.ng a. rifle. The .Marine se~tries
stationed down the AvenuP at Checkpmnt Alpha, loca~ed at the m~er
section of the A venue and Pasteur Street, were obsernng the meetmg
between claimants and the Dominicans. Aft~r some conversation, the
Dominican Red Cross worker directed Burt's attention to a riflebearing sniper on the roof of a m•arby building and recommended that
claimants leave the area for their own safety. They thereupon r·eturned
to their hired car and drove off in the direction :from which they had
come. Thus, they were driving toward Checkpoint Alpha where Mr.
Burt had talked at some length with the Mt_lXine personne.l on. duty the
p. r;~ceding ~fternoon. Alpha ;vas a pedestnan, not a vehicular che.ckpOI'nt. V chicle passa;ge was blo~ked by a tank and armored veh1cle
parked nose-to-nose m order to form a blockade across ~he r~adway.
The sentry detail was under the command of a Marme lieutenant;
As claimants' car hloved slowlv down the avemw toward the Marine
blockade, the lieutenant~in-cha'f.ge ordered Corporal Gandin;, a nwmber.of the sentry detail who was fluent in both Spanish and English. to
move forward and halt the car before it reached the blockade. (hmdia,
accompanied by several rifl(>-hearing Dominican nationals, followed
the order and the car complied ·with his hand signal.to stop some 25~~0
meters away from the blockade. Standing 10-20 feet from the car. the
corporal, in both English and Spanish repeatedly ~all(>d for tht> occupants to get out. On its windshield the otherwise untnnrked car ea rriPd
the word "PRENSA" (PresS) lettered 'in tape some 5-7 indws in
height. The \Veather was clear and shimy and whether beea11se of glare
or other reaSOI)S, the uncontradicte~ <:•vjde1\ce is to the effPct that in fact
neither Corporal Gandia nor any othel' member, of'the MarinP detail
saw the "PRENSA" marking on ~III?· windshield: In any en'nt, claimants neither got out of the cat nor called out to idcmtifv themselves;
this notwithstanding that Mi·. Burt acknowledged that he recognizPd
Corporal Gandia as one of the Marines with whom he had spent considerable time talking at the same, checkpoint the day before~ After
several minutes of this apparent impasse, the Dominican driver opened
his door and began to get out. At that poinfthe :Vfnrines received sevE'rnl rounds of rifle fire that origi11ated fro'n1somewlwre behind claimnnts' car. Concnrrent with tHis development the driver slarnnwd. his
door and the car accelerated violently in i:·everse in something of a careening nioveinent.. Whell. this happened, the Marines opened fire on
the car. 'l'hey diCl this not on orders but as a reflex action to the almost
simultane()us occurrence of the sniper fire directed at them and the
violent movement of the ear~ It was thjs Marine gunfire, unquestionably tragic and, with the benefit of hindsight, unwari·anted. that inflicted the injuries underlyil!g the present reference.
. '
It is undisputed that the ·specific provisions of the Federal Tort
Claims Act, excluding from tl~e Gpvernnwnt's waiwr of immunity. assault .and battery claims (other than for accidental discharge of a firl:'arm) as \veil as t=laims ,arising in a foreign country, 4 deprive claimants
of any legal basis for recovery within the meaning of that standard as
contained .in 28 U.S.C; § 2509 (c).
•2stfs.c.

§ 2680

(h) and (k).

Moreover, as already indicated, it must be concluded that claimants
are without an ''equitable" claim, as comprehended by the same
provision.
It is well settled that "equity" as a test of governmental obligation
in the context of congressional·reference legislation conditions liability
on the existence of some unjustified act or omission resulting in the
injury for which redress is sought. B Amu8ernent (}o. v. United States,
148 Ct. Cl. 337, 342, 180 F. Supp. 386, 390 (1960); Webb v. United
States, 192 Ct. CL 925, 932 ( 1970) ; Kochendorfer v. United 8tate8,
193 Ct. Cl. 1045, 1055 ( 1970). In short, the test has been stated in terms
of whether the clairri in question would be recoverable against a private party. Armiger v. United States. 168 Ct. CL 379, 384, 339 F.2d
625, {)28 ( 1964). For present purposes, then, "equity" means that in the
circumstances under consideration the Government would be legally
liable but for one or more extra-meritorious defenses that accrue to it
by virtue of its sovereign status. Though Burlchardt y. United States,
113 Ct. Cl. 658,84 F. Supp. 553 (1949), includes some general language
re.ferrinO' to an "equitable claim" as a nonjuridical concept founded
on broad moral principles, the holding of the case is based sq1;~arely on
a finding of f~~;ult that would ha~e been redre~able at law If perpetrated by a pnvate party. Speakmg of the claimants as ~ownstream
riparian owners whose propertv was damaged b.;r an elevatwn of water
level caused by the erection
an upstream Government dam, the
comt observed: "It must be conceded that had they [claimants] been
so deprived of their property by private individuals not holding a
dominant easement entitlinO' them to l'aise the water level, they would
have been entitled to compensatory damages for such taking in a
court of law." 113 Ct. Cl. at 668, 84 F. Supp. at ~59.
.
.
.
vYhere, as here, the governmental act complamed of lS tortiOUS In
character, the twofol.d test of "equity" in the congressional reference
sense has been stated m the followmg terms:
( 1) Was the alleged "act or omission of * * * [the] employee
of the Government * * * 'vithin the scope of his office or employment"?.
·
(2) If so, was that act or omission "negligent or wrongful"~
[Armiger, 8Upra, 168 Ct. Cl. at 385, 339 F.2d at 628.]
Assessed bv these standards, the evidence in the present record falls
short of establishing an equitable claim under 28 U.S.C. § 2509(c) ..
The extreme tragedy of the cons~quences of th~ Marines' acts cannot be permitted to obscure the ments of th:- questlOI} of whether those
acts amounted to negligence. Th~:n.~gh th~ tnal col?mrssu;mer seen;ed to
find that the Marines were recervmg smper fire nnmed1ately pnor to
their opening fire on claimants' car as it moved violently in reverse, he
eonclude<l that the Marines'response would only have ~en re~sonable
if the incominO' fire had emanated :from the car. 5 Dehberatmg long
after the fact a~d from the vantage point of a 'Vashi.ngto~l courth~m.se,
we are unable to impose such strict standards of acmty and selectlv1ty
on Marines on :foreign soil, policing a civil insurrection fr~quently
typifie<l by sn~per fire and des~ructive violence, who we:e ~mg su~
jected to sniper bullets at the time. There must be a realistic. recogm-

of

'• ,A.ppf'ndlx A, finding S4D.
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tion of the contextual climate. Brown v. United States, 256 U.S. 335,
343 (1921); Greenstone, Liability of Police Officers For Misuse of
Their Weapons, 16.CLEV.-MAR. L. REV. 397 (1967). Given that
recognition, it cannot responsibly be said that the Marines reacted unreasonably in opening fire on the car occupied by claimants.
M?reover, claimants' own version of the facts leading up to the
tr~giC shooting l_:!ersuasively suggests that their own negligence contnbuted to the mJury that followed. Thus, Mr. Burt candidly acknowledged, and the trial commissioner found. 6 that he recoanized the
Marine sentry \Vho halted the taxi as the same Marine with whom he
had spoken at length the day before. vYith this a>vareness, Burt's
unexplained failure to call out and identify himself and Mr. Kennedy
seems hardly excusable.
.
Finally, it is far from clear that in pursuing their professions in the
face of the known hazard of sniper activity, claimants did not assume
the risk of pe_rsonal injury, not only from rebel sniper fire but from
any other action that such fire might precipitate in the atmosphere
that prevailed.
.
·
·
·
ClaimaJ?.tS knowingly placed themselves in a position of peril.
.Tourneys mto a no-man~s-land duriw:r a cease-fire in the circumstances
~l£ ~his case could reasonably be expe~fed to 'involve the danger that an
mc1dent such as occurred could result.
A.s. m?ted at the outset .here;iii, the instant reference resolution was
no~Jmnted to an analysis of claimant's demands according to the critena of 28, U.S.C. § 250~ ( «). In terms, ;we are called l!pon, in addition,
to determme whether m "good consCience" the claimants should be
compensated.
, ·
··
·
. 1Ve conclude that the supplementary ~riterion of "~ood conscience"
~?1vo~es a .~tan~ard f~r ~re liberal tiu~n those defimng a "le~al" or
eqmta~le · claun. ~t IS simply whether 1t can be reasonably said that
tl1_e natiOn owes claimants .a debt based upon considerations o:f a moral
or merely ho~or~r:J' natqre, such as are binding on the conscience or the
!wnor o:f an mdividual, although the debt could obtain no recoanition
Ill a COUI~ of law. Just as in U11:itf)d States v. Realty Co., 163 u~s. 427,
4JO (189~), where the Cour~ applied that broader standard to uphold
qongress- power to appropriate money for the payment of sugar bounties to persons .who rea,so~ably rel~ed ·()J?. ~heir eligibili~y to receive
them, even t~ou~h the leg1slat:on authOI'IZI~g the bounties may have
been u.nconsti.tqtwnal, there can be no questiOn as to the sufficiency o£
the evtdence Ill th~ present rec?_rd to justify Congress' awarding reasona~le co~pensation .to the cla1mant;s on the premise of broad moral
considera~IOns. Thus,_ 1~ cannot be s~nously questioned that claimants'
presen~e. m the Domml<:an Republic to observe and report the events
transp1rmg ~ht;re was directly attributable to the encouraO'ement and
even the logistical supJ?ort ?f our 9'overnment in its desi~e for comp}ete c~werage of the s1tuat19n by I~dependent news representatives.
'Ihere Is no reason to assu!lle that w1thout that governmental encourage~1ei}t and suppo~t,. claimants ':ould have bee~ able even to gain
ently mto the DommiCan Republic, to say nothmg of bein<:r at tl1e
particular spot where tragedy befell them.
e.
There remains a determination of the amount of compensation to
be paid claimants under traditional juridical standards developed to

measure damages in tort actions. These standards require, once the
obligation o:f the United States is recognized, pecuniary compensation
for actual injuries sustained, when shown with reasonable clarity,
which are the direct, natural and proximate consequences of the ac·
tions by the United States.
Although claimants' injuries were sustained on foreign soil, there
are a number of reasons that make it appropriate to apply the principles of the law of damages that are accepted generally in the United
States.
·
Traditionally, the measures of damages has been considered to be
a procedural matter to be resolved bv the law of the, forum rather than
by the la>v o:f the place where the iii'jury occurred. Moreover, this case
involves a proceeding against the (inited States that arises out of a
foreign incident involving United States citizens, a proceeding whose
nature is neither legal nor equitable in the normal sense. The obligation
of the United States flows from considerations of good conscience and
morality, not from any legal or equitable rights of an enforceable,
juridical variety. As previously indicated, i:f private parties only
were involved in the instant situation, claimants would have no substantive right to a recovery o:f any compensation at all. Finallv, the
U.S. Marines involved in this incident were not involved in "combatant
activities" in the generally understood sense of engagement >vi.th an
enemy, either in assault or in defense against attack. The military
action involved in this case was to maintain a safety zone in a :foreign
country in connection with a local altereation in order to protect
.
American lives and property. 7
The death of Douglas E. Kennedy in Canada on November 10,1971,
has no hearing on the choice of law to be applied in the measurement
of compen~ti~n. There is no evidence that Mr. Kennedy's.death was
directly or mduectly caused by the gunshot wounds he received in the
Dominican Republic in 1965. Hospital records and other documents
were offered by respondent on November 29, 1971, in support of a J?roposed stipulation with regard to the cause of Mr. Kennedy's termmal
Illness. Although the proposed stipulation was not accepted, the proof
offered, which is relevant and adinissible, would support the conclusion
that, in fact, there ·was no causal connection between Douglas Kennedy's gunshot wounds and his subsequent death. 8
. United St.at~s law provides no exact standar~ t? measure damages
m personalmJury cases. The amount awarded Is, m theory. to substitu~e a pecuniar~ compensa~ion for the loss, suffering and' injury sustamed. Necessanly the partwular .facts and circumstances involved are
controlling. Under generally accepted legal principles developed in
the United States, claimants' compensation for the mjuries sustained
on May 6, 1965, should be determined from consideration of the following elements:
1. Impairment of earning ability, which includes lost time prior
to trial and decision and probable lost time and decreased earn!ngs capacity in the fut~1re. ·where decreased earnings capacity
Is permanent, recovery 1s normally allowed on the basis of life

• I d., finding 44.

7 I d., findin!fs 1 and !!.
• Claimants counsel In "Petitioners' Memorandum in Opposition to the Government's
.-\pplicatton to Re-Open.'' filed ~Iar. 14. 1972, conceded: "The new fact, i.e., Kennedy's
death, menus only this : Some 6 years after he was gunned down bv thl' Marines' machine
guns, after his body, his health, and his career were ruined, he died of an unrelated
cause." (p. 5.
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cxpectuncy prior to injury. 'Vhen death occurs beforetrial from
causes other than the injury, damages for impaired earnings
capacity are limited to those sustained prior to death, and are
not based on life expectancy prior to injury. 9
2. Value of medical services made necessary as a result of the
injuries, which includes incurred expense and probable expendihires in the future.
3. Pain and suffering, which consists of two separate but related
elements. Although adequate definition is not readily accomplished, in general, pain is a sensation in the nervous system that
results from initial physical impact, and its continuation in the
future. Suffering is the apprehension or recognition of the distress of·pain. Recovery may include compensation for the initial
pain and suffering, subsequent pain and sufferin~ incident to related surgery or other medical treatment, and pam and suffering
reasonably certain to be experienced in the future. Compensation
for future pain and suffering is based upon probable life expectancy in the injured condition, and terminates at death. No fixed
standard measures compensation for pain and suffering. In any
given case, the amount that should be allowed for pain and suffering is the amount, in addition to other damage items, that in consideration of all the circumstances, is a reasonable allowance for
the pain and suffering necessarily endured or to be endured. The
amount should be fair, reasonable, and free from sentimental
standards.
4. Miscellaneous elements eligible for consideration in fixing petitioners' compensation may include increased costs of living or diminished purchasing power of money, and permanent interruption of
car·eer and enforced change of occupation.
Variations in the value of the claimants' demands at various stages
of this proceeding demonstrate the subjective differences and the difficulties in fixing compensation when pam and sutfering necessarily is a
major element. H.R. 9752 (90th Cong., 1st Sess.), the original claim.
sought an appropriation of$75,000 to compensate Douglas E. Kennedy;
and .$50,000 for Alvin V. BurtY' In this court, the petition seeks "not

less than" $75,000 "plus those sums of interest, costs, anH fees which in
good conscit:;_nce the United States G'?vernme~t sJ:o~ld bea\'~. for
Douglas E. l\.ennt;ldy, and not less than $oO,OOO, With similar adtht10ns,
for Alvin V. Burt. 11 After trial, claimants requested $125,000 for
Douglas Kennedy and $85,000 for Alvin Burt.I" The trial commissioner, in his ~{ay 18, 1971 Opinion, concluded that "if permissible,
Petitioner Kennedy should be awarded $100,000; and Petitioner Burt
should be awarded $75,000." The trial commissioner on :Mar·ch 24, 1972,
in his Supplemental Opinion "reiterated and reaffirmed in alltespects''
the recommendations to Congress contained in the original opinion.
Claimants urged acceptance of the trial commissioner's recommendation.
Amounts claimed in the original bill in Congress, or at Yarious
stages of the proceedings in congressional reference cases, under the
enabling legislation, are not limitations on the amount, if any, of compensation that may be recommended by the trial commissioner or by
the review panel, after consideration of all the facts and argument.
The trial commissioner is directed to submit conclusions sufficiE-nt to
inform Congress "* * * the amount, if any, legal1y or equitably dne
from the United States to the claimant.'' 13 The review panel" * **by
majority vote, shaH adopt or modify the findings or the conclusions of
the trial commissioner." 14 The review panel's report is submitted to
the Chief CommissionE-r for transmission to Congress for sneh disposition as may be appropriate.
·
The trial commissioner's findings of fact relative to claimant's pt·oof
of damagE's are set forth in findings 87 through vn of his May 18, 1971
Opinion, reproduced as Appendix A. \Ve have applied these, findings
of fact, together with additional evidentiary materials cited above, in
considering the various elements determinative of claimants' cornpensable damages. Our conclusions derive from the following factors and
analysis:

• 22 Am . .Tur. 2d Damages § 92; Jloger11 v, Thomf18Qfl, 864 Mo. 605, 265 S.W 2d 282,
289 (1954).
.. .
.
.
10
These amounts w~re supported by the claimant~ at the Subcommittee hearing on
February 8, 1968. Schedules submHtedto the Subcommittee after the hearing allocated the
claim a• follow• :
'
·
ALVIN V. BPRT. JR. :
Earnings loss·
.
A. Freelance--."Jl,OOO per year for 25 Years.
•
B. Limitatl.on to present Jl!lsitlon.
Petmanent disability·
. A. .Hi% physical.
B. Mental.
Pain and suft!erini!'-A. Continuing and permanent.
B. Future medir'al. treatment (hlp.operatlon).
Tol:al elatm...,-.$50,000.
.

DOUGLAS E. KENNEDY:

Earnings los~>-'
· •:
A. Fre!llance-$3.0!}0 (l\\r.rear (or 25 years.
·B. Ltmlta:tlon to present position.
Permanent diSJlbiJity~
50% physical.
Pain and sufferingA. Continuing and permanent.
· B. Future medical treatment.
To.tar claim--$75,000.

IMPAIRMEXT OF Fu\RNING ABILITY

Claimants' employer, the Miami Herald, kept both of thf>ni on the
payroll during their recuperation and guaranteed continuing employment, provided that they work to the best of their ability. Claimant
Bmt left the Herald to undertake a newspaper ventur~ in G~or_gia
that was unsuccessful, and he returned to the IJeraid as an ed1tonal
writer. His salary at the time of trial was more than he received as
Latin American Affairs Editor, Claimant Kennedy returned to the
Herald to his former position i1S ehief photographer. Both received
workmen's compensationbenefits during hospitalizatiqn. These: benefits included lump sum payments o:f $2,200 for Mr. Burt a:nd $6;700
for Mr. Kennedy. 15 Accordingly, neither claiment is eligible for cmilpensation :fol'lost time frotrt his re()'ular employment.
.· ·. ,
With respect to the element ofdecreased ea,rnings capacity, bot'll
claimants experienced impairment of upward mobility in their careers
u At trial, Mr. Burt teRtified in support of the amount sought in t)le petitlom and
!J.pd sull'e_ring element.
.
.
"'Petitioners' Proposed F111dlngs of Fact, June 25, 1970. No.. 19, p. 5; P!'tlti"'ner,s'
Reply Brief to the Commissioner, September 25, 1970, IJ. 19.
1a 28 U.S.C. § 2509(c).
H 28 lJ.S.C. § 2509(d).
15 Appendix A, findings 103, 118 and 130.
e~t>phasized tb~ ~ill

/
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'a~<_i permanent chan~es ~n th~ir '~cupat.ion~. 1 ~ Mr. Kennedy's eligi-

.l.Hhty for compensatiOn m this regard 18 hm1ted to the reasonable
~tmounts lost during the 6.5-year period from the date of the accident
to his dea~h. O~e source of income lost was his capacity for "freelance''
work, whiCh pnor to 1965 had amounted to $2,000 to $:1,000 per yearY
Mr. B~u't was 37 years of age at the time of the incident, and had
a total life expectancy of 34.88 years. 18 His work-life expectancy to
age 65 was 28 years. In addition to his newspaper employment, Mr.
Burt had supplemental income from freelance writings of approximately $1,000 per year. 19 These earnings however admittedly were
speculative. 20
VALUE OF

~IEDICAL

SERVICES

Both claimants received extensive medical treatment and care from
United facilities without charge. It is unquestioned that the medical
services provided to claimants have been of the highest quality available and that they received excellent care after military treatment
started in the field. No estimate of the total value of the medical services provided by the United States has been made. The extent of those
services is described in Appendix A, findings 104 (Dr. Hall), 107-108
(Mr. Burt), and 111-118 (Mr. Kennedy).
In addition to the services provided in United States facilities,
workmen's compensation benefits to claimants have included payments
for medical care obtained from sources other than facilities of the
United States. 21
Claimants' demands, other than for anticipated future expenses, do
Hot include requests for the value of medical services. The costs of
Mr. Kennedy's terminal illness, from the evidence available, are not
attributable to the gunshot wounds he received in 1965. Mr. Burt's
probable future medical expenses include an arthroplasty of his right
hip, estimated to cost approximately $5,000 to $6,000, in addition to
· continuing doctor's evaluations at least three times a year. Such evaluations are estimated to cost approximately $150 per year. 22
PAIN AND SCFFERING

Beyond question, the pain and suffering experienced initially by
each claimant was severe. Even as ameliorated by the superior medical
care. and treatment, some pain and discomfort persisted and, with
respect to Mr. Burt, will continue for the indefinite future. The intensity .of the initial shook caused by the gunshot wounds, and claimants' continuing disa~ility and apprehension are fully detailed in the
trh,tl commissioner's find!ngs: Mr. Burt, findings 107-110,120--122 and
1~8; Mr. Kennedy, findmgs 111:-117, 119, ~24-12.5, and)29 (AppendixA). Some of ~he f!'cts relatn:e to consideration of compensation
for pam and suffermg are summanzed.
l&Jd., finding 103.
Tr., p. HiS.
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Commissioner's 19::18 Standard Ordinary Mortality Table 3 Am. Jur. Proof of Facts
Damages (1971 Supp.).
'
'
10 Appendix A, finding 103.
""Tr., p. 139.
21 Appendix A, finding 130.
""Id., findings 104, 121.
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Each claimant received multiple wounds from machinegun fire .
Mr. Kennedy, with hits in thehead and left leg, was more seriously
injured than Mr. Burt. Each had multiple mental fragments in their
bodies from the bullets and from the automobile. Some of the fragments could not be removed safely. Each lost considerable quantities
of blood, and each required multiple surgical procedures to repair
damage to bone, nerves, and other tissues.
The initial firing period was extended and when it stopped there
''ms a considerable time in which the wounded men were apprehensive that the firing would start up again. First aid in the field was not
immediately available and there was considerable delay in eYacuation to a First Aid Station. 23
After treatment at a First Aid Station, claimants were air evacuated
t? the hospital ship Raleigh.. From the Raleigh, after extensive operatiOns, th£Y were transferred by air to ·womack Army Hospital, Fort
Bragg, ~ orth Carolina. Mr. Burt \Vas diseharged from Womack Armv
Hospital on ,June 15, 1965; Mr. Kennedy was transferred to 1Valter
Reed Hospital on May 22, 1965, and 'vas ultimately diseharged from
there on December 23, 1965. Mr. Burt returned to work part-time in
August 1965; Mr. Kennedy returned to work in the summl:'r of 1966. 24
Mr. Kennedy underwent two operations on the Raleigh to remo,·e
ml:'tal fragments and to start repair of the sciatic nene of his left leg.
Because of a fractu_~d femur, his leg was placed in a full.spica cast.
At Fort Bragg additional.
ry was performed on the sCiatic nerve.
At Walter Reed, two skin gra ts and a sympathectomy to relieve pain
were performed, treatment was received for a bleedina stress nlcer,
a~1d a full leg br~ce was fitted. After leaving Walter Re~d he had con~
tmuous severe pam that could not be relieved. 25
Mr. Burt underwent two operations on the Raleigh to remo\·e metal
fra~ents. During his six-week stay at Fort Bragg he had a second
d~brl?~ment, drai~age and cast removal. He has 75 percent permanent
d1sab1hty of the right leg, ~nd 30 percen~ disability to his body as a
.-~·hole. ~e suffers severe pam after standmg an hour, and unless relieved w~ll suffet: e~ects for several days. He must take pain-killing
drugs dally. 26 Pam IS expected to continue :for the balance of his life.27
Mr. Burt's life expectancy from the date of this opinion, at age 44 is
28.67 years.
· ' ·
OTHER ELEMENTS

The purchasing power of the dollar for consumer prices according
to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department of Labor fo~ 1965 had
a mon~hly average of $1.058; for 1970 the monthly aver~ge was $0.860,
a dechne of $0.198. 28 The consumer yrice index was reported by the
Bureau of ~abor Statistics, for all1tems in 1965 at 94.5 and'in 1970
at 116.3, an mcrease of 21.8 points. 29 In August 1972 the purchasing
power of t~e ~ollar, for co~sumer prices, averaged' $0.796, and the
consumer price mdex, for all1tems, was 125.7.
oaJd., findings 87 through 95.
.. I d., finding 104.
.. ltl., finding 125.
finding 110.
"'Jd., finding 128.
. : ~~tl:.tical Abstract of the United States, 1971, Table No. 5~6. p. 332.
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Each claimant had his career intenupted and permanently altered.
Each was forced to make changesin his occupatiOn as a result of the
injuries sustained on May 6, 1965. 30
RccatJiUdaUon and assignment of values
Douglas B. Kennedy:
(1) Pain and suffering from May 6, 1965 to XoY. 10, 197L ________ $25,000
(2) Physical disability from May 6, 1965 to Nov. 10, 197L_______ 20,000
( 3) Lost earnings due to decrea~Sed earnings capacity ( 6.5 years at
.$2,500 per annum)---'------~--------------------------------- Hl, 2!)0

Total-------------------------------------------------------

20~ adjustment for inflation*----------------------------------

61,250
12,250

====

'£otal --------~---------------------------------------------A.lvin V. Burt:
(1) Pain and suffering from May 6, 1965 to Aug. 31, 1972_______ _
Future: at $250 per annum for 28.67 years _______________________ _
(2) Physical disability from :\lay 6, 1965 to Aug. 31, 1972 _________ _
Future: at $200 per annum for 28.67 years _____________________ _
(3) Future medical expenses-----------------------------------

10,000
7,168
5,000
!1,734
10, ()(JO

. Total-------------------------------------------------------

3.7,902

Total-------------------------------------------------------

45,482

20~ adjustment for inflation*----------------------------------

*During period from

~fay

73,500

7, fl80

6, 1\165, to Aug. 1972.

CoNCLUSION
For the reasons stated in the foregoing opinion, it is concluded that
claimants have established that the United States has a moral obligation with respect to the claims in H.R. 9752, 90th Congress, 1st Sess.
This obligatiOn flows from considerations of sovereign honor and
good conscience. Revision of the referred bill (H.R. 9752) so as to
provide the sum. of $73,500 for the Estate of Douglas E. Kennedy and
the sum of $45,482 for Alvin V. Burt would discharge the aforesaid
obligation of the T;nitedStates and, therefore", would not constitute an
outright gratuity unsupported by moral justification. See, Pope v.
United 8tate8, 323 U.S. 1, 9-10 (1944).
Harkins, OomrrvisswneP: Coneurring in the result.
I concur in :~h~ payments recoJ1.1,I!lended, by tl;e review panel. Two
parts of the opm1mn, however, reqmre a·change m emphasis and more
precise delineation~ The degree to which the Ma.rines share responsibility f0r· claimants' injuries needs·to be clarified, Whether the Government:s ~bligation to claimants iS based on a legal·'or equitable claim
ol! ism t'M nature <>fa gratuity needsto be more fully defined.
In my viaw, initiation of the firlilg that resulted in claimants' injuries aroSe in a factt1al 'eomJ>lex in whieh neither the Marines nor the
claimants are free from blame. Clahnail:ts propedy can be held to have
assumed the risk of such an incident as occurred, and by their own
negligence to have contributed to the cause of their own injuries. While
I concur that it cannot be said responsibly as a matter of law that the
Marines acted unreasona~ly in opening !J.re, the fa_cts in this caSe are
clear that the start of firmg by the Manne guard mvolved a collapse
of discipine and a loss of command control that was not warranted by
the circumstances.
"'Appendix A, findings 103, 108, 117.

It is true that we have the benefits of hindsight and, as Mr. Justice
Holmes stated, "detached reflection cannot be de~anded in the .presence of an uplifted knife." 1 By the nature of thmgs, h~lwever 1 JUdgment in a case such as this must be made after the event m the hght of
reconstituted facts and the results that followed. Although the Marine
O'Uards' actions may not meet the tests of actionable negligence as required in a court, claimants' injuries would not have res~lted had the
chain of command maintained control. No order was g1ven to open
fire at checkpoint "Alpha." 2 Loss of command control over ~ombat
troops in these circumstances, in addition to the other factors c1ted by
the review panel, such as Govern;ment encouragement and support for
independent news coverage, warrants concern by the Congress for
these claims.
I do not believe that the review panel's ~esponsib~ity to define t~e
Government's obligation to the cla1mants IS determmed by the addition as a floor amendment of the phrase "good conscience" to H. Res.
1110. The review panel's obligation in a congressional reference case
is founded on statutory law.8 The. addition of supplementa!y h;nguage
by one body of Congress at the time the reference resolutiOn IS under
'Consideration does not have the force and effect of an amendment
to the basic law. It can neither add to nor subtract from the requirements of the reference statute.
.
The reference statute creates a procedure through whi~h Congr~s
is to be informed "whether the demand is a legal or eqmtable cla1m
or a gratuity." The reference statute only specifi~allY. direct~, however that information as to amount of compensation, 1f any, IS to be
furn'ished if legally or equitably due from the United States. ~o information is requested with respect to the amount of any gratmty.
For many years Congress has reco~ized obligations to citizens
that have arisen from Circumstances wh1cJ: :vere beyond the pow~rs
delegated to either the Executive or JudiCial Branch ~o recogn~ze
or compensate. These obligations were such that, wher~ pr~vate p3:rt1~
only involved, no claim could be allowed. ':fhese ob!Igatwns, w1thm
the power of the Legislative Branch to satisfy,, vapously h~ve been
described as being based upon "broad mor~l P,rmclies of ng~t and
' or upon cons1deraJ•usti'ce ," "upon the conscience of the sovereign,
tions of a moral or merely honorary nature. "
.
Although the reference statute requires ~nformat~on that perm.1ts
classificatiOn of the request as a legal or eqmtable clarm, or a gr~tmty
obligations in this class contain feat?res that are at once both e~mtable
in nature and in the nature of a gift, .grant, bonus, or gratmty. The
equitable features, however, do not satisfy the reqmretp~nts f?r exercise of the traditional equitable powers of a co~1rt to enJo~n !1-ctlon that
threatens irreparable harm, to order reformati?ll or resc1s~10n of contracts, or to enforce trusts in order to adcomphsh the reqmrements of
justice.
.
. .
"
· bl 1 · "
Classification of th1s type of o~hgatwn as .an eqmta 1e c atm or
as a "gratuity" has varied. _Durmg the per1.od when the Court .of
Claims responded to congressiOnal references, m sotpe cases, any ~la1m
that did not meet the judicial tests of a legal clarm or an eqmtable
Brown. T. United State!J, 2'16 U.S. 335,343 (1921).
.
• Findings Nos. 61. 72, and •9.
1 2 2509 (1970)
•Public Law 89-681 (Oct. 15, 1966), ~0 Stat. 958,28 U.S.C. I§ 49 ,
·
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claim, as those J:rinciples are applied in court, was treated as an a;pplication for a 'gratuity." 4 Other cases, however, have defined "eqmtable claim," as used in the congressiona:l reference statute, to include
more than the strict technical meanings that are involved in a consideration of the principles of right and justice as administered by
the courts. In these cases the term "equitable claim" also includes
·
equity and justice in its broad moral sense. 5
From the standpoint of the exercise of judicial power, an "equitable
claim" is limited to court recognized concepts that determine rights
and obligations and authorize the expenditures of public money. Congress has no such limitation on its power to recognize obligations that
may be compensated from the public treasury. The Supreme Court
has established that the power of Congress "to pay the debts" of the
United States under the Constitution encompasses the power to recognize debts or claims which "rest upon a merely equitable or honorary
obligation, and which would not be recoverable in a court of hnv if
existing against an individual." 6 In this context, a claim tha,t is not
judicially enforceable but which involves a moral obligation in good
conscience, from the standpoint of Congress, would involve an "equitable claim'' and not a gratuity, bonus, gift, or bounty. Any limitation
on this power of Congress to recognize moral obligations, if there be
any limitation, would be found only in such circumstances where payment to the claimant would be arbitrary and without any public purpose whatsoever.
In the light of the foregoing, from the standpoint of exercise of
congressional power, I view the requests here presented as equitable
claims and nqt gratuities.
APPBNDIX A
OPINION OF THE TRIAL CO::\BHSSIONER*

SPECTOR, (}ommissioner: The narrative facts whioh underlie this
Congressional Reference case are hereinafter set forth in detailed and
(hopefully) readable form, numbered for ready reference. Their
examination is essential as a prelude to an evaluation of the conclusions, and opinion which follows them.
• E.g., .4.lleman v. United States, 43 Ct. CI. 144, 151 (1908). In tllat ease tlle court, with
respect to congressional reference ca,es, stated:
"• •. • They are a separate claRs or cast's designed to supply information so full and
exact as to leave to tlle legislative body nothing to do but dPtermlne the justice of the
eompl•alnt (usually transmttted in papers accompanying the bills) as a legal or egultable
demand against the United States; or, as one resting upon no law but depending npon
moral considerations of such character as may or may not fairly appeal to the bounty of
the Government. The endeavor of the court Is to frame the findings with accnracy ~uch as
to enable Congress to dlscrimin·ate between a meritorious claim and an application for a
gift as a mere matter of favor. In the cM.ss of actual 'claims' so reported with an amount
sta,ted, it will generaly be found that onr findings rest upon an <actual benefit either
received by the Government or a liability assumed bY the United States and where no
equity exists there Is generally something to show a want of merit."
See also Eimers v. United States, 172 Ct. Cl. 226 (1965) · Georgia Kaolin Co. v. United
1
l'ltate8, 145 Ct. CI. 39 (1959); Electric Ferries, Inc., v. [nited
States, 1;{1 Ct. Cl. 400
(1957) ; Torti v. United States, 1H5 Ct. Cl. 214 (1956) ; Ga11 Street Corp. v. Pnited
f!tates, 130 Ct. Cl. 341, 127 F. Snf)p, 585 (1955) ; CUBimano v. Unite1l States, 125 Ct. Cl.
351 (1953); and FideUty Trust Co • . v. United States, 101 Ct. Cl. R31 (1944).
• Burkhardt v. United State8, 113 Ct. CJ. 658 667, 84 F. Supp. 55·3 (1949). As the rPvlew
panel opinion points out, the facts of the Burkl.ardt case- did not regnire disposition on the
basis that the claim was a non-jnridlclal <'quitable claim ba"ed npon broad moral prinril'le~.
See al8o Ruml(J'!I v, United States, 169 Ct. CI. 100, 105 (196o), and Town. ol Kure Beach,
North Carolma v. United StateB, 168 Ct. Cl. 597 (1964).
• United States v. Realty Co., 163 U.S. 427,440 (1896).
•The opinion, findings of fact, and conclusions are submitted under the order of
reference and the Rules of the Chief Commissioner.
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FINDINGS OF FACT
THE CONGRESSIONAL PROCEEDINGS.AND REFERENCE

I

1. This case has been referred to the Chief Commissioner of the
Court of Claims and, in turn, by him to this Trial Commissioner, pursuant to Sections 1492 and 2509, Title 28, United States Code, which
provide in pertinent part for findings of fact and conclusions "sufficient to inform Congress whether the demand is a legal or equitable
claim or a gratuity, and the amount, if any, legally or equitably du~
from the United States to the claimant[s]."
2. Specifically, the House of Representatives, on May 21, 1968,
adopted H. Res. 1110 fol1owing a favorable report of its Committee
on the Judiciary (Report No. 1237, 90th Cong., 2d Sess.). H. Res.lllO,
in turn, refers a bill (H.R. 9752, 90th Cong., 1st Sess.) entitled "A bill
for the relief of Douglas E. Kennedy and Alvin B. Burt, Junior" for
consideration of "negligence or other fault of the U.S. and/or equity
and good conscience and any other matter within the court's jurisdiction." The referred bill (H.R. 9752), provides in pertinent part as
follows:
* * * That the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and
directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, to Douglas E. Kennedy, chief photographer of the
:Miami Herald, the sum of $75,000, and to Alvin V. Burt, Junior,
former I.-~atin American editor of the Miami Herald, the sum of
$50,000. The payment of such sums shall he in full satisfaction of
all claims of the said Douglas K Kennedy and Alvin V. Burt,
Junior, against the United States for personal injuries suffered by
them on May 6, 1965, resulting in permanent injuries and constant pain, the said Douglas K Kennedy and Alvin V. Burt,
,Junior, having been wounded by machineguns fired from an
~~erican checkpoi~t in Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic, by
Dmted States marmes, while the said Douglas K Kennedy and
Alvin V. Burt, Junior, were returning to the American zone 6f
Santo Domingo from an authorized press trip and after fully
complying with the apparent directions of the United States marine sentry : * * *
3. The stenographic transcript and exhibits before Subcommittee
No. 2 of the Committee on the Judiciary have been filed in the court
and are deemed part of the record, along with the judicial proceedings hereinafter summarized.
PRETRIAL AND TRIAL PROCEEDINGS

4. As required by the Rules, a petition on behalf of th~ above-named
Rersons was filed h_ere~n. A~tgust 22, 1968, alleging that petitioners
suffered severe bodily lll]Unes and damage at the hands of the United
Stab~s Government * * *through its servants the United States Mari_nes,'~ an~ tha~ their i_njuries.ll:re "serious, p~rmanent, and partially
d1sablmg m their ~eventy. Pet~ honers have suffered, and will continue
~o suffer, great pam a~d anguis!I, and fii_lll;ncial expense, loss of earn~p.gs, and loss of earmng capamty." Pet1t10ner Douglas K Kennedy
prays for an award of not less than Seventy-five Thousand Dollars,"
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and Petitioner Alvin V. Burt, .Tr., "prays for an award or not less
than Fifty Thousand Dollars" plus interest, costs and fees "which in
good consc;ience the United States Government ~hould be~r."
.
5. Pretrml conferences between counsel and with the tnal commis~
sioner were held to simplify proof at the trial. Memorandum of pretrial conference September 8, 1969, concluded "that the facts to be
developed and reported to the Congress would be somewhat broader
than in a conventional lawsuit because of the unique character of these
proceedings and the continuing interest of Congress in them." It was
further concluded that because of the conditions of petitioners and for
the convenience of some of their witnesses representing the news
media, the case would be tried partially in Miami, Florida; and then
concluded in Washington, D.C., for the convenience of high Govern~
ment officials and military personneL Trial was a~cording_ly conducted
in Miami, Florida, Febmary 3 and 4, 1970, and m ·washington, D.C.,
February 10 and 11, 1970, with briefing by counsel completed
September 25, 1970.
THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC AFFAIR Al-t'"D THE ROLE OF THE
UNITED STATES

6. In late April of 1965, civil strife developed in the Dominican
Republic between so-called "rebel" (or "constitutional") forces, ~nd
the so-called military "Junta." The civil strife developed some time
after the exile by the military of President Juan Bosch, and was ap~
parently related thereto. In describing this strife, and the events that
followed, eve.ry effort will be made to be b~ief and t~,employ wor~s
which will avoid the appearance of "value JUdgments' on. the ments
of this political upheaval, and the response of the Umted States
thereto.
.
.
.
.
7. On April 28, 1965, the United S~tes.landed 400 ~annes m the
Dominican Republic after U.S. auth?rities m Santo Dommgo reported
that military personnel were reqmred to guarantee t~~ safety of
Americans in that city. Subsequently several thousand citizens of ~he
United States and of other nations were evacuated. By a resolutiOn
adopted on April 30 1965, the Organization of American States
( OAS), called for the 'creation in Santo Domingo o~ "an internatio:r:al
neutral zone of refuge, encompassing the.geographic ar~a of the ~Ity
of Santo Domingo immediately surroundmg the embassies of fore1gn
governments * * *.''Such a zone was created by U.S. :forces.
8. Then, on May 1, 1965, the Pre~ident of the United Sta.tes announced that this country was sendmg a part of the 82d Airb<?rne
Division (about 1,500 men), and additional d~tachments of !Jlarmes
to Santo Domingo in order to protect the perimeters of the mterna~
tional safety zone. A further troop strength increase of about 6,500
was announced by the President on May 2. By May 3, 1~,000 U.S.
troops were authoritatively reported to be in the Santo Dommgo ar.ea.
By May 5, the figure had reportedly _mounted to 16,000. The 4th Mar~ne
Expeditionary Brigade part of which came from the so-called Caribbean Ready Squadron 'landed on May 1. The U.S. forces gradually
expanded the area of the aforementioned international safety zone.
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OFFICIAL :POSITION OF THE UNITED STATES CONCERNING :PRESS COVERAGE
OF THESE EVENTS

I

9. Following as it had the so-called Cuban crisis, the U.S. intervention had resulted in sharp debate and criticism at home and abroad.
Because much of the criticism originated from communist sources, the
U.S. attitude was to support and even to encourage full press coverage
to support its position, and this appears at several points in the record.
For example, the statement of Hon. \V. Tapley Bennett, Jr., U.S. Am~
bassador to the Dominican Republic, included in the Subcommittee
Record on the aforementioned H.R. 9752, recit('S in part:
..\h. Burt had visited the Dominican Republic on several previous occasions during my incumbency there as United States Ambassador and 1vas well known to me as a reliable and hard-working
journalist. I met Mr. Kennedy, who was working with Mr. Burt,
:for the first time that morning.
IJt. General Bruce Palmer, Commanding General of United
States Forces in the Dominican Republic, vms also present at the
meeting in my office. Mr. Burt and Mr. Kennedy spoke of their
plan to go into the downtown section of Santo Domingo in connection with their reportorial assignment. This was entirely
within their rights, and they were equipped with appropriate
credentials. * * *
10. In his swom testimony before the trial commissioner, Petitioner
Burt stated :
a matter of fact, it >vas the general feeling among the United
Stutes officials~and I don't want to attribute it to anyone, but
Ambassador Bennett felt this way and that was of encouraging
journalists to go into the zone so they would have a better understanding of 1vhat was happening.
This \vas quite a controversial issue in the United States. The
United States was anxious :for the people back home to know as
much as possible about it, hoping that this knowledge would then
justify the United States' position in the Dominican Republic.
11. The U.S. Government used navy planes to fly correspondents,
domestic and :foreign, from San .Tnan, Puerto Rico, to Santo Domingo.
The number of such correspondents was estimated to be as high as 200
by the Director of the Joint Information Bureau. The U.S. Gowrnnient provided this service for aH correspondents since San Ysidro
Air Field (the commercial facility) was dosed to international commerce. It further furnished the transportation and other support services to the press, such as having the navy fly news dispatches twice a
day to San ,Juan as further support for press coverage of these controversial peacekeeping efforts by the United States. Commenting on
this at the trial, Gen. Bruce Palmer, Jr., Commanding General of all
U.S. Forces, commented: "So that would indicate not only a definite
interest, but a desire to have full coverage."
PEnsox.\L AND PRm'ESSIONAL BAc:Konot:ND m' PETITIONERS

12. Petitioner Burt at the time of the incident hereinafter described
held the important position of Latin-American editor of the 1\fiami
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lierald, a newspaper exceptionally involved in Latin American reporting and circulation. Summarizing his professional career, he received
a bachelor's degree from the University of Florida in W49, and thereafter taught English in a Jacksonville high school. He worked briefly
for United Press International, a nevrs wire service, in Atlanta,
Georgia, covering general news and re,vrite, particularly for the radio
wire, and then joined the Atlanta Journal as a sportswriter covering
the Southeastern Conference. Thereafter, he transferred to the Jacksonville Journal in his hometown, and worked there about 4 years both
ns a sportsvvriter and sports desk man. In 1955, he transferred to the
Miami Herald as a sportswriter, and subsequently as assistant executive sports editor. Advancement thereafter was rapid. Mr. Burt was
transferred to the position of Brmvard County News Bureau Supervisor, supervising 12 reporters. In 195H, he was returned to Miami as
assistant city editor, then night city editor, and finally as city editor.
In ,January of 1961, ·while serving as night city editor during the
Cuban crisis, he volunteered to cover that episode and his vmrk during
that period won him a coveted national a·ward for reporting and writing, the "Ernie Pyle" Award which goes each year to the newsman
who best exemplifies the style and craftsmanship of Ernie Pyle, a
well-lmo>vn war correspondent during \Vorld \Var II.
13. In 1962, the Miami Herald created a Latin American department
and Mr. Burt was named Latin American editor. Mr. Burt began
regular travel into Latin America in that job. Of 22 nations in the
Organization of American States (OAS), he visited 18 or 19. Latin
American coverage is especially important in the Miami area. The
position involved administrative supervision of a news staff, as well as
personal writing assignments. The function of the Latin American
department was not only to produce news for the Herald, hut to counsel and advise on how other Latin American news coming in should be
treated. His responsibilities as Latin American editor required travel
3-5 months a year, and oecasionally for 6-8 weeks at a stretch, covering
the various crises in Latin America. He reported on his political asses~n;.ents of countries, the problems they were having, and their
polltiCal future. More than 90 percent of the stories written by Mr.
Burt were also carried by special arrangement on the Chicago Daily
News foreign wire service which, at that time, served about 55 other
newspape~s. I~ addition to _that, ~Ir. B_urt's stories were carried by a
smaHer M1ami Herald syndiCate operatwn to a number of other newspapers th!oughout the country including the Philadelphia Bulletin,
the \Vaslungton Post and the Denver Post. In addition to the foregoing,_he perform.ed some freelance work such as special interest stories
and mmor magazme work. In 1964, he had begun a book on Haiti, the
writ~ng of which. was interrupted by the tragic events of May i965,
heremafter described. (The book was subsequently published m September 196~.) His hobbies included g<?lf and ftshing.
14. Turnmg ~o the career of Pet.Jtioner Kennedy, he started in the
newspaper busmess as a reporter m Chatham, Ontario. Canada. He
thereafter entered the Canadian Army for a year, follm~ino- which he
joined the Canadian Observer in Sarnia, Ontario, as both a ~vriter and
photographer. One year later he joined the Daily Star in Windsor,
Ontano, as a full-time photographer. After 2 years there, he moved to

the Detroit Free Press in 1945 as a staff photographer. In 1954 he was
transferred to the Miami Herald (another Knight newspaper), as a
staff photographer.
15. Mr. Kennedy became chief photographer of the Herald in 1962,
the position which he held ·in May 1965, as hereinafter related. The
position of chief photographer involved supervision of a photo staff
of 14, direction of the department, as well as personal photographic
assignments. The Herald had at that time one of the outstanding photo
staffs in the country, especially with respect to its color photography,
and its Latin American coverage. The only other U.S. newspaper then
circulated in major Latin American cities was the New York Times.
Half of Mr. Kennedy's time was spent on assignments out of the office,
and he trayeJed outside this country :frequently, and probably more
extensively than anyone else on his staff. For example, he had been to
Cuba several times, including right after the Castro takeover. He returned to Cuba shortly before diplomatic relations were broken with
the United States. Mr. Kennedy received a number of awards for
photography from the National Press Photographers Association and
from the Associated Press; and the "Green Eyeshade" Award from
Delta Sigma Chi fraternity. In addition, he was a local representatiYe
for Globe Photos of New York, and also did some local commercial
\York which produced a supplemental gross income of $2,000--$3,000 per
year. Prior to the incidents hereinafter described, Mr. Kennedy was
an athletic man, in excellent health, and his sport hobbies included
golf, tennis, and fishing.
EXJ'ERIENCE OF THE PETITIO:NERS LEADING UP TO THE I:NCIDENT OF
MAY 6, 1965

16. On May :3, 1965, :Messrs. Kennedy and Burt took a commercial
1tir1iner to San ,Juan, Puerto Rico, and spent the night there. On May 4,
1965, they were flown to Santo Domingo on a U.S. Navv plane, Petitioners landed at a military base and were escorted by U.S. troops
through the aforementioned security corridor which ran through the
so-called "rebel" zone to the Embajador Hotel where they took up
tempox:ary res~dence. All United States and foreign correspondents
and wire service :personnel were quartered there, along with U.S.
diplomatic and mihtary officials. Regular press briefings and announce~ents took. place the~e, and it was the acknowledg~d "headquarters."
I he EmhaJador had m fact been the customary res1dence of U.S. correspondents prior to the civil strife in 1965. The petitioners attended
a l?res..<; briefing cond~1cted by o~1r Department of Dt>fense at the Emba]ador on the evenmg of the1r arnv~l M;ay 4. They learned there
· !hat C~)l'r~spondents 1vere regularly gomg mto the "rebel'' zone, and
mterV1ewmg the "rebels." Both Messrs. Burt and Kennedy possessed
the necessary Department of Defense credentials the onlv official re~
.quirement for such passage.
'
17. It had always been, and was during this incident the custom of
'CO~respondents staying in Santo Domingo to use a po~l of taxis and
dnvers who parked near the Ernbajador, and held themselves available fo! that purpose. Cor~spondents cust~marily hired these ears
and driVers beeause the drivers knew the city, and spoke Spanish.
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With the large influx of c?rrespondents in }~ay 1965, additional cars,
i e taxis were made available to meet the mcreased demand. These
c·a~ wer~ marked, as directed by U.S. military and civilian officials,
with "PRENSA" (the Spanish word for "Pr~ss"), on the front and
back windshields, m a clear manner with high letters. The word
"PRENSA" was used rather than "Press," because any potential ~an
ger from lack of identification was assumed to be from the Spamshspeaking "rebels," not from U.S. troops.
18. On May 4, 1965, when petitioners arrived in Santo Domingo, a
general cease-p.r~ was in effect betweell: the contending forc~s. The contending Donnmcan groups had earher, name!y on Apnl 30, 1965,
signed an informal cease-fire agreement whiCh had been largely
worked out by the Papal Nuncio. This was confir:ned ~y a forma~
cease-fire agreement signed by both groups on May o, 196:>, as part of
the so-called "Act of Santo Domingo." Thousands of people went back
and forth between the international zone and the rebel zone on May
5th and 6th, 1965, includinO' United Nations personnel. There was a
great deal of traffic, both aut~mobile and pedestrian, betwe~n the zones.
l\fost of the traffic passed through a checkpoint located at the intersection of Independencia A venue (one of the main streets into the old
city area) and Pasteur A venue.
19. All the correspondents went into the rebel zone at one time or
other to cover these controversial events, and the custom of U.S. correspondents entering the rebel zone at this time was uniform. U.S.
military and civilian officials in Santo Domingo enunciated the general policy that U.S. press represerrtatives were free to travel ~mck and
forth through the checkpoints just by showing their credentials, provided that they traveled in properly marked vehicles. For a repor~er
to adequately perform his professi?nal duties, it was in .fact e?senhal
to go into the "rebel" zone followmg the cease-fire, to mterv1ew the
"rebels." At the official briefings, reporters received what they. would
characterize as "handouts." This was really the first con:fl;ontatwn between the press and the U.S. Government on the propnety of what
might be called a "unilateral intervention," because there was much
questioning of whether this was in fact "another Cuba.". Reporters
wanted to learn for themselves whether there were commumsts among
the "constitutionalist rebel force." Just as members of Congress were
expressing opposing views back home, these official briefings natura~ly
produced friction and antagonism between the press and the official
position.
20. On May 5, 1965 (the petitioners' first full day _in Santo
Domingo), they hired a car and driver from the aforementloned pool
of taxis at the hotel, all worked for the correspondents in the proper
way and fashion earlier described. Petitioners drove to the aforementioned checkpoint at the intersection of Independencia and Pasteur
A venues. A marine checked their identification, and passed the car
through the checkpoint. Petitioners proceeded into the so-called "rebel"
zone. Mr. Burt wanted to speak with the "rebel" leader, Colonel
Caamano (they preferred to be called the "constitutionalist forces"),
but the colonel was not available when they arrived. Mr. Kennedy left
Colonel Caamano's headquarters independently to take pictures, and
Mr. Burt spent the morning at the headquarters until the colonel re-

turned, and talked 'vith him for a few minutes. Petitioners retm;ned
to the International safety zone about noon. After lunch Mr. Kennedy
dropped Mr. Burt off at the American Embassy and proceeded by
himself to take pictures of interesting scenes along the security corridor earlier mentioned. Mr. Burt wanted to talk to our Ambassador
\Villiam Tapley Emmett, ,Jr., whom .i\ir. Burt had known from prior
trips, but the latter was not available. He therefot·e spoke with Malcohn McLean, the Public Affairs Officer at the Embassy. Mr. McLean
informed him that the Ambassador wanted to see him and asked that
::Hr. Burt return the next morning to speak to the Ambassador. Mr.
Bmt then expressed an interest in going to the "rebel" zone and Mr.
McLean volunteered to drive Mr. Burt to the checkpoint at Independencia and Pasteur. As a U.S. official, Mr. :McLean was not privileged to go beyond the checkpoint, or in!o the "rebel" zone.
21. Mr. Burt got out at the checkpomt, and walked along Independencia Avenue a few blocks into the "rebel" zone. He was one of a
O'reat many people on the street at that time. He decided not to proceed
further when he heard shooting break out deeper in the "rebel" zone.
He walked down Lluberes Street (which was one block intt> the "rebel"
zone from Pasteur) towards the ocean at George v\Tashington A venue.
George Washington A :enue runs along the ocean front. generally
parallel to Independenma. It appears, from a map of the City, to be a
Ion~ block from Independencia at the point where the cross streets
of Pasteur and Lluberes connect these two major avenues. Mr. Burt
encountered about 10 or 12 people at Lluberes and George ·washington.
22. There was a checkpoint at George vV ashing.ton and Pa~teur (one
block in the direction of the ocean from the maJOr checkpomt at Inclependencia and Pasteur). This was known as checkpoint "~lpha." A
U.S. :Marine of Latin descent, whom Mr. Burt later determmed to be.
Cpl. Rafael Geronimo Gandia-Graulau, motioned to Mr. Burt to
"·alk closer to the huildino-s so the marines would have an unobstructed
':"
L.-1" zone.
view do,vn Geor "\Vashmgton
A venue loo k'mg mto t h e " reutJ
l\fr. Burt walk
ne block to marine checkpoint "Alpha" at the intersection of Pasteur Avenue and George "\Vashington Avenue, and spent
the rest of the afternoon interviewing the marines at this checkpoint.
\Vhile Mr. Burt was there, a couple of shots were fired in the general
direction of the marine position. It was generally calm aside from that.
23. While at checkpoint "Alpha" that same afternoon (May 5,
1965) Mr. Burt saw a press car come down George Washington Avenue f;om the direction of the."rebel" zone towards checkpoint "Alpha,"
and he observed that it was passed without difficulty at a time when
there were sounds of sniper fire. The car was ma~~ed with "PR~NSA"
signs, and although .returning from the ''rebel zone to the mterp.ational safety zone, It was not challenged or stol?ped by the U.S.
Marines. That press car then proceeded to make a nght-hand turn on
Pasteur up to Independenci~ and the checkpoint i~to th~ inte!'nat.ional
safety zone. The route described by that press car IS the Identical route
Messrs. Burt and Kennedy were attempting to follow the next day,
>Yhen the tragedy hereinafter described. occurr~d.
.
24. Mr. Burt was struck with the Impresswn that the mannes at
checkpoint "Alpha" were "quite young, nervous, tense, but in gel'l:eral
I found them to be very good people, people whom I personally hked
0
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and enjoyed spending time with, talking with." He stayed there try~ng
to find out as much as he could in a general way about what was _gc_>I!lg
on, talked to the young lieutenant in ch~rge, and followe;d the actlnbes
of the aforementioned Corporal Gandm who acted as mter_Preter for
the group. There was a building there, an old home occupi~d by the
American Insurance Company and taken over by the m~n!les. ~Ir.
Burt spent much of the afternoon on the po~ch of that bu_Ildmg with
the marines at checkpoint "Alpha." ~e remamed there ~n~til dark, and
got a ride back to the Embajador with ~n NBC televlSl~m crew also
working there. He then attended the mghtly press bnefing at the
hotel.
25. Checkpoint "Alpha" had, on May 4, 1965, been moved toT Gec_>rge
\Vashington and Pasteur from Socorro Sanchez and George \\.as lungton, as part of the previously mentioned enlargement of the _mternational safety zone. George vVashington A venue ~oes not run m a true
east-west direction but rather follows the coastlme. About 400 meters
to the east-northe~st of the intersection of George Washington a~d
Pasteur is the so-called Georae \Vashington Monument, a tall, white
marble obelisk which appears in a photo exhibit to be identical in form
and appearance to our own Washington Monument. Between Pasteur
and the monument, George vVashington A venue is intersected by one
street, the earlier mentioned Lluberes, which is about 100 meters from
Pasteur.
26. From checkpoint "Alpha'' looking east-northeast toward the
monument, one has an unobstructed view for about 400 yards down .a
wide avenue. Facing in that direction, the ocean, with a seawall. IS
about ao meters from George Washington A venue on the right. The
street is lined· on both sides by palm trees, spaced perhaps 5-10 meters
apart and planted in a grassy strip, about 2 meters wi~e. On. the ~eft
side of the street looking toward the monument, there IS a wide sidewalk (about 2 meters wide) to the left of the aforementioned palm
trees. To the left of the sidewalk, there is a strip of grass about 5
meters wide. Running along the left of this strip of grass is a lo·w cement or stucco wall which borders the lawns of some multistory apartment buildings. The armament at checkpoint "Alpha" consisted of a
tank and an armored personnel carrier, parked nose-to-nose back of
the intersection of George Washington and Pasteur.
27. The foregoing description of the petition~rs' experience; a?d
impressions as reporters was confirmed at the trial by other distmguished representatives of the press. Mervin K. Sigale was at the time
of the trial Latin American correspondent for the Washington Star,
the Miami News, the New York Daily News, and the Westinghouse
Broadcasting Company. When the Dominican civil strife erupted, he
was the Latin American correspondent for the radio and television
networks of the American Broadcasting Company, and one of the first
American correspondents to arrive there. He was flown in simultaneously with certain units. of the 82d Airborne Division, and took up
quarters at the Hotel Embajador. He expressed the opinion that "the
nightly [Defense Department] briefings were characterized by their
occasiomillack of candor" and that it was necessary to maintain mobility within the area of greater Santo Domingo. He testified that in the
early days, "if one was already in the downtown area, in the so-called

rebel zone, and needed to file [his report], it was sometimes easier in
terms of distance and time to get to the cable office in the downtown
["rebel"] zone than it would be to go all the way back through the
front lines * * * and back to the Embajador." He confirmed that this
type of movement by press -representatives was known to American
officials, and no restrictions were placed thereon.
288. Mr. Sigale recalled that military transportation was on occasion
supplied to the media, and that one network film crew (possibly that
of Ted Yates of NBC) was moved with its equipment over a period
of at least several days in an army jeep driven by a U.S. Army soldier
or marine. He also recalled the incident of a woman photographer,
Dicki Shappel, on assignment for Life magazine, having the pl:'rsonal
escort of a U.S. captain, who took her on a particular day to a point
in the downtown area where action was occurring. Mr. Sigale personally had frequent occasions to pass American checkpoints separating
the international safety zone and the "rebel" zone. On those occasions
he recalled going through, sometimes unchallenged. However, it was
more likely that one would be stopped for credentials and checked by
the U.S. officer on duty, "or if we were recognized individually as having previously gone through the checkpoint, there would be no rechecking of credentials, but then we would be permitted on through."
~fr. Sigale's mode of dress was a sports shirt and slacks "and the only
thing that might have protected me was a tape recorder hanging over
one shoulder."
29. Another such witness. Bernard Diederich. who at the time of
the trial was Time and Lif~ correspondent for Mf'xico City, Central
America, and the Caribbean, testified that he was employed by Time
magazine at the time of these incidents. He was also then working for
the New York Times and NBC. ~Ir. Diederich was actually residing
iu Santo Domingo when civil strife developed. He confirmed that the
pool of taxis marked "PRENSA" was "the only mode" of transportation around Santo Domingo and that there was daily occasion for
U.S. correspondents to cross back and forth across the so-called international line. He said: "If you were covering a story, there were two
sides to it, and we covered both sides of the story." A contrary view
was expressed only by Col. George Creel (Ret.), then Director of the
.Toint Information Bureau in Santo Domingo. He testified:
There was another factor, if I may so, another factor involved
here is the practieal matter of reporting, the matter of reporting,
news reporting. Now yon see, coming out of the rebel zone was
words and that were accepted by the press at face value, I believe, and for the most part these-! interpreted them, I felt. as
the communist party line. Now if a correspondent was going over
and listening to this-I recognized that they had no choice but to
accept what these people said. write it up, and that's the way it
appeared in the newspapers. They had no way to challenge, no
way to ask proof, and did not ask proof, they accepted what these
people had to say, and that was it.
On the other hand, I, briefing the press, was often interrogated,
questioned, and asked to prove some of my statements, and eonsequently I felt that the press, by just reporting in most cases
without really cheeking whether they were a responsible news
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source on the communist side I thought they were doing the American people a o-reat disservice. And I discussed this with many of
the correspm~dents and pointed out what was happening, and
asked at the press briefings just how they conducted their briefing
for the press. They told me that they were gi,·ing out the wo_rds
and that was it. They had no way to check, or no way to venfy.
They just accepted ·what they said.
:Mr. Diederich landed "·ith the marines (having been in New York
City on a temporary visit when the trouble aro_se), an~ was ~he first
to go into the "rebel" zone. The very next mormng, he "went mto the
so-called rebel zone with two other correspondents. \Ve went in-as a
matter of fact, we had no markings on our car, and it was the rebels
who ·went out 'vith a paint brnsh and painted on my car 'Prensa' so
in returning we would have no trouble."
30. Thereafter Mr. Diederich continued crossing back and forth
across the line separating the two zones for as long as the hostilities
lasted and as long as the troops were there. He did not remember one
correspondent who did not go across into the "rebel" zone. At no
time did any U.S. Government official forbid him from crossing the
so-called international line, nor did he know of any other correspondent so restricted.
After having the petitioners' actions just prior to the tragic incident
hereinafter described portrayed to him in the form of a hypothetical
question asking whether that represented extraordinary conduct, Mr.
Diederich replied, "No. It was very natural, very, very natural, to
move back and forth. That was one of the open accesses right there on
George Washington." He testified further that in the early days embracing the time of the incident involved in this case, it was so natural
to cross back and forth that he crossed at one time with a United
Nations representative. He was aware of OAS personnel and Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker going over into the "rebel" zone. He did not
believe that danger, if any, could be anticipated at the hands of the
U.S. Marines manning checkpoints. He reluctantly testified that the
marines looked younger than the army airborne troops, and that the
latter looked more professional.
31. In the same vein, David Kraslow, who was at the time of the
trial \Vashington Bureau News Editor for the Los AngPles Times,
described his experiences during late April and early l\Iay of 1965 in
the Dominican Republic when he was a member of the reporting staff
of that newspaper. He was also an early arrival, landing in late April
about the same time that Hon. John Martin, Special Ambassador to
the President, arrived. He, too, described the transportation used by
the press corps as "for the most part imported American vehicles
driven by local Dominicans" and occasionally a jeep or, more rarely,
military transportation. He described the necessary travel about the
city back and forth across the so-called international line regularly
performed by him and other correspondents.
32. The procedure going through a checkpoint was described as follows: "Invariably, as I recall-some of this obviously, the details, have
to be hazy, but invariably we would approach the checkpoint, stop,
the driver would show his credentials, and all of us would flash our

credentials to whatever soldiers came up to the car to examine it." He
was asked it based on the behavior of Petitioners Kennedy and Burt
and their taxi on the morning of May 6, 1965, as hereinafter described
there was "anything unusual or extraordinary in their behavior "\Yhich
I haye asked yon to assume?" and he replied, "None whatever. vVe all
did it." This "·itness had occasion to go through or pass the marine
checkpoint at the intersection of George ''Tashington Avenue and
Pasteur Avenue ("Alpha"), and described it as "one of the most com·
mon checkpoints passed by reporters."
3:) .•James X elson Goodsell, the final witness produced by petitioners
on the "climate" for newsmen in Santo Domingo during the period
of these incidents, was at the time of the trial Latin American correspondent for the Christian Science Monitor, the same position he held
in the spring of 196;"). Mr. Goodsell was highly qualified as a witness,
and has received several important awards for his work. He arrived in
~auto Domingo on April 29, 1965, and was there for a number of days,
mcluding ~lay 6. He testified that he regularly hired one of the taxis
from the pool at the Embajador and travelled back and forth across
the international line of demarcation for the so-called safety zone "at
least once each day." He recalled no prohibitions against such travel
and reaffirmed the impression that such travel was affirmatively approved by U.S. officials, citing the fact that upon his return from the
"rebel" zone, newsmen would be asked, "\iV ell, how's it going in the
zone?"
34. He further testified to trips by American Embassy officials into
the "rebel" zone for clandestine meetings with mPmbers of the "rebel"
command. He recalled that press conferPnces with Colonel Caamano,
the leader of the "rebels," were attended by U.S. Information Service
personnel inside the "rebel" zone. There was even traffic to two restaurants on George \Vashington A venue within the so-called "rebel"
zone. This reporter also deemPd it an "eminently right choice" to
utilize local Dominican drivers because "these are pPople who speak
Dominican Spanish and would be able to converse with their fellow
Dominicans in a way that a foreigner, even if he knows Spanish can~
not quite do. I felt that there was ultimate safety in this." The'local
drivers were also more conversant with the strt>ets and the roads to
travt>l. Mr. Goodsell also understood that standing orders to American
military personnel were t? permit. Anwricay corresp~mdents to pass
back and forth. After havmg descnbed to lum the actwns of the petitim.lers am~ th~ir taxi on the morning of l\Iay 6, as hert>inafter descnbed, th1s witness was asked "whether anything I have told you in
that set .of assumptions would have constitut.ed, in your judgment,
extraorclmary or Irregular conduct by Amencan correspondents in
Santo Domingo on that day?" He replied, "None whatsoever."
Petitioners' counsel offered by way of a "proffer" that other correspondents not then readily available (Hugo \Vessel; Bernard Collier
New York Herald Tribune; Richard V aleriani, NBC) would testify
to the same effect. But counsel could not achieve ao-reement on this
" pro ff er, " t h e testimony
.
wou ld f or the most part haveb been corroborative and cumulative, and therefore no additional findings are based
thereon.
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THE TRAGEDY OF ~lAY 6, 1965

35. On the mornincr of May 6th, petitioners arose about T6 a.m. because Mr. Burt had ~orne stories to write for the 8 a.m . .Navy press
run, and Mr. Kennedy wante;J. to take ~orne pictures for t~e same run.
Their tasks completed, Mr. I~ennedy picked up Mr. Burt m a taxicab
he had located. He belie:ed it to be a better car and driver tha,~ they
had utilized on the previous day. Th.e car was a bh:e. (Nash) Rambler," a relatively recent mode~ m good cond1t~on. The word
"PRENSA"·was marked on the nght (passenger) ~Ide of th~ front
windshield and on the back windshield, the lett{3rS bemg of white tape
approximately 7 inches _in he~ght, and covering about 2¥2 to 3 feet of
the width of the front wmdsh1eld.
36. Mr. Burt had received a f!lessage that Ambassador Ben~e~t
wished to see him (as he had on pnor tr1ps of .~r. Burt to the Domnn.ca,n Republic), so at about 9 :30 !l·!ll· they yisited the Embassy. Mr.
Kennedy also wished to use the VISit to receive reassuran~e on the .accepted practice and custom of correspondents and offimals passmg
back and :forth into the "rebel" zone. Ambassador Be1mett knew "and
regarded [Mr. Burt] as a conscientious and objective newspaperman."
He testified:
· b
I was interested in hearing w?at he had seen and h~s o servation of the sitlttttion downtown m the rebel zone. I behev~ that I
may have taken the initiative in asking h.im to come m, rm
not sure about that, but at any rate they did come to my ofJ!ce
on the morning of the 6th, and to the best of my recf!llectwu
we talked about their experience the day before and their plans
to cro back into the rebel zone in the city.
Mr. Bu~·t "spent some time talking with him [t~e J\mbassa~or] about
the general situation in the Dominican _Rep~bhc, his appraisal of ~he
rebels and the Junta and, you know, JUSt m a general 'vay g~ttmg
his information and his counsel on what he felt the overall picture
could be.".
37. The testimony of petitioners on the re~ssu~a~1ces requested and
received in response to Petitioner Kennedy's mqu1r1es1 was as follows:
Q. \Vho broached the subJect at that conversatwn?
.
[Mr. Kennedy:] I did. I talked to the Aml;assado~ first. I said
"Mr. Ambassador, we plan to take some :piCtures m ~he rebel
zone todav." I said "'\Vill there be any d1fficulty gettmg back
.
. t s.2"
and forth" througl1 t'h e .A mencan
ch ~ck'~pom
,
He said, "No." He said, "There will be no problems.
He said "The press has been given the right to go back and
forth, pro;iding you have the proper credentials."
He said, "I'll Jet you get it right ~ro~ the horse's mou~h," and
there was a general there, who I d1dn t know at that time, but
he had been introduced to us.
The Ambassador then said to the general, he said, "How about
that? Do they have clearance to go back and forth through the
check-points?"
The general said, "Gentlemen, we have issued orders that any
accredited press representative can go back and forth through
the checkpoints just by showing his credentials."
He said, "But I'll re-issue the order."
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Q. 'Vhat then did he do, if anything, in your presence r
['Mr. Kennedy:] Then he went to a little room which adjoins
the Ambassador's office and he got on a telephone. I didn't hear
what he said, but he came back and ht.> said, "Everything is all
right. The order has been re-issued and you'll have no problems."
38. Mr. Burt identified the general referred to as Gen. Bruce Palmer,
.•Tr., who shortly after arrival was named Commander of all U.S.
·Foi·ces, Dominic.an Republic. He recalled the general as saying, "Prop.erly marked cars are :free to go back and forth. This is the practice.
There will be no trouble. This order has been in effect, but if yon :feel
any conc{'rn, I'll repeat that order," and after a visit to an adjoining
room, "I have repeated the order. You will have no trouble." At the
trinl General Palmer agreed that he then felt "that certainly would
mean no trouble from our side."
A. Sir, I believe he was there :for part of the time. I don't think
he was there the whole meeting. To the best of my recollection, he
took part in .our general discussion of the situation. He was working very closely with me at the time, and anything that came up
;we tended to handle together, at least to consult about it.
·
Q. ~fore specifically, do you recall General Palmer~s expressing
any views of his own concerning the permissibility of Mr. Burt
and ~Ir. Kennedy going into the rebel occupied part of Santo
Dominao?
A. I don't recall any, but I wouldn't for a minute think that he
would regard it as not permissible.
Q. Do you specifically recall GenHal Palmer's perhaps issuing
.or reissuing any instructions on correspondents' travel as a result
of a sequel to the cQnversation ~
A. I, frankly, don't remember that, but that's not to say it didn't
happen. In fact it. would ~eem likely to me that he may 1.cell hwve
done so. [.EmphaSIS supplied.]
On this point General Palmer testified :
Q. WGuld it refresh your recollection in any way to suggest that
~uch a conversation (sic] may have taken place on May 6th, 1965,
m or near the office of the Umted States Ambassador Bennett?
A. I believe it would. I know that Ambassador Bennett had a
meeting with 1on gentl~men on that day, and my CP was next
doo.r t? the Em~assy, m one
t~ose old palaces, and in the
bcgmmng my primary commumcatwns, as a matter of :fact entered the American Embassy, we sort of combined our comU:uni.cations. So although my CP was next door, in effect, in those early
days, I was really .operating out of the Embassy, and I spent about
.as much time there as anywhere else, and I was in and out of
Ambassador Bennett's office practically all day. And I suspect that
m1 the day that too Ambassador had the meeting with these two
newspaper men that I either came in there or w'as outside in the
next office. And in both that and the Ambassador's office I had
.di.rect. field telephone lines from there into my own CP, ~direct
Wire, 1~ w::s a hand crank, and I could talk to my own CP staff, to
J?ob Lmvillel and I e~mld pass on immediately any new instructiOns or new mformatwn, or whatever came down from \Vashington, or whatever Amb.assador Bennett and I decided upon, I could
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pass on to my own CP, and I could stay right ,-.,ith the
Ambassador.
39. The testimony of Ambassador Bennett and General Palmer is
not essentially in disagreement with the foregoing, but it does differ
in degree of recollection and emphasis. Ambassador Bennett testified:
Q. If you recall, do you remember making any statements to
Mr. Burt and Mr. Kennedy to the effect that a trip into the socalled rebel zone would be safe, or would be unsafe, or anything
of the sort?
A. Well, we certainly discussed the conditions downtown. And
as I say, there was active shooting going on at the time, so I
would~'t have .sai~ that it was a safe place; on the other hand, I
recogmzed thmr nght to move about as they saw fit in the conduct
of their own duties.
.
Q. Ambassador Bennett, for the purpose of this question,
assuming that you did tell Mr. Burt and Mr. Kennedy that you
had no objection to their going into the so-called rebel zone, would
that have constituted a special permission for these two men, or
would that haV'e been merely a statement of a general policy in
effect?
A. 'Vell, I simply would think it was a statement of the general
policy. You .can imagine the reaction if ~ had told newsmen they
couldn't go mto an area where they felt It was necessary to cover
a story.

the eomer of Cambronal and George Washington they found thut "the
rebels or the eonstitntionalists [had] erected a roadblock'' consisting
oi one or two hnrne<1 automobiles. They stopped a hloek short of there
and, seeing no one around, got out of the car. Petitioner Kennedy had
two cameras strapped aronnci his neck, and Petitioner Burt carried
a stenographic pad, 3 or 4 inches wide and 6 to 8 inches long, on which
he proceeded to take notes as Mr. Kennedy took pictures. Both men
wore bright sports clothes purchased in Miami "cl\:'llr and easily distinguishable as such."
41. A young Dominican approached them dressed in dark clothes
and identified himself as a Dominican Red Cross worker. vVhen told
they were members of the press, he advised them to leave, indicating
a "rebel" with a rifle standing on top of a restaurant. After a brief
conversation with the "Red Cross'' worker, the man on top of the
restaurant approached to the edge of the street. Petitioners thought it
best to leave, reentered the car, turned around, and proceeded back to
the international zone on George vV ashington A venue. PetitionerS
testified that at no time did either of the two men described, the Dominican Hed Cross worker or the man with the rifle, come close to
their car.
42. Mr. Burt decided there might be an opportunity for a good
story in a further interview of the Inarinf'~ at checkpoint "Alpha"
(George Washington and Pasteur), where he had spent most of the
prior afternoon. He wanted to find out how they had passed the mght.
Mr. Burt thought he was acquainted with them by this time, and
"wouldn't be a stranger." 'Vhen there the previous afternoon, he had
noted the marines kept George '\Vashington A venue under surveillance
for its full length, because that was the only approach to their position. He said, "They used binoculars for it, and they were, you knowthey were just studying everything that moved in that area. It was
clearly visible by binocular and, as a ,matter of fact, by the naked eye.
The distance wasn't that far. You could see down there." A photograph in evidence tends to confirm this fact.
43. The taxi proceeded slowly down George ·washington toward the
checkpoint. Its maximum speed was 25 mph, but for the most part
its speed did not exceed 10 or 15 mph. The weather was clear, bright
and warm and the windows in the car were open. The l?reviously described palm trees on either side provided shade on this picturesque
avenue. As they approached "Alpha," Petitioner Burt observed that
the conditions and armament at the checkpoint were the same as he had
observed on the previous ilfternoon. There was no gunfire within petitioners' hearing. They testified, "It was so quiet that it was striking."
44. 1Vhen thev were about a block away at Lluberes and George
vVashington,
Burt, who was seated in the back seat, noted that
a marine whom he recognized as the Spanish language interpreter
with whom he had conversed on the previous day, had walked across
the street and signaled them to stop. This marine, Corporal Gandia,
had taken up a position behind a palm tree, and about six or eight
other marines, all armed with rifles, had also taken up positions behind
palm trees across Pasteur A venue from the checkpoint.
45. Corporal Gandia's stop signal was the normal traffic signal; arm
outstretched, palm of the hand facing petitioners. Mr. Burt and Mr.
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*
*
*
The CoMMISSIONER : I think more relevant from the testimony
of this·witness would be whether the conduct of these newsmen
represented normal or aberrant behavior and what were the general conditions for newsmen at the time in question. And while
I'm talking, whether the Ambassador has a general feeling about
the policy of the particular representatives of our government
there with respect to news coverage, was it to encourage it, discourage it, indifference to it, or what was it.
The WITNESS. Well, I think we all assumed that there would be
full news coverage. In fact nearly all of the newsmen were brought
in originally by official government transport, on a Navy ship, so
there was certainly not the slightest idea that newsmen should not
cover the situation, and that would seem to me to be evidence
impl!Wit to cover both sides. [Emphasis supplied.]
By Mr. PEMBERTOJ.'l : [Government counsel].
Q. Ambassador Bennett, directing your attention again to the
conversation on May 6, 1965, do you recall General Palmer's
participating in this conversation; and * * *.
40. Thereafter, petitioners left the Embassy, ~nd drove along I~l
dependencia A venue to and through the checkpomt at Independencm
and Pasteur (after routine i.denti~cati<?n). Tl?-eir .purpose \vas to observe and photograph a.burmng ship lymg on Its s1de :tlong the,;watl:'r.~
front. At Independencia and Llubm·es (one block mto the rebel
zone), they turned right to the previously menti<?ned George v':ashington A venue and the waterfront, and turned left on George W ashin!rton toward the point where the ship was locatPd. They had heard
no"' shots and describe.d it as a very quiet morning. vYheu they got to
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Kenne~y testified that at no time then or thereafter did they receive
any voice command whatsoever, in English or Spanish. The taxi driver
stopped immediately at a point within the last block between Lluberes
and Pasteur. Following that, Corporal Gandia "gave us a signal to
c~me :forward, like this." The witness Burt demonstrated a gesture
With the arm, palm in and hand moving toward himself. ·with that
the ta_xi moved slowly ~orward, barely a yard or two. Then Corporal
Gand1a gave a hand signal, arm outstretched, palm facing the car
and pushing toward it, which petitioners interpreted to mean "stop"
or "back up." The taxi backed up. As soon as they began to back up,
Corporal Gandia repeated the above described signal to come :forwa~d. (Arm outstretched, palm in, gesturing toward himself.) The
taxi moved :forward less than a car length. As the car began to go
:forward, Corporal Ga:J?-dia again gave the "stop or back up" pushing
palm movement. PetitiOners observed, and believed their driver also
did, that each time the taxi moved :forward, the marines raised their
r~fles to their shoulders and leveled them at the car. They were convmced the :forward movement produced this reaction and for the
first time became concerned.
46. Mr. Burt testified :
* * * I became concerned :for the first time because I felt I kne>Y
these people and, you know, that I just couldn~t imagine them
shooting us. It was just the furtherest [sic] thing from my mind,
because we were responding precisely to the signals they gave us.
1Vhen the rifles came up that time, the driver put the car in
reverse, in response to our final forward movement. The rifles
came up and the driver put the car in reverse because each time
we moved forward it drew that response.
Q. Having put the car in reverse, did he back it up~
A. He backed it up sharply.
Q. He backed it up sharply and went straight back or in some
other direction ~
A. The intention simply was to back to the corner, to Lluberes
there, and back out of the Marines' line of vision down the street
and so the street again would be clear. vVe assumed that, you
know, by removing the car :from that, there would be no problem.
Q. By removing the car you would remove their 'concern, whatever it was~
A. Yes. Their concern. their aggressive concern that began to
disturb us is when we began to move forward.
Q. As your driver put your car in reYerse and backed sharply
to the right, I take it-A. Yes, in that fashion, to the right.
Q. As he did so, what did the Marines do~
A. They opened fire.
Q. Without attempting to make any precise ballistics count,
what was the extent of that fire~
A. It was extensive. I don't know how I could describe the extent of it. There must have been a half a dozen Marines firing
rifles and two machineguns.
47. Mr. Kennedy was seated in the front, next to the driver. He it
will be remembered, had not been to checkpoint "Alpha'' on the
previous afternoon, and his attention had bPen focused 011 Corporal

(

Gandia whom he expected to approach the car ~o check their identifid
e~tion. He. too, observed the hand signals d~scnbed by fVIr · Burt, .an
similarlv ii1terpreted them. Also, when the rifles. were _raised each tlme,
Mr. Kennedy mstinctively ducked below the wmdsh;eld, perhaps the
onlv one in 'the car who did .so. He remembers saymg to M,y· Bur~,
"W'hat in the world does he_want us to do!?" and the reply: I don t
know what he wants us to do."
.
·
h sl · t
48. He testified as to the moments immedmtely precedmg t e 10o ing:
A. The driver again started the car .:forward.
Q. At what speed and for what distance?.
.
.
.
A. V erv. slow speed. The rifle came up a thu·d tune m the firmg
position. ::\.t that point the driver, avpa.rently completely CO~l
fnsed. as I was-I hit the floor at th1s t1!11e. He put the car m
reverse and started backing it up at. a rapid rate.
Q. In which direction, if· you know?
A. Well, I - .
1 ~
Q. That is to say, was it backed str~1gh~ back o~ at an ai;t~ e:
A. It seemed to me that he was turnmg m sort of a V-pos1t1on.
Q. To his right or left rear~
A. To his left rear.
Q. Go ahead.
A. And apparently he wanted to make a V-turn and leave the
area. As soon as he started backing up, I guess he had gone back
- I was on the floor, so I don't really know how far he had gone
d"
·
h
back.
.
Q. But you knew the car bad travelled some 1stance mas arp
backing movement~
A. Yes.
.
.
Q. 1Vhat then occurred?
A. Then I heard machinegun fire and I heard tJ:e car bemg h1t.
Q. Now, the first fire which you heard and which you felt the
car receive \vas automatic fire?
. .
A. Yes. It was either a machinegun or automatic nfle.
Q. Then what occurred?
.
. .
A. I felt the car hitting something.. I never d1d se~ the dr1ver
leave the car, but I was suddenly aware that he wasn t there any
1omrer. The car was stopped.
.
.
49. From the time the car was first stopped until the firu:~.g bega?J-,
Mr. Kennedy also testified that there _w~re no shouted signals. m
either English or Spanish. He stated: :'No. There was no shoutmg
at all. It was a very hot day and the wmdows of the ,~ar were down,
at least mine were down. There W'nS no sounds at. all. II_e had heard
no firing at all in all of their traYel that mornmg .until they were
fire!'! upon. ~'Y~u could hear it [fi~·in~] for several m1les, and :for the
entue mornmg It had been very <lmet.''
.
50. At this point, findings '!i 1 be mad~ as to the te~tm10~lY of ~e
marines re~arding the ev~nts J.ust pre?edmg the shootmg7 ~mce their
testimony IS at least partially m conflict w1tl; tl~~t of P~.titwners and
that conflict will have to be resolved. Checkpomt ·Alpha' was manned
by a part of one platoon under the command of then Lt. ~:U~hard Dunn
Barba, who at the time of this incident had been commissioned ab~ut
1lmm1ths. At the trial he acknowledged being, on the day of them-
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cident, a relatively young, junior, inexperienced field officer. Since this
incident preceded the major buildup m Vietnam, the marines at this
checkpoint had no prior combat experience. As of May 6, 1965, U.S.
forces in Santo Domingo had incurred total casualties of 10 killed
and 67 wounded among both army airborne and marine troops. For
an evaluation of this as a casualty rate, U.S. Commanding General
Palmer agreed this ratio was very, very slight. It will be recalled that
a tot~l of about 16,000 troops were reportedly present in the Santo
Dommgo area by May 5th.
51. T~e orders. is.su~d to the mari,nes at checkpoint "Alpha'~ during
the penod of this mmdent and while a formal ceasefire was m effect
(the aforementioned "Act of Santo Domingo"), were to fire only if
fired upo:t_l, .and then to return fire only to the point from which they
were rece1vmg fire, and only to the extent necessary to defend themselves. (Later in June, the orders evolved into instructions not to fire
back at all.) They had furthPr official orders to satisfv themselves as to
the credentials of U.S. correspondents and, subject to that requirement to allow them free passage.
. 52. The. aforementio~ed Corpor:a 1 Gandia (a staff sergeant at the
~m~e of trml) had been m the Mm:me Cor}?:s about 3% years when this
mcid<:nt oceurred. He had a ratmg as 'inteiTogator-translator" in
Spams~, among other languages. He was flown into the Dominican
Repubhc from Camp LeJeune. North Carolina, where he was the
chief inspructm: in the Spanish section. J:Ie a,rrived !>n April 27, 1965,
\lnd was Immediately assigned to checkpomt '·Alpha'' at George 1:Vashmgton and Pasteur. He testified that on numerous occasions "we received quite a bit of sniper fire" and he recalled receivin<r sniper fire
"'
on ~Iay 5, and early i1;l the morning ~f ~he 6th of May.
5o. Sergeant Gandia recalled an mc1dent on the afternoon of May 5
wh~n two persons approached the checkpoint on a single bicycle at
n time when he was 25 meters in front of the checkpoint. He was there
so he cou~d. stop pe9ple before their arrival "to protect the tank and
the amphibious vehiCle that was there * * * go back to the checkpoint
and check with the Patrol Commander and he would inform me what
we wanted .done." On the occasion of this "bicycle" incident, he was on
the ocean Side of the street with three others, and he had two Dominican Nationals stationed on the other side of the street. When the people on the bicycle were about 25 to 50 feet away, he directed them to
halt in Spanish several times. His testimony of what then transpired
follows:
· · * * * Yvhen they wouldn't halt, we started receiving incoming
sniper fire at the same time. Once we started receiving fire we
opened fire on them. After the fire subsided there was no trace
of the people. I couldn't be sure whether thev were shot off the
bicycle. In my estimation one of the persons "on the bicycle was
shot off the bicycle. But we did not go out to retrieve their bodies,
and so we never had any traces of the bodies afterwards.
54. Sergeant Gandia recalled and reaffirmed the conversation with
Petitioner Burt on May 5. His description of traffic "via or through"
checkpoint "Alpha" was that it was nonexistent; but he later inconsistently described the procedure that he employed in stopping and
interrogating people who approached checkpoint "Alpha." The proC(•dure he described was to search the vehicles and passengers, check

their ID cards and let them go up to that major checkpoint (at Independencia and Pasteur), and go through. Sergeant Gandia recalled
seeing petitioners' blue car for about 20 minutes prior to the time that
it was fired upon. He was then at a point next to the tank, utilizing his
·
binoculars. He testified :
* * * Once I saw the car down in the vicinity of the George
1Vashington monument down there, I moved ahead of the checkpoint with my Dominican Nationals, had several on the opposite
side of the street, and again I had a couple on my side of· the
street, and I moved up, I'd say, about 25, 30 feet ahead of the
checkpoint, behind a palm tree, and I continued to observe the
movement down by the George 1:Vashington Monument.
He later corrected 25 or 30 feet to 25 or 30 meters.
55. From this vantage point he continued to observe the automobile
through his binoculars. He testified to seeing "troop movement" around
the automobile. He could not tell whether the persons he described as
"troops," carried arms. He testified that he saw the occupants of the
car get out and start to talk with those people next to the George
1Vashington Monument and he saw them get hack into the car and
start moving toward the checkpoint "so the Lieutenant told me to stop
the car." (The aforementioned Lieutenant Barba.) At that point, then
Corporal Gandia was about 30 meters in front of the lieutenant and
the checkpoint. He confirmed petitioners' estimate of the vehicle's speed
as "about lOto 15 miles an hour."
56. As the vehicle approached, he testified, he came out :from behind
the palm trees and got out toward the sidewalk and signaled for it
to halt using his right hand palm forward. His description of the hand
signal was identical to that of petitioners. He said that he "indicated
for the vehicle to stop orally and with hand signals, in Spanish, and
both in English." He testified that the vehicle stopped just ahead of
him at an angle, "I would say about ten or fifteen feet away from
me * * * and then I told the occupants of the car to get out of the car
in Spanish and in English." [Emphasis supplied.]
57. At that point, he testified, he did not observe any markings on
the windshield or elsewhere on the automobile. A large phot
ph
admitted into evidence showing the car immediately after the
ting, illustrates the "PRENSA" marking on the front windshied as
previously described. He could not tell the nationality nor the dress
of the people inside the car. nor the kind of equipment they were carrying. He further stated that he C'onld not tell this either when he was
previously observing them with binoculars while they were at the
George Washington Monument. Sergeant Gandia then testified that
"[f]inally the driver of the car started to get out of the car. H.e opened
the door.;' He stated this occurred about five minute8 after the automobile had stopped. In the interim he said he had given orders to the
occupants of the car about three or four times.
58. His crucial testimony at this point is as follows:
As he started to get out of the car we started receiving incoming
sniper fire, and as we started to receive sniper fire the driver panicked, because he jumped right back into the car, he shut the
door, and as he did this he put the car into reverse, I m~an just
wide open, and as the car started to pull back the machme gun
on top of the tank opened fire at the car.
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the car. and the remainder toward the monument. Sergeant Gandia's
testimony was concluded as follows:
I thought the car was being used as a decoy, th~t it was sent
up there to get our attention, to get us to come out mto the open,
and once we had come' out into the open they could start firing at
us and get us with snipers, which is what happened the day before
with the bicycle. Every time I told the bicycle to halt nobody
halted, they kept coming forward, and finally they wouldn't stop,
so we had to fire on them, on the bicvcle.
64. The next marine witness was Sgt.. Edward Stephen Winstine,
,Jr .. a veteran of 17 years in the Marine Corps. He came ashore in
Santo Domingo on either the 3rd or 4th of May 1965, and imm.ediately was sent to checkpoint "Alpha." He remembered some smper
fire on the night o:f May 5 and again at 7 or 8 a.m., on the morning
o:f May 6. He too, recalled orders not to fire unless fired upon and
added, "the only thing we could fire was small arms." He testified that
he first saw the blue car while looking through a range finder on the
tank; that he also sav,• a truck with a Dominican in the back of it
with a rifle, and "a whole bunch of people gathering around it * * *.
Then the next thing I saw was the car coming our way."
65. Sergeant vVinstine stated that a range finder magnified that
which was viewed through it so that at. "a thousand meters I could
see you like I see you now [talking to counsel] I could mflke out
your :features, I could determine that you were a person, not a tree,
or anything like that." He did not watch the car constantly but looked
at it only a minute or two and observed it as it moved down George
Washington A venue toward the checkpoint.
66. At. this point Sergeant Winstine's testimony is inconsistent with
that o:f Sergeant Gand1a. He states: "'What made me observe it-because I was up on the porch, and there was sniper fire and I come
running off the porch." Follawing the sniper fire he observed the blue
car continuing toward their position. He was not sure but thought
there was a "couple walking along behind the car but I am not sure."
He took up a position across the street, down on his knees and observed
the car coming forward at an estimated 10 or 15 miles an hour. From
where he was "it appeared that Ser~eant Gandia waved it dmm and
was shouting at it, and also some ot the natives were shouting at it,
and it kept coming forward, and it loolced like it passed him [Sergeant
Gandia] from where I was at.." (Emphasis supplied.) He heard
Sergeant Gandia say something to the occupants of the car speaking in
Spanish and ''yelling in English at them and ·waving his arms."
67. He could not see the occupants of the car nor the markings on
the windshield. It appeared to him that :from the moment Sergeant
Gandia gave the car some signals "it stopped, and it started rolling
:forward for about five yards, and the next thing it was going in
reverse, and then we started getting nwre fire coming in. The next
thing I heard a machine gun going off." (Emphasis supplied.) (It is
desired to note that the trial commissioner was obliged to voice some
misgivings about. the "leading" guestions being put to the witness at
thi~ point in histe~timony.) The mcoming sniper fire at that point was
estimated by the witness to be four or five rounds from a semiautomatic
rifle, small caliber. When the machinegun went off, this witness started
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shooting at the tires of the car and toward the monument. It was his
opinion that the point of origin of the incoming fire he testified to was
75 to 80 meters back of the car. He did not observe the occupants of the
car nor the markings because it was a sunny day. He was not sure, but
thought he remembered Mr. Burt's visit on the previous day. He expressed the opinion that the incoming fire originated from the area of
the car, or back of the car. On .cross-examination, it was poi~ted ~mt
that since the car was approaching from a generally easterly directiOn
and this ·was. the morning, the sun would be back of the car and not
reflecting off of the windshield. But the witness said that he was
troubled by reflected glare.
68. Sergeant 'Vinstme estimated that when he was earlier looking
at the blue car in the vicinity of the George 'Vashington .Monument
through the range finder on the tank, it was about 700 meters away,
which is closer than the 1000 meters which he had earlier used to describe the degree of magnification provided by the range finder. But
he could not recall seeing markings on the car, nor the dress or equipment of the occupants although he "saw a lot of people standing
around."
69. On cross-examinaton, Sergeant Winstine acknowledged an inconsistency between his testimony at this trial, where he had the
described incoming fire as first attracting his attention to the car while
it was enroute from the Washington :Monument to the point where it
\vas stopped by Sergeant Gandia ; a.nd his official report immediately
following the incident when he described the first incoming fire as
Sergeant Gandia had described it, namely, as occuring about the same
time the car backed up following the 5-minute experience with Sergeant Gandia and his hand signals. He nevertheless believed his testimony at the trial, some 5 years after the event, to be the more accurate.
He acknowledged that although he was uncertain as to whether or not
he was receiving fire from the car he and the others fired upon the car
at a time when the car was backin~ up. This witness had had no combat experience prior to the Dommican incident. He considered the
machinegun on the tank to be a "small arm" within the definition of
the orders he earlier described limiting them to the use of small arms.
He concluded, in answer to questions from the trial commissioner, that
first the car started backing up, then he heard the sniper fire, and then
the machinegun and everybody else opened fire.
. 70. The next marine witness was Sgt. Delmar L. Schmitz. He was,
at the time of this incident, a veteran with prior Korean experience.
His description of the incident was as follows:
I was right near a wall to the left side of the tank, facing the
monument, at that time. The car was coming up the road real
slow, about 75 to 100 meters from the tank, and all of a sudden
we got incoming small arms fire, three or ~our rounds, five. The
car then proceed to back up. The driver's Side got out, somebody
· got out, and Captain Barba hollered "Cease fire." I immediately
hollered at the tank to cease fire.
Again (after some discussion as to whether or not counsel was excessively leading the witness), he recalled that Sergeant Gandia was
about 60 to 70 meters in front of the checkpoint, and that he could see
him putting his hand in the air. He could not hear any words spoken.

He ackno·wledged that the car came to a stop, or "almost a dead stop,.
as best I can remember. I don't remember that too well." On the se~
quence of events, he stated:
·
The car started to back up, at the same time we got small arms
fire, the machine gun then opened up on the tank, and the vehicle
backed in a right turn direction, to his right rear, hitting the embankment or the wall near the street there.
·
In response to a question by the trial commissioner, asking him once
again to describe the sequence of these events, he then testified:
A. The small arms fire, and then the-the smaii arms fire. the
backing of the ear almost simultaneously, and within a minute OJ'
less Captain Barba had hollered ''Cease fire-," and I hollered
"Cease fire" at the tank.
Q. Before the cease fire there must have been some firing. and
you haven't mentioned that.
,
A. The incoming~
Q. No, the outgoing fire~
A. The outgoing fire was almost simultaneouly as the incominofire. It 11Ja.~ hard to tell just u•here these ,rounds were coming fron~
[Emphasis supp1ied.]
71. This witness also failed to see the markings on the car or the
occupants. In response to later questions by the trial commissioner. he
stated, as he had earlier stated, that he first noticed the car behn'en ·the
George ·washington Monument and the checkpoint. But, inconsistently, he thereafter testified as follows:
Q. And it was underway at the time?
A. 'Vhen I first, saw it, it was stopped. Then the firina started
within a couple of minutes after it had stopped, and l£ started
backing up.
Q. ou said you first saw it when it was stopped?
A .. Yes.
Q. Up in front of the checkpoint~
A. It was gradually coming down the street, the best I'd saY.. I couldn't say, y-;mr ~onor. It comi!1g ue~r us; or stopped. ·
12. It seemed to this w1tuess that the mcommg fire was orirrinatina:from the car, or immediately thereabouts. He could not say for sur::=:
He added the testimony that nobody gave an order to fire and that
he, in fact, did not fire his weapon because he was armed s~lely ,Yith
a 45-caliber pistol, and it was not his job to fire, but rather to control
the fire and direct the men. The machinegun on the tank, he state<l,
was manned by a corporal whose name he did not remember. He
acknowledged that at the time of the investigation immediatelv after
the incident, he had said "just where the incoming rounds can1e from
is uncertain to me."
73. The next marine witness produced was the commander of the
tr?ops at checkpoint "Alpha," the aforementioned Capt. (then Lt.)
Richard Dunn Barba. He was about 23 vears old at the time of this
incident, and had started active service
the Marine Corps on June
3, 1964. He, too, was assigned to "Alpha" around the 4th of 1\Iav. He
firs~ saw the blu~ car about two or three blocks a\vay, and was looking
at It through bmoculars because "there was a lot of activity down
there. There were several men down there that had rifles." He stat.t>c.l
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-that before he had gone to checkpoint "Alpha," there had bee~ several incidents at the prior roadblock at which he had been stat;wned
(Socorro Sanchez and George "\Vashington)~ .and ~h.at at one time .a
pickup truck came by a~d dumped ~ead ~~die.s off m front of t!1eir
roadblock He also mentioned the "bicycle ' mCident earher descnbed
bv SerO"ea.nt Gandia. He could not recall whether checkpoint "Alpha"
had re:;'eived any sniper fire earlier that morning o:f .M:!ty 6th, as mentioned by prior witnesses, but he recalled some the mght before, on
)lav 5th.
7~. In describing the "bicy~le" incident he ~tated there ·was a youth
. of about 16 years of age on It, and one of h1s troops s-rotte~ a man
with a weapon on the seawall and he thought at the time It was a
·"lure." The man on the sea•vall pulled out a pistol, fired a couple of
shots and ]eft. He did not believe the marines fired at the bicycle rider
but that "[w]c did fire on the man that was down on the seawall.''
75. Captairi Bnrba, in describing his first observation of the blue
. car, stated he >vas viewing it with 7 x 50 standard field binoculars. Tl?e
car was stopped, "and there was a bunch, I vwuld say about five to six
people, around the car." It looked to him like one or two of the people
in the car had gotten out and they stood there "maybe ten to fifteen,
twenty minutes, more or less talking to these people" at the monument. Then they got into the car and the car started coming down
George \Vashington Avenue "very slo>vly, and about three or four of
the people that were down pass tht~ monument [one o:f whom he believed had a tif:lej, sort of trailed down behind the car, and as the car
kept proceeding down they stopped at the TV a8hington illm~;ument and
:the car kept coming." [Emphasis supplied.]
76. His detailed narrative follo·ws:
At this point I realized that. the car was going to come. down
to our roadblock, so I sent the mterpreter, Corporal Gandia, out
with-I belie\'e he had two or three Dominican Nationals with
him. and he went out about 75 meters in front of the roadblock so
that' when the car came down he could stop it at that position. vVe
·tried to stop these cars aw·ay from the roadblock, m case they
might have'had Molotov cocktails or something like that, so they
, could be no threat to the tank or the amtrack.
The car kept coming down, and when it got down I guess in
front of the Oorporal he motioned him to halt and the car came
·to a halt. At this time I was just about 20 meters behind them
by this fence on the-just on the other side o£ the road, and I told
him to ask them to get on out of the car and come forward so \W
. conld qnesti-onthem and find out \Vho they were.
At this time, I could not tell who was in the car, and I saw no
''Prensa'' signs on the car of any sort. The Corporal told them
a couple of times to get out of the car, and I believe he motioned
them to get out, b~tt at this time nothing happened. There just
SPt'nwd to bt> sort of:a lull there of two, three, four minutes I can't
really tell the time, just nothing hap_pened, and then ~ll of a
sudden it looked like the door on the driver's side started to come
· Ol?en .. and just as this happene~ we took about four or five rounds
,of smper fire f:rom~I believe 1t was down the street, down by the
Washingt?n .Monument. I heard the reports and' I heard the
:bullets gomg over n~y Jwad. At this time, or almost simultane-

ously as these bullets went over my head, I got down behind the
fence, and as I popped up-I heard the screech, and as I looked
up the car >vas going back in full re,'erse, the driver had just
stepped on it and took off as fast as he could, and just as he
started, as he was moving back, I believe the 30-caliber on the
tank, it might have been the LVBP, I believe it was an automatic
weapon, from the roadblock opened up, and as it opened up, simultaneously everybody started firing that was on the roadblock.
As s<?on as the people started opening up, my biggest concern
at the time was the fact that the Corpoml and some of the Domini·
cans were out in front of the roadblock. So I immediately yelled
"Cease fire," and sort of passed the word back.
Now the car was hit pretty bad and it swerved off, I guess it
went down 200 meters or so down the road and swerved off to the
left, \Yent up on the sidewalk, and smashed into the wall.
17. Captain Barba confirmed Sergeant Gandia's description of his
hand gesture to stop the car. He believed that it was juBt by hand Bignal and could not 1'ecall any oral co1wnU1nd. After the car stopped,
Captain Barba recalled Sergeant Gandia instructing the occupants to
get out of the car in both English and Spanish and that there was no
response, "So I yelled at him to tell them in Spanish to get out of the
car, and there >vas sti11 no response. He also motioned to them to come
out of the car, and there was no response to any of his-." He described Sergeant Gandia's gesture of moving the palm of his hand
toward his face as a signal to get out of the car, rather than as one
to come forward.
78. Captain Barba's testimony continued as follows:
Q. Now after the car had stopped and after Sergeant Gandia
had given these instructions, what happened next~
A. Nothing really. There was sort of a lapse of time, and all of
a sudden it seemed the driver started opening his side of the door,
and during this-he sort of opened his door and when the door
swung open and that's when we took the four or five rounds of
incoming.
Q. "\l'hen the driver opened his door did you see the driver at
that point?
A. I didn't see him at that point because we took incoming and
I had ducked down, and when I looked back up the car was already going in reverse.
Q. And did the Marines back at the intersection open fire!
A. Yes, thev did.
Q. Did you: yourself, fire?
A. No. I had a 45 and never took it out..
Q. Did you hear the occupants of the car say anything in re·sponse to Sergeant Gandia?
A. No, I didn't. That's what was so confusing, because nothing
was said at all, everybody just-from what I could tell-just sat
in the car. There wasn't any type of activity that I could see.
Q. Did you see the occupants of the car ; except for this move
that the driver made which you have deseribed, did you see the
occupants of the car make any other movements inside the car?
A. No. Like I said before, I couldn't see inside the car that
well.
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pa~tain Barba thought the "i~coming fire" was originated at the
' ' aslungton Monument. He testified further that Sergeant Gandia
could !lot have be~n standing more than 10 to 20 feet from the car
1Yhen 1t stopped, and that he was about 20 meters behind Ser•:reant
Gandia and about the same distance from the ear (from a dilfurent
angle, apparently).
79. A.s previously mentioned, Captain Barba had been commissioned
about 11 months prior.,to this incident and 5lj2 months of that periocl
h~d been sp~nt at basiC school. He acknowledged that no order wa8:
gtve~~ to open fire. at checkpoi~1t "Alpha." Captain Barba's report, imn:ediately ~ollow~ng the mmde~1t, stated that there were no prPSS
signs on th1s :vehicle; but that 1t was. brought to his attention later
that. same day t~at there were press s1gns on the car. Captain Bttrlm
confirmed that his orders on the 6th of May "were to fire only if fired
upon, to return fire only to the point from >vhieh it came." He stated
that "we w!?re under an order to return fire if enO'ao·ed by the enemy."
When asked if he was engaged by this blue car, he";aid:
Welt, to thi8 day, 1 don't really know whether we took fiPe or
not, except for the fact that they had U.S. reporters in there.
which I found out later. The sequence of events-when the ca1·
came O:(>en and that guy put it in reverse and at the same time
we received fire, there is usually a demonstration for fire caminofrom the car. [Emphasis supplied.]
.
o
He acknowledged at the time of the trial that he knows now that he
took no fire from the car.
1Vhen it was pointed out to him that several hundred rounds had
apparently. been fired from his position, since 80 bullet holes were
counted in the press car alone, his testimony was:
I beli~ve moBt of it was aimed at the car. [Emphasis supplied.]
80. Captam Barba acknowledged that press correspondents were
entitled to come up tQ his checkpoint, turn right on Pasteur, and
proceed to major checkpoint at Independencia and Pasteur. He expressed the opinion that the gesture described by Sergeant Ganclitt
with arm outstretched moving the palm toward his face, was a siO'Jml
to get out of the car, not a signal to advance. As for oral instructions,
Captain Barba testified with regard to Sergeant Gandia, "He said,
I 'believe, 'Get out of the car,'" but he did not quote him and was
not sure.
81. On redirect examination, Captain Barba testified that it 1'''t8
necessary for Bomeone to give the oral ordeT to fire before his personnel at the checkpoint were privileged to open fire, and that he had
conveyed that restrictive order to his men. But he said it >vonlcl
constitute an exception when he was out in front of the roadblock
"[a]nd when we took the incoming fire and the car backed up, people
from the roadblock fired without my orders."
82. Captain Barba provided the :following answers in response to
questions placed to him by the trial commissioner :
Q. When the door on the driver's side started to open. wasn't
that consistent with the instructions that Sergeant Gandia had
been giving him?
. A. )Vell, yes, .sir, it was. The puzzling thing about the ·whole
s1tuat10n there IS that they were--nothing was happening, the
car had come to a stop, and the interpreter was motioning and
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telling thei~ to get out, and there just seemed to be a period where
the people m the ear were ~ot reacting one way or the other. Then
t h~ door went open, and JUSt as the door went open we received
~mper fire. And. I was off 9n the side, to where I didn't personally
feel that the smper fire was coming from the car, where I could
~ee where the I?eople that were in the front couldn't start this
~rom the car with the door open, the car all the time taking off
m reverse at full, full speed. ·
Q. It did that simultaneouslv. or after the firin()' staried ~
/L y ~s, sir. Th~ sniper fire caine in, and almost"'as soon ~s that
smper fn·e came m, I ducked down behind the wall, and the
street-and I looked up and that car was O'Oing in reverse and the
troops at the roadblock with an automati~ weapon had opened up
}mdn't opened up until
in reverse.
'
l car
. vms !"'aoina
h
. that
. rom a. pro f e~s10na pomt of view, how would you evaluate
QF
the man belnnd the .first weapon that opened up on your side~
A. 1v-el1, at th.e tune l1nas very pe?'tUJ'bed becaw.e of the fact
that./ h;1d not g?/tJen the m·der to qpen fire. In fact we had people
n~tt m fwnt of the road~ lock. I tlnnk 1there ·were young troops sitfl!tg ~J,p there~ and I beheve he felt he was warranted in what he
d1d. He tlwU;ght he was taking fire from the car and his orders
w~re to fire If fired upon and maybe-I'm not real sure, I can't
thmk for somebody else. B·ut I waB perturbed anvway for 1the
J'eaBon that at the time of ooul'se I di-dn't know 1.oho 'Was in the
caT, r:nd the fact that they opened fire without my m•ders. [Emphasis supphed.]
F\8. Over objection by petitioners' counsel, Sergeant Gandia was recal~ed to the s.tand. to reexplain his hand signals because of questions
\Yl~Ich. had arisen.l!l sub~equent testimony as to their meamng. The
ob]eehons of petitioners counsel were based on the bet that the
rec~n·d spoke for itself, .and that Sergeant Gandia would have meanwlnle h~d an opportumty to di~uss ~1is prior testimony with subsequeJ~t witnesses. In any ~vent, tlus testimony on recall turned out to be
of httle eonseque!lce,. s~n~e. Serge!l'nt Gandia described the gestures
ex.ac;tly as l~e hadmlus nutml testimony. He added that when the Donumean dnver started to get out of the car as he had earlier testified
he recognized him as a Dominican.
'
'
84. Obliga~ed to re~oncile the partial conflicts between petitioners'
and the marmes' versiOns, as above summarized of the crucial events
which led to th.e shooting, it is concluded that petitioners' version is
the more plausible and believable and that it is to be preferred for
the following reasons:
.A .. T~e testimony ~f the marines, as witnesses, 1vas inconsistent
w1thm Itself and tins was selfdemonstrable when it was being
hea~d; and later from an ~xamination of the transcript. Their
testi:n:ony :vas als? less credible, when compared with the circum~tantu~l evidence m .the record! and with the physical conditions
.md distances described by witnesses and confirmed by photo·
graphic exhibits and charts.
B. The gestures describ~d by then Corporal Gandia were obviously amb1guous, contradictory and confusing, and would not be
known to the average person as hand signals to dismount.
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C. If the hand signals were in fact accompanied by .''slH.mted''
signals to dismount, and this continue.d ?V~r a pe.riod of 5 mu.n~tes,
from a distance of only 10 to 15 feet,, It Is,mcredible t!1at petitiOners would not have promptly comphed. 'I hey would, m fact, ha,·e
no reason fo~· failin~ to comply..
..
. ,. .
D. There IS no en deuce that lf there was '·mconung · fire (and
there is a conflict as to this), that it was originating from the little
blue Rambler onlv 10 to 15 feet in front of Corporal Gandia.
E. The testimoiw that some "rebels" followed the ear from the
'\Vashincrton 1\lomiment back to·ward the checkpoint is also incredible~ and inconsistent, since they would have bee1.1 the n~tural
objects of the marinrs' return fire, and .there is no evidence m.the
record as to them and their fate, just pr1or tom· after the shootmg.
In fact, Captain Barba's version had them remaining back at the
monument.
. F. Taki~1g into consideration the photograJ?l;s i1~ the r~cm·d, the
distances mvolved, and the degree of magmhcatwn afforded by
the binoculars and range finder utilized ?Y the .marin(:'s, it is d~ffi
cult to understand their failure at any tune prwr to the shootmg
to see the identification on the windshield of the vehicle, which
>Yas admittedly there to be seen. Nor was there any basis for being
alarmed by it.
G. The firing by the marines was in violation of their own general orders during the period of this cease-fire, and in further
violation o£ their right to fire without an order from Captain
Barba in immediate command at the checkpoint.
H. The quantity of fire by the marines was grossly excessive
under the circumstances, even assuming their versions to be correct'; which I do not.
.
.
.
85. It IS very useful at a tnal, and "\Yell recogmzed as such, to examme
the demeanor of the witnesses as thev testify.ln this connection it must
be stated that petitioners were mi"usnally impressive. Despite thc>it·
severe injuries, later described, their testimony was dispassionate and
restrained, and displayed the objectivity that one might expect from
press repesentati ves, experienced in observing and reporting faets.
Their testimony was not characterized by any bitterness toward
the marines, nor did it in any way reflect criticism of the official
Government position in the Dominican intervention. In fact, following
the tragedy and mindful of their opporttmitv to exploit it, they appeared unwilling to jeopardize the nationalfi1terest in any way, and
their published accounts of the shooting were restrained and objective,
carefully avoiding any assessment of fault or blame.
86. The trial commissioner observed a continuation of this attitude
throughout the trial. Their objectivity, and tendency toward understatement, was marred in only one instance toward the very end of
the trial, and then only after alleged remarks by marine witnesses outside the hearing of the court (which were excluded f1·om evidence),
angered Mr. Burt. Mr. Burt had earlier testified that he was not one of
those reporters critical of the L!.S. intervention in the Dominican
Republic, and thought there was some evidence of hard core communist among the so-called "rebels" which supported the position of

the administration at that time. Finally, it was at the specific request
of petitioners that this trial was held (both in Miami, :Florida, and
1Vashington. D.C.), without press coverage although it could well have
been a trial' deemed newsworthy by the press. As a result, the only
persons present for the most part were those directly concerned with
the trial of the issues.
EXPERIENCI~

OF PETITIONERS IN THE PERIOD IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING
1.'HE COMMENCEMENT OF FIRING BY THE MARINES

. 87. As one would expect, the scene inside the blue Rambler after it
that volume of automatic and semiautomatic fire briefly described above, was one of horror. Petitioner Kennedy felt the car hitting something, never did see the driver leave the car,.but was suddenly
aware he was no longer there and that the car was stopped. He did not.
in fact, ever see the driver again. The firing continued and he could
hear bullets popping into the upholstery. He testified:
* * * I just couldn't believe that it "\Yas happening. It just
seemed unbelievable to me this was happening.
88. It will be recalled that l'Ir. Kennedy "\vas sitting in the front
seat next to the driver. His testimony at this point continues as,
follows:
I was suddently hit in the leg and I remember beincr surprised
that it didn't hurt any more than it did. It just felt like"'somethinO'
or somebody taking a stick and whacking me on the leg. The le~
went numb and I yelled back at Al and I said, "I've been hit."
He said, "I've been hit, too."
Then the firing continued. It just seemed to go on and on, and
I have no idea how long it kept on, but it just seemed to be going
on forever.
Then I was struck in the head, and it was like a severe blow to
the top of the head. It didn't knock me out, but I had no idea how
badly I had been hit there.
I put my hand up and I came down covered vdth blood, and I
thought the top of my head had been blown off. However, as it
turned out, the wound was not as severe as I tought it was at the
time. Apparently a bullet had creased along the top of my scalp.
So the door of the car was open on the driver's side, and I remember-I was over that far that I could see the road beneath
the car. There was blood dripping down from my head.
I told Al that I felt that I was losing a tremendous amount of
blood. I said, "I think I'~ dy~ng," because I kept feeling >veaker,
and we both started shoutmg for help as loud as we could. Nothing
happened.
1\lr. Kennedy was of the ~pinion that their shouts for help could
be heard, that they were Yellmg as loud as they could and at the top
of their voices.
•
•
89. Petitioner Burt remembered that the first shots "blew out the
windshield" and if they had not ducked, their heads would have been
taken off. Petitione~· I3urt recalled thai: Mr. Kennedy was hit first,
because he heard hm1 scream. He, Mr. Burt, was lying fiat on the
rec~ived
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floor in the back when bullets began to hit all around him inside the
eu. He said:
* * * I just felt them brush at me, along ~y rig~1t side ..* * *
I felt them hit my clothing up and .d~vm the ng?t s1de and 1t was
close to my leg. I felt a fragment h1t mto my chm, along my arm,
along my leg, into my sid~, f!:nd then t~e maj?r woun~ cam~ when
this sequence of bullets h1t mto the nght h1p or th1gh, h1p and
thigh area, with the result that I bled 9-uite !1 lot. .
.
I was bleeding all up and down t~e r1g~t s1de, chm, nght ~rm,
right. leg and my entire lower portiOn of my body on the ngh~
side was numb.
!)0. )fr. Burt testified that when the shooting finally stopped, and
it seemed like an awful long ~ime that they c<;mtinued sh?oting in the
'<'ar. he tried to talk to ~Ir. Kennedy who said he 'vas h1t bacll_Y was
afraid he was bleeding to death. Mr. Burt also knew that h~ h1mse~f
"·as hit quite badly, and was concerned because the lower portiOn of h1s
body was numb. He thouaht there might be broken bones or splinters
that would impede his m~ving. He, too, was bleeding quite badly. Mr.
Kennedy stated that he "felt he didn't have very much time," so Mr.
Burt sa!d he would try to get out of the car, "an extremely difficult
thing to do because I was afraid that any movement from the car
'voultl start the Marines shooting again." .
91. )lr. Burt dragged himself out on the sidewalk side, and began
:shoutin a to the marmes: "We're Americans, I'm the newspaperman
who wa~ with you yesterday afternoon. D~m't shoot. We're Am~rican~.
\Ye're newsmen.'' He recalls leaning agamst the car and holdmg h1s
hands out to the side so that they could clearly see there was no threat
of anv kind. He shouted for help, and testified that he got no response.
Corporal Gandia was still there but did not move, instead motioning
him to come forward again. He recalls trying to move forward, blacking out. and 'vhen he came to, finding a Dominican soldier kneeling
beside him pulling him. The marines still had not moved. There was a
recollection that the Dominican soldier carried him dmvn to the corner
where the marine position was located, and behind a wall that bordered
the sidewalk.
92. Mr. Kennedy meanwhile remained in the car and recalled seeing
·one of his cameras had dropped to the sidewalk or street, and blood
was dripping on it. He also noticed that it had received a bullet, and
been almost destroyed. His leg felt completely numb, and when he
tested it with his hand it was completely covered with blood. He was
feeling weaker and continued to shout for help for what seemed to him
a long period of time. Meanwhile Mr. Burt was urging the marines
to immediately get Mr. Kennedy because he knew he was in bad shape
"and they wouldn't go." He finally convinced "some guy," and under
his urging a couple of marines went with that person to retrieve Mr.
Kennedy !rom the car. Mr. Kennedy recalls a civilian appearing at the
door of the car and asking, "Are you hit badly?" When Mr. Kennedy
replied in the affirmative, the civilian shouted for a litter and he finally
started to "swear at them to bring a litter."
93. The civilian ripped his shirt off and used it to staunch the bleeding from Mr. Kennedy's head wound. Marines arrived with a litter
and tried to remove him from the car but could not move him. He was
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~sked to shove hims~lf with his own right l~g "because yo~ are jammed

m here and we cant get you out." In th1s manner he was removed
placed on the litter, and taken away from the car. He was askE-d hi;
bloo~ type, c~:mld !lot remember, and received plasma. He remembers
a pnest offermg him prayers, ~hich he gratefully accepted (although
not ?f that fa1th), as ~he pnest walked along beside them. He was
put mto a truck and clnven to a helicopter site. The next time he saw
Mr. Burt was ":hen the latter was also being loaded into the helicopter.
I:£e had been giVen a shot for pain, and possibly a tourniquet at that
bme.
?4. Mr. Burt recalls the following reaction while Mr. Kennedy "·as
bemg removed from the car :
The first feeling was just an immense relief of rrratitude or
tha1_1kfulness tha~ I hadn't been killed, because I w~s convinced
clurmg the shootmg that I would be killed. * * *
W~en I got out of it and was clown "'here the Marines were. it
was J,ust a 'yo_uderful feeling of relief and thankfulness that ~Ye
hadn t been killed,. and I hoped that Doug vmuldn't die vet.
The second feehng was a state of shock. It "·as as tiiOurrh I
~vere two persons almost. I was lying on the sidewalk and bkedmg from a great many wounds, but it was almost as thouO'h I were
an observer of my own condition.
'"'
Doctor~ later t?ld me this is a common symptom of shock.
The thll'd feelmg I had was that of no anaer at the Marines
e;en. th~ugh they commi~tecl this terribl.e mi~tak:, plus whi~h I
\\a~ m t.1e1r care and theie would be no time to vmce any recnminatiOns. ~ felt they were simply tense, scared younrr ·men "·ho
made a mistake.
<>
95. Mr. Bur~ recalls that they were then both taken to a field hospital
where the seriOusness of their wound could be assessed. Thev were
tagged, Mr. Burt was given intravenous fluids as a treatment for
shock, and both were asked "a doz:en times who the next of kin "'as.'~
Bot~ were .taken to the aforementiOned helicopter, and carried to the
hospital sh1p,. U.S.S. Raleigh,_ off San~o ~omingo.
96. ~here IS another pa:tial conflict m testimony by the marines
regarclmg the above descnbed rescue ~f!'orts immediately following
the shootl~g, and the comments by PetitiOner Burt at that time. The
aforement10ne~ Captain Barba testified that once the car had come
to a st~p~ ~othmg happened for 2 or. 3 J?i.nutes. He testified:
Then ~ll of a sudden an mdividual got out of the car and
started staggermg down the wall toward our position. I guess he
got cl?wn abm~t 20 or 30 me~ers, to where we could hear him, and
he said, I can t remember his exact words but he was sayina "a
,..,
U .S . report er, " or someth"mg to that effect.' And I sent I .believe
~ergeant Billingham and one other man-no. he ca~e down ~
httle further and we found out that he was speaking English and
we thought .h~ was, could P?Ssibly be a U.S. reporter, and I' sent
Sergeant Billmgham, I beheve, and a corpsman to give him a
hand. So we got him clown to the corner He was concerned about
his friend who was still in the car. He ~aid, "Don't worry about_
me, I've got a buddy that's bleeding to death in the car, ~'ne0<&0'·:.
help."
.
·
, 4:".
< -:.
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So 1 immediately rounded up-----I believe it was a PC truck, and
I put a machine gun in the back, and we backed the truck down
to where the car wns, I can't remember how long it took to get
the vehicle, but it was backed up down to where the other man
was, and we put him in it, and went back up and called for an
ambulance.
97. Corporal Gandia testified:
.
* * * Mr. Burt, he came out of the car, staggermg down the
side of the wall, shouting that he was an American, not to. shoot
him. So he came up where I was, and we w~nt back, took h1m behind the wall where the Lieutenant was right there, and he lay
down on the street there and said his buddy was dying i~ the car,
for us to O'et him out, and I asked him what were they domg down
there, and he said he didn't blame us for what we did, he was sorry
he was down there, he didn't blame us for shooting ~t them because
we didn't--how were we to know who they were m the car.
At that time he said he recognized Mr. Burt as the reporter :vith
"whom he had been speaking the prior afternoon. He further testified
that he then went down to the car and:
* * * "\Ve put a machine gun and squad of men on t~e truck,
and we backed the truck all the way down, we parked r1ght next
to the car, 1ce 8et up a deferu;ive position around the car, toward
the monutnent, the George \Vashington Monument, I opened the
door of the car, and I asked Mr. Kerined:y how he was feeling, ~ut
he was passed out in the car. So we took h1m out of the car, put h1m
on the back of the PC, and that's the last I saw of him .[Emphasis supplied.].
.
.
.
Corporal Ganrha sa.Id that at that time he observed the markmgs
"'PRENSA" on the front windshield of the car, and that :vas the
first time he noticed them. He confirmed that they were wlute tape
p~sted across the right side of the windshield, not covering the driver's
vwv,•.
.
· h ,..,,. B
h'l
98. Captain Barba also recalled conversations wit 1.nr. urt w I e
Mr. Kennedy was still back in the car. He recalled that Mr ..Burt was
11ot belligerent, was in pain, but relatively calm fo_r the pam ~~ was
in. He testified that 'Mr. Burt said "if I had been m your position .I
would have done the same thing," or something to that effect. He testified as to 'Mr. Burt's statement:
Well it was pretty close to just what I said, because that~s
one thi~g that has stuck in my mind over the yea~, bec.ause It
was a particular tvpe situation, where the man was m pam, and
I had a lot of respect for the man when he said it, becanse he had
crawled down that fence, he had half of his rear ~nd sho~ off,
rnd the way he was sitting there when I was talkmg to himI can't remember whether he was standing up or layi~g down,
but he made this statement. and I have often, r(\peated Jt. .
09. \Vhen describing tlie caution which he and his men .exercised
before moving out into the street and to the car, Captam Barba
testified :
.
.
,
ld '
'\Vell, we had a phase hne, whwh. we couldn t--,-we con n t
cross the phase line. It was the other s1de of the street, where .the
phase line was. We were not supposed to cross the phase lme.

The only person that ever cross~d the phase line was the interpreter to stop the cars befoJ.:e they got to the b.arric~de and a few
of the Dominican Nationals that went out with him.
"When the incident happened, >Ye cli\ln~t r<:alize at the time that
they were U.S. reporters, they were JUSt-m the first palce, we
wouldn't have fired on the car.
100. With regard to the foregoing s~atements attribu~ed to him
by Captain Barba and Corporal Gandi~, 1\Ir. B~rt testi~ed OI?- re,~
buttal, "I did not say that, and I regar:d It as a dehbe!ate d~stortH~n.
He also denied anv mference later while on the hospital sh1p, U.S.S.
Rn leigh, that the tragedy was the f~mlt of ti:e d~ive~ of the ta:xi. ~e
testified that ht' attempted to exercise restramt 1~1 lns expresswns In
the homs nnd days immediately after the .sho?tmg because;
.
A. Well, at first, I was in the Mannes care. They had JUSt
finished shooting me, and now I was depende~Jt upon t_h~m to
continue to survive, so I didn't feel that I wns m the positiOn to
start accusing them of anything.
Secondly, I thought they had made a serious mi~t!lke, but at
that time at least I didn't feel any personal hostility tO\vard
the Marines. And although I can't remember my precise words,
I do remember my impressions and feelings pretty, very clearly.
And any statements that I made to the effect that I felt no
personal hostility did not come out as they suggested.
Q. Did you have any feelings, sir, of restraint prompted al.so
bv vour concern that the role of the l7nited States in that hmmsphere and how this incident might be interpreted by others?
A. Yes, I did.
Q. And if so, describe that to the Court.
A. Yes, I did hlwe very strong feelings about that, and they
\Vere refreshed quite a lot by hearing Colonel Creel [Director of
the Joint Information Bureau], testify about nev;·smen swallowing whole communist propaganda, which is ridiculous.
At that time there was, as I have testified before, there was a
major controversy, both in this country and in Santo Domingo,
bet\veen the pres's and the civilian and military officials. I had
heen disturbed by this, I thought it was bad for everybody conf•erned. I did not want to say anything at the time of the shooting
that would make this situation worse.
For example~ if I may explain myself a little further, l~ad I
said at that time-accused the Marines and called them tr1gger
happy at that time-the entire press force would have been inflamed into a much more severe position than the one they took.
I didn't feel that was good for anybody.
Q. Now I ask you, sir, whether in these much more recent days
your feelings or attitudes tO\vards this matter have at all changed,
and-A. TheJ:' have changed.
Q. --1f so, why~
A. They have changed markedly, because I have sat here and
listened to these Marine witnesses testify to what I consider
deliberate distortions in trying to cover up a se1;ious mistake that
they have made.
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101. It is not considered essential that this conflict in versions of
conversations minutes after these events, be resolved. It is found that
:Mr. Burt's explanation of his feelings and attitude at the time, is
thoroughly understandable.
EXTENT AND PERMANENCY OF INJURIES SUFFERED BY PETITIONERS AND
EXTENT OF THEATJ\fENT VOLUNTARILY PROVIDED BY U.S. GOVERNlHENT
AGENCIES

102. Before discussincr the testimony of petitioners as to their subjective pain and sufferi~g and ~reatment, and :prior to discussing tl_1e
testimony of doct?rs at the tr~al on these pomt.s, there are certam
documentary medical reports m the record whiCh should be summarized.
In his statement before the Subcommittee of the Committee on the
Judiciary preceding the reference of this matter for trial, the Honorable Dante B. Fascell stated that:
* * * Mr. Burt was shot twice in the buttocks and, after initial
treatment aboard the S.S. Raleigh, was flown to Fort Bragg,
North Carolina, where he spent six weeks in the base h?srit~l. .
Mr. Kennedy was much mor~ severely wounde~, his lllJHnes
consistincr of a scalp wound whiCh reqmred 30 stitches to close,
penetrati~n of his body with hundreds of J?ieces of shrapnel, :mel
multiple gunshot '~o~mds of the left leg winch were so severe that,
at one point, a decisiOn had been made to amputate the leg at the
hip. He too was treated first aboard the Ralelgh and later at Fort
Bragg. After two weeks there, he was transfe~red to vy alter Reed
Hospital here in Washington where he remamecl until February
of the following year.
.
103. There were introduced before the Subcommittee by Congressmen Fascell and William H. Ayres, statements of the petitioners dated
February 12, 1968, to this effect:
[Petitioner Burt]
.
.
.
.
.
.
I was unable to contmue m my Job, as Latm AmeriCa Editor of
The Herald, for which I had trained so long and upon which my
future as a writer was geared. I tried my hand at a weekly Iwwspaper venture in Georgia. It did not work out, and I returned
here on general assignment.
. .
.
The result of this was that I lost the hfebme JOb assurance
which The Herald originally had given. It was forfeit~d when I
left the paper because I no longer felt.I could co_ver Latm revolutions. This sharply decreased my earnmg P?tenbal. and forced n;e
into a new direction, at which I had to bmlcl agam. I faced tlns
new assignment limited physi?ally in ~y ~bility to gather the
news which of course determmes the sigmficance of what yon
writ~. At age 40, this disability makes ~e un~mployable a~ most
newspapers: Because it lill_lits the ~atenal av~1l.able to mP; It also
limits my free-lance earnmgs. This was a mmimu~ of $1,000 a
year and often considerably highe~ ..I had expected It to contmne
rising. For example, a book on Haiti, for whiCh I was under contract to McGraw-Hill publishing company of New York, was.due
finished in 1965 and has not yet been fully completed. For tlns ..I
received a $2,000 advance and royalties to come later. The pubh-
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cation now is in doubt. Another publisher had asked me to accept
a contract on a book on the Dominican Republic. I would have
received $1,500 for signing and royalties depending upon sales.
Both of these avenues of income have been denied me and I will
not be able to do books ol this nature in the future because the
material will not be available to me. I also was preparing a book
on Cuba for which I expected a contract.
As a result of gunshot wounds, I have been turned down for
mortgage-life insurance on my house. I am having difficulty getting my hospitalization reinstated at The Herald.
Orthopedic surgeons based my 15 per cent disability primarily
on loss of mobility in the right hip as measured in 1965. It is considerably less now, and the prognosis is that one day I will lose
all mobility in that hip. This would mean I could walk only with
a cane, and would hinder my movements additionally. One surgeon had told me the only alternative is an operation to give me a
new hip socket, which is advised only in extreme cases.
At present, I experience daily pain which doctors suggest must
be borne, that I must learn to live with it. I may take two Bufferin four times a day, and a prescription painkiller (Darvon) if
necessary. This dampens not only my outlook on life, but my
ability to work and achieve pleasure from leisure recreation. It
means that a thousand small things, like mowing the yard or doing
work around the house, now are done either at great disc·omfort or
someone must be hired.
[Petitioner Kennedy :]
Prior to the wounding, I was able to do commercial photographic' work for magazines, advertising agencies and public relations firms, on a freelance basis on my own time. I am now cut
off from this source of income because of my disability. My work
is now confined to a desk job at The Miami Herald. My left l~g
tires easily from walking. I cannot run and can walk only short distances at a time. Income from commercial work would mean a
minimum of three thousand dollars a year, if I were able to do
it.
.
My leg gives me constant pain. The pain is least intense first
thing in the morning. As the day progresses, it becomes increasingly worse. This is a daily burden and now [sic] matter how I
try to forget it. or ignore it, there is no real relief. The pain is
caused by a combination of nerve damage and poor circulation because of muscle and arterial loss, according to Colonel Charles
Metz, Chief of Orthopedics at w·alter Reed Army Medical Center.
This, I was told, is something I must learn to-live with.
I am fortunate in that The Miami Herald has assured me continued employment. With my disability however, my potential
earning power has been permanently [sic] reduced. Any chance
of being offered a better position with another publisher, is remote. To do a proper job in my field requires agility and stam~na.
The possibility of a higher paying position before the shootmg,
had been very much alive in discussions with represent:=ttives of
Life magazine. My life has been completely altered. Thmgs that
used to be routine are now a struggle to do.
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At age 42, when the shooting occurred, I had about 25 years
of future earning power to look for:vard to.
.
Aside from the indescribable pam and suffermg, past, present
and future I face a loss of earning power for the next 25 ye_ars.
This is the ~·esult of the painful crippling executed by the Mannes
in Santo Domingo.
104. A documentary exhibit f_rom Marshall F. ~all, M.D., F.A.C.S.
(practice limited to orthopaedic surgery) has th1s to say about Petitioner Burt as of ,January 31, 1970:
Alvi~ V. Burt a 42 year old white male, was seen on January
30, 1970, for eval~1ation of his right hip.
.
.
History: The patient. gave a histor~ of havmg _b~en m .t?e
Dominican Republic in May 1965. covermf6 t~e Domm1can cns1s,
as the Latin-American Ecl1tor for the ~I~am1 He_ra1cl. H~ states
he was the rear seat passenger in a Domuncan tax1c~b, wh1ch _was
machinegunned by a U.S. Marine troop. The patient ~~1stam~d
gunshot founds to the righ~ side. He was taken to a F u:st A1~
Station, dressing were ap_Phed a:r:cl he Wfi;S tra:r:sferrecl, vm hellcopter, to the hospital slnp Rale1gh. Du_rmg h1s stay on the Raleiah the patient underwent two operations; a debridement and
appli~ation of a full spica cast. The p~tient was subserpw?tly
transferred to Fort Bragg, North. Carol_ma 7 where he remamed
for approximately six ·weeks. Durmg th1s time, he _had a srcond
debridement dramage and cast removal. The patient returned
to Miami, F;lorida, in July or August 196?, and S~lbseql~el_ltlY
returned to part-time employm~nt as the Latm-Amenca:r: Ed1tor
for the Miami Herald. The patient was under the care ?f Doctor
C. A. Zarzecki, who removed some more. of the metal fragmen~s
from his right side and placed the patlent on therapy for lns
right hip. In 1969, the patient went under the care of Doctor
Joseph Kalbac, and is presently under his car~.
.
Preser1t complaints: At this time, the patient complams of
constant pain in his right hip and_ loss of m<:t~on.
. .
Past History: His~ory <:f prevwus :=trth1?tic cond1t~on, hm~cv~r,
states this did not <YIVe h1m any maJor difficulty priOr to h1s mjury. No serious ill~esses. Open reduction of ~is left upper. arm
in 1945. Cataract removed :from his right eye m 1968. TOllSlllectomy. Allergic to Penicillin.
.
Physical e;r:amhwtion: Shows a well developed, w:ell nour_1shed,
alert and cooperative male. He has an old deformity of lns left
arm, from a previous automobile accident.
.
.
The patient has s?me ~endency toward ky_Phosis ?f the thoracl~
lumbar spine, wh1ch 1s secondary to h1s Mane Strumpell s
arthritis.
As he stands before us, he has a large scar over the right buttock which is adherent to the glutei muscll's and when he tightens
thes~ muscles the scar indents. There is some loss of gluteous
:function and weakness to the abductors to his right leg. He shows
a 15-degree flexion contracture of t?-e right leg and has exqui_site
pain and tenderness on attempts of mternal and external rotatwn.
He has marked limitation of internal rotation and the leg is held
in external rotation of spproximately 25- to 30-degrees. He has

a good range of flpxion aml extens!ion to his right knee however
any type of motion to his hip gives him pain and t~nderness:
He has a sc~r above his right anterior-superior iliac spine and
~ scar anter1?rly ov~1: the. ilioinguinal area. The patient can go
mto a squattfng pos1twn, -however with the stiffness to his back
and neck, it is difficult for him to c'arry out this motion fully and
maintain this position.
X-ray exa?nination: X-rays of the thoracic and lumbar spine
shows a Mane Strumpell's arthritic changes with a bamboo spine.
He ha~ a bullet fragment to the right of the lumbar third vertebra
and fa1rly ":ell an_terior_into the abdominal cavity.
X~r~ys of the nght h1p shows a marked osteoarthritic change of
the JOmt space v>Ith bullet fragments throughout the joint and
the head of the femur. It appears he has had an old fracture that
has healed in a varus position. There is loss of joint space and loss
c;>f co:r:gruity of the ~ip. The metal fragments extend down at the
]Unctwn of the proximal third and distal two-thirds of his right
le~.

Impression: It is our impression this man has suffered a severe
disabling inju~·y to his right hip, 'vhich, in the future will need
an arthroplastiC type of procedure. Because of'his Marie Strumpell'~ ar~hr~tis a:r:d im~obility of t?e spine, any type of deformity
of h1s lup 1s g:omg to mcrease th1s man's overall disability.
vV~ fe~l, dur!ng the n~xt ~wo years, he will need an arthroplasty
o~ lns nght h.1p, neces_s1tatu~g an exl?enditure of approximately
$n,000.09 t<: $6,000.00, mcludmg hospital and doctor's bills.
A~ th.Is time, we feel he repr~se?t~ a 75fo permanent disability
of h1s nght leg, as a re~ult .o.f Ius 111Jury. Future surgery willl decrease h1s temporary d1sab1hty, howe\·er, will not alter his future
permanent dis~bility. This man 'vill require a doctor's evaluation
at least three times a year, at a cost of approximately $150.00 per
year.
Diagnosis: Gunshot wounds, right iliac crest and hip, into the
abdomen, w1th severe degenerative osteoarthritic chanaes and
permanent_d~fc;>rmity o~ the right hip.
•.
b
The same ex1h1b1t has th1s to say about Petitwner Kennedy as of
January 30, 1970:
'
Douglas E. Kennedy, a 47 year old white male was seen on
J an~ary 30, 1970, f?r evaluation. of his lower_left ~xtre1r{ity.
.H.zstory: The ya;t1ent gave a history of ha vmg been in the Dommican Republic m May 1965, covering the Dominican crisis as
a ne."·s photogr~pher. f~e state~ he was a right :front seat pass~n
ger ~n a Domm1can tax_Icab wh1ch was machine-gunned by a U.S.
Manne troop: The patient sustained gunshot wounds of the left
lower ext:em1ty. He was taken to a ~irst ~~id Station, dressing
w~re appl~ed and he was transferred, na helicopter to the hospital
s?IP Ralmgh: During his approximate five day stay on the Ralmgh, the patient un~erwent t":o ?perations on his left leg, a debndement and repa1r of the sciatic nerve and, because of a. fractured femur, he was placed in a; ~ull spica cast. Approximately
two clays later, becau.se of a sp1kmg temperature, the cast was
removed, the wound mspected and a second spica cast applied.
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The patient was subsequently transfe~red to Fort Bragg, North
Carolina, during which time the spiCa ca~t was ren;10-:ed, the
wounds were re-debrided and a second repair of the sCiat.Ic nerve
was performed. Approximately three. weeks lat~r, the patient was
transferred to the '\Valter Red Hosp1tal, Washmgton, D.C. During his hospitalization two skin grafts lvere performed ~nd sevex:al
months later a sympathectomy was perforr:ted for rebef of pa;m.
The patient subsequently developed a bleedmg stress ulcer, wh.Ich
\Vas treated, and he was discha~ge4 from. Walt~r Reed Hospital
in December 1965, to return to Mmm1, Flor1da.
.
In J anuarv 1966 the patient had a recurrent !lttack of h1s
bleedin()' ulcer and ~as hospitalized at Mercy Hospital under the
care ol'Doctor Raymond Cohen. During the month of .February 1966, the patient returned to tJ:e :walter Reed Hos1.ntal for
out-patient physical therapy, ~onsistmg o~ strengt~enmg and
motion to the left lower extremity. The patient was ~n a fu!lleg
brace and went into a short leg brace, double uprrght with a
.
Kleenzak pickup spring in approximately June 1966.
The patient was previously treate4 by Doctor C.. A. Zarzeck1
:for therapy, of whirlpool and exerciSes, however, IS no longer
under his care.
.
The patient returned to work, as a news photographer, m the
Summer of 1966.
.
.
.
Present complaints: At this time, the patient co~plams of ~am
in his lower left leg ·and states this becomes. -.yo_rse m t~e evenmg.
He complains of numbness an.d hyper~nsitlvitY. to l_us left leg.
Past history: No p~vious inJury o~ difficulty with h1s l~ft lower
extremity. No serious Illnes~s. Tonslllec~omy mlly prevwu~ surgery. No known drug ,allergies. ~h~ I?atle~t states he was m ex.
cellent health until the time of his m]ury m May 1965.
Physical examination: Shows a well developed, well nouris~ed,
alert male. Examination was limited to the left lower extremity.
Examination of the left foot shows weakness to the extensor hallucis longus and weakness to the dorsi flexor. He has fair strengt~
to the O'astroc group. Inversion and eversion is normal. Dorsalis
pedis pulse could be felt. There is ~~m.bness over the medial aspect of his foot and some hypersensitivity over the lateral aspect
of his foot.
.
.
Examination of the left cal£ shows extensive soft tissue loss
with skin grafts over the lateral posterior aspect of his ca~f. He
has continuity of the Achilles tendont however, a large portwn ~f
this muscle mass and subcutaneous tissue has been lost. There IS
some adherence to the tibia on the lateral aspect. He has an area
of numbness over the medial aspect of his left leg. He has a full
range of extension and 50-degrees of flexion to his left knee. He
has a large area of grafting over the popliteal space with scar
formation and loss of a portiOn of the medial belly of the gastroc
musc~e as i~ attaches to the fem~ral condyle. There is no protective tissue m and about the popliteal artery. He has some loss of
the semitendinosus and semimembranosus muscle, of the hamstring group. There is weakness to this hamstring group on attempted full extension. He has a mid-line scar on the posterior
aspect. His glutei group is good.

The patient, nt this time, is iYearing a short li'g, double upright
with a Kleenzak pick up spring.
·
On muscle examination, there is function to the peroneal br·evis,
l~o:veyer, very limited. Oa dorsi flexion, he does have the anterior
tlb1ahs, the extensor hallucis longus and the common extensors,
however, they are all weak. He has some function to the posterior
tibialis.
X -my eaJamination: AP of the pelvis shows some clips in the
paravertebral area. He shows an old, healed fracture, with metal
fragm~nts at the junction o.f tJ:e px:oximal one-thir~ a1~d distal
two-thirds of the femur. The hip JOints are well mamtamed.
X-rays of the left knee shows some tendency toward genurecurvatum. There are a lot of metal fragmentations at the junction of
t~e proximal third and distal two-thirds of the tibia. The patella
· ndes very high.
X-rays, AP and lateral, of the left ankle shows some metal
fragmentation distal to the fibula.
Impression: It is our impression this man has reached maximum
m~dical benefits and no further active surgery is indicated. It is
miraculous that he has a leg that is still serviceable. He does have
approximately 11:.~-inch shortening to his leg. He has sensation
over the plantar surface of his foot and, with this sensation, he
should not, in the future, form ulcerations.
We feel he represents a 70% permanent disability of his left leg,
as a result of his injury. He will need medical evaluation approx1~
mately twice a year at an annual cost o.f approximately $125.00.
He will need new brace every year and a half at a cost of approximately. $70.00. Re~u:rring in~e~tion, in and about the meta.l frag~ents 1S a probability, reqmrmg at least two future hosp1taliza. tlons at approximately $500.00 to $600.00 per hospitalization.
Diagnoses: 1) Gunshot wound, left leg. 2) Fracture.d left :femur.
3) Soft tissue injury, left popliteal space and lower gastroc group.
4) Injury to the sciatic nerve, le,ft.
105. There is a dooumentary exhibit in the record consisting of a
lt>tter to Ron. Dante B.· Fascell from Lee Hills, Executive Editor of
the Knight Newspapers, which bear.s on the extent of :rnedi4a.l care
furnished .by the mi]jtary foll?wing. the shooting .and. circumstances
under ·which that care was dlSCQlltmued. Excerpts from it: :;;~,re as
follows:
·Of more direct concern to me is. the abrupt reversal
the
posture taken by the Department of Defense. More than two years
have elapsed since the incident occurred and I think it important
that the committee recall the situation of thattime and be apprised
of ·the conduct and positions of both Burt and Kennedy and of
the Department o:f Defense, which seem to me significant. ·
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. '!'l:e Department of Defen~e, meantime,. accepted ftill.,r~~on
Slbihty for the care and medical treatment that .Burt a:t;ld IJ\:enn~dy required. Normal prof.!edure would call for any aeditle1"¢ally
infY:r.ed new,BnWili. to b!' t:reat~d a.t a military fiwility onl.1f 'if that
faci:tzty was the, most ~mme/:lwtely .available and tlum to be transported to the United Staieifor' private care in privati medical
fadlities. [Emphasis supplied.]
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Instead, Burt and Kt'tmedy.were eva<;uated ~o the USS "_Raleith
for treatment, then flmvn to Fort Bragg, North Carolma, ~r
further tn:latment. Burt was discharged at ~ort Bragg. ~vh1le
Kennedy was transferred to 'Valter Reed Hospital for additional
surgerv and treatment.
The 'Department of Defense .wa~ clearly a.ware of the p~ecede~t
involved and gave every in~Icatlon that It was aeeeptmg this
unique responsibi~i~y bec~use ~~was wel.l aware of the unfortunate
role of the U.S. mthtary m their woundmg.
Numerous conversations occurred between the Department of
Defe:p.se and representatives of Knight .New.spapers m the weeks
that followed the shootinO' and, at my direction, a record of those
conversations has been kgpt. Without reviewing them al1, let me
call your attention to the followinO':
.. .
1. In response to my request for elartficatwn on the Department's position, I received on May 12, 1965, a telegra~ from
Assistant Secretary of Defense Arth~r. Sylvester. I~ read m part:
"I assure you that both men are recetvi!ig l?es~ poss~ble ~are. Full
investigation of circumstances.surroundmg ~nCident IS bemg mad~.
I will, of course, keep you adv1sed. Meanwhile, the ?Omplete medical capabilities of the Defense Department and 1ts components
will be at their disposal as long as they desire."
2. Later that same day, I conferred with Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense Phil Goulding. I reviewed Mr. Sylvester's tel~
gram with him and asked if that telegram mea?-t exactly what It
said. My personal notes show that Mr. Gouldu~g rea~rmed the
commitment made by Mr. Sylvester. Mr. Gouldmg said that the
De,rartment's assumption of care. was "practically unique" and
pomted out that it was in any case a sharp departure from established procedure. He said that the Department "apparently" had
no legal liability but said the Department had decided to accept
the responsibility for medical care anywav.
3. We had numerous reaffirmations of~the Department's intention to provide whatever -care necessary in the months that followed. As late as December 4, 1965, when it was obvious that
Kennedy was so diabled that long·term care was a distinct possibility, I raised the question again with Mr. Goulding. .
My notes show that Mr.· Goulding indicated that the Department would continue to offer and supply whatever medical care
Mr. Kennedy required. He again referred to the earlier departmental deciswn to accept responsibility and said he expected no
problem with, for instance, out-patient care.
It is worth noting that the Department's own investigation of
the incident had been completed months before, on June 7, 1965
to be exact. Indeed, the Department's position had been niade so
clear that President Johnson had been moved to write Mr. Kennedy that "It gives me heart that the Army is able to offer you
medical assistance and care as it would any other combat veteran."
That letter was dated May 29, 1965.
Regrettably, all this was to change. Despite the fact that the
Department had done .everything possible to acknowledge its
responsibility by assuming the burden of care for these men, it
was unwillingto carry through that responsibility.
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On Feb~·uary 24, 1966, I talked ·with Mr. Goulding again, trying
to d~termme 'yhat Kennedy should do when he required future
medical attentiOn.
·
Mr. Goulding told m~ then that Mr. Kennedy should get in
touch with the Army if he required further care, whereupon
arrangements would be made for him to be treated either at a
m~litary hospital or by military doctors. He said that he could
thmk of no reason why anyone in the Department would decide
otherwise in view of the then well-established commitment to Mr.
Kennedy. Mr. Goulding pointed out that he himself did not have
the authority to commit the government to lifetime care but said
he would explore the question and notify me of its resolution.
The response to that conversation is found in a final letter to
me from Mr. Goulding dated March 14, 1966, a copy of which is
attached to this letter.
106. The reply of March 14, 1966, by Mr. Goulding, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense, reads in pertinent part as follows :
I am advised that the United States is not legally liable for the
shooting, and that medical care to date has been given the men as
a matter of grace, not right. This has been done under the Department of Defense Appropriations Act and medical care regulations
which authorize Department of Defense officials to extend care on
an ad hoc basis to persons who would not otherwise be eligible.
It is not possible to know whether the Appropriations Act or
the governing regulations will be modified. I am advised that
neither the Secretary of the Army nor, indeed, the Secretary of
Defense, could bind future officials in this matter.
107. Mr. Burt's subjective recollection of his suffering and experience following the shooting, is that he was kept on the hospital ship.
U.S.S. Raleigh, from May 6 until May 9. He underwent two opera~
tions abroad the ship, one to remove metal consisting of both bullets
and automobile fragments and a second operation to remove contaminated flesh. The wound in the high-thigh area was described by
the doctor as one that might have been made by a ~renade, requiring
trimming away of jagged and ripped flesh. Followmg the second operation he was placed m a cast from chest to knees and he described
this as "perhaps the most difficult time· of all. They put the cast on
me while I was asleep, and when I awoke the cast had wrenched par·
ticularly the right h1p so that it :(elt as though it was almost out of
socket. It caused a great deal of pain. As a matter of fact, it was the
most s~vere pain. I ever felt, a great deal more than the gunshot
wound m companson." The cast had been put on the protect him during transportation to the hospital at F9rt Bragg on the supposition
that bone chips and possibly a hairline fracture had been detected.
Incidentally, while aboard the U.S.S. Raleigh, Mr. Burt recalls a
visit from Gen. John Griswald Bouker, U.S. Marine Corps, who told
him the shooting never should have happened. He ·quotes ,General
Bouker. as saying, "I thought we had those guys under better .fire
control than that."
·
108. Petitioners Burt and Kennedy were airlifted from the hospital
ship to Womack Hospital at Fort Bragg, North Carolina. Mr. Burt
was kept there for about 6 weeks.~At Womack the cast was removed
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abo~t 10 we~ks after arrival. Tb'ere was another operation to cut
away flesh and prevent in-fection, and a drain placed in the wound ior
some time. Finally, the wound was closed. After release -from 'Vomack
in mid-June oi 1965, Mr. Burt took a couple oi weeks off since he was
anxious to return to Miami and begin working -for the Herald once
again. He returned to work in August 1965 on a part-time basis and
worked halt-time ior the next year or so, returning to his home when
he began to feel badly. He- tried a few trips on Latin-American affairs
which he knew so well, but found that he could not endure them.
He was obliged to turn down an offer arranged through the U.S. Information Agency late in the -fall or 1966 to write a book about the
Dominican Republic covering the period -following the a-forementioned
civil stri-fe. Arter contracts, had been arranged, he round that he
could not do the book, and could not stay in Santo Domingo.
109. Upon his return to Miami, Mr. Burt saw a Dr. Zarzecki, an
orthopaedic surgeon designated by his employer's insurance carrier,
and the doctor removed a bullet -from the right appendix area that
had been causing a great deal oi difficulty. In addition to his physical
discom-fort, Mr. Burt round that he no longer had mobility and had
lost his zest and desire to cover "crisis" situations. As a result, he arranged to buy part interest in a small weekly newspaper in northeast
Georgia and tried running that ior about 10 months, but the venture
was only moderately success-ful and he rejoined 'the Herald in rtnother
capacity as an editorial writer, a job requiri11g no great mobility or
obligation to go out and gather -facts. Mr. Burt stifi has a· great many
fragments up and down his arm and leg and side, some oi which lie
fairly close to the surface. On occasions they have had to be removed,
in some cases by a Dr. Kalbac who succeeded Dr. Zarzecki ior the
insurance company. He is in-formed there is one -fragment about
three-quarters of an inch long and halt an inch or so wide in the hip
which he is advised to leave there, because it cannot be removed without muscle damage.
110. Mr. Burt is aware that the shooting aggravated a preexisting
arthritic condit~i::m whi.:;P, .had p-r:o~uced a sp~ne of limited. mobility.
He .states the pnor arthnt1c conditiOn rll,ade h1m perhaps a httle awkward, but it had been quiescent and had produced no pain. Since the
shooting, the mobility of his right hip has .been limited, the condition
seems to be. worsening, and the extent to whid1 he can straighten his
leg has sharply decreased. If he, stands for an hour he suffers severe
pain, and inust g~t off his leg or suffer several days of severe pain. Mr.
Burt at· the time .or the trial noticed deterioration in his ability to
stand and to straighten his leg. He experiences pain on a day-to-day
basis, taking.an a~erage or six to. eight ~ufferin a' dayor a strong~r
clrug (ln<ilocm, w1th some undesirable s1de effects) If the Bufferm
-fails. H the ~ndocin also fails; he is required to go to bed. He can no
longer walk more than six or eight bl{)cks at the mo$t, mow his'la wn.
play golf, or fish.
.
·. .
.
.
111. Mr. Kennedy's subjective recollection o£ his suff~:ring and experience i~ that ·he also ·spent se.veral days aboal'<il the hospital ship,
U.S.S~ ·Raleigh1 where he was taken immediate~y to, tl1e Qperating
room and X-rayed for a skull :fracture. Upon awakenmg from anes-

~;~esia he found .himsel.f in"a full cast from the armp~ts to his feet. A

.1vy, surge<?n said to lum~ You had a pretty rough time. We thoti<Tht
We \\ere gomg to lose you a couple OI times because you were losina
bl(~Od faster than we could put it in." The doctor said "I think
b
gomg to be all right now.'~ He was then sedated and slept Myoi~ are
ned y I~c~
· ll s su ff ermg
·
f rom a contmuously
·
· r. .~enelevated temperature
and
the decisiOn w_as made to operate because of infection. He was retdrned
to t!1e operatmg roon~ a.boar~ the U.S.S. Raleigh, the cast was re·
n;m·ed,leF'I;vas packed mice, given an ~nesthesia, and the wound again
c eanse · e next remembers awakemna back in the cast The sa
nav:y surgeon advised h~m that he had sp'ent 8 houn operating on
l~g m the confe~·ence with other surgeons on the ship they had conS~(iered a~put~twn, but felt there was a chance oi saving it and deCH eel to giVe It a. chance. The surgeon stated he did not know how
successful they might have been because the damage was extensive
?l~.e ?f the two branches of the main artery into the ieg had been shot
a''ay, and the other one damaged. The main nerve had been all but
~e,·eredda~
hanging by a thread. A great deal of metal had been
Iemo':'e · e 1splayed to Mr. Kennedy a handful of small pieces but
explamed that h~ cou~d not get nearly all of it out. Mr. Kennedy re?alls a conversatiOn w.1th Admiral McCain, Commander o£ the AmerIc~m naval ior?es durmg the Dominican civil stri-fe, and that the adnural stated h1s sorrow, that he could see no reason why it had ha _
pened, that he wanted to apologize on behalf of the United States p
}·1~ ¥r. Kennedy w_as kept at Fort Bragg for 2 or 3 weeks, durin a
'~ .nc time one operation ';as performed to clean out the wound and
1jmhve ~ore i~ag_ments. 11 here the nerve had J>een sewn together on
t 1e osp1tal ship, .It was now wired together at Fort Bragg for a more
perm~nent iastenmg. The body cast was removed and a full soica cast
substituted, -from the armpits to and through the foot. His right root
r~s left free, but t~ere was a bar connecting the left leg to the right
e.., and h~ was put ~~ a. Forst~r frame so that he could be turned. The
cffst descnbe~ makes It 1~poss1ble to sit up, and the frame provides in
e ~~~' aMotatmg bed wh1c~ can b~ turned to permit the patient to ~t.
·I hr. Kennedy descnbes pam "so bad that it was impossible to
1
seep.
~ve .Rever .had so much p~i~ as that. I~ was a constant pain
m~~ a tde~dnn~ymg pam. They k~p~ gtvmg me medication, but the medica Ion I t even ~ut a dent m It." He continued as follows:
The only r_ehe£ I. would get at all would be when I would -fall
asleep for brief perwds. When I would wake up. I would hate to
wak~ up b~ause I knew I was in ior it all ove; again. It was a
ternble pam.
1~4. Mr. ~enne~J: was then flown to Walter Reed Hospital from
~?rt Bra~g m a m1htary pl.ane ior further treatment and skin grafts,
l.cause t e woun~s were still open. He was a patient at Walter Reed
~hom about t~e middle of .Tune 1965 until Christmas. He had a total of
re~ operatwns at Walter Reed and a skin araft which was onl
b~~Ialff success-ful, followed by a skin grait bwhich was successful
~ cu 1 l~t.aroshe. bhecause .an area of the bone became infected with
os eomye I IS w Ic . has smce cleared up. Mr. Kenned was removed
~rontl thbe afo1l9·e6m5·entwned Forster frame, and put in a regyular bed .about
,-:>ep em er
.
·
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115 While at 'Valter Reed, Mr. Kenne~y woke one mo:·ning and
vort1it.ed a tremendous amount.o~ b.loo.d whic.h vms ~~ter attnb.uted.t~ ~
"stress'' ulcer resulting from Ius mJ m?es ..Th1s requn ed ext~n~l ve .t~ ea.t
ment. He underwent another operatwn m. an ~flort to reh~' e tam
the leg which was "continuing" and "ternble. 'Vhen a ~pma I~ee~ e
0
failed to deaden the nerve, he u!1den':ent a sympa~he~tomy bdratwn
which involYed cutting a nerve mto h1s leg at !1 pou~t m the a omen.
He was advised that following such an operatwn, his le~ ~voul~ ~r?b
ably always be dry and would not perspHe normal~y. 'Ihis ope~atlli~
provided tempor!lrY. relief. A few days later th~ pa!n returned resu t
uw in mental deJection. He has had constant pam smce.
l16. At Walter Reed he was fitted wi~h a full leg brace that cam,e up
to and around the ()'roin and with the a1d of crutches he was pernutt~d
to go home for Ch~·istm'as. While ~om~, the .str~ss ulcer erup~ed ag~u:l
and he was taken to Mercy Hospital m )ban.n where, after 10 cbys
he was returned to Walter Reed as an out-patient for about !1 mon~h.
Since that time he has bt>en under the cart> of the aforementwned msurance company doctors, Zarzecki ~nd Kalbac. .
.
,
11 1
117. Since leaYing ~alter Reed 11~ J anuarJ: ?f 1966, M;: ~~ ~ e.d)
has experienced a ~ontmum~s "gnawmg, agm~1zmg tyre pam, '' lnc~t
increases progressively durmg the day. IJ;e .Is determmed not to. g
'•hooked" on dru<YS, and therefore takes aspnm constantly, and Dar von
occasionally. He""sometimes has to leavE' work early, rem~ve the b~a~e
and elevate the foot to obtain son~e re1i~f. He has been 3;dv~sed that I.t I!
a pain he will have to ]earn to hve with the rest of his hie, mornm~:o
and night. ~e ha~ been able to. play golf, which was an importa~t part
of his life, by·usmg an. electric c~rt ..H.e can no longer luke or camp,
and can go fishing only If nowalkmg IS mvolved.
118. Mr. Kennedy has been retained as chief photographer at the
Herald where he returned in the early s~mmer ~£ 1966, more than. a
year after the shooting, first on a part-time basis and, after sevetal
months on a full-time basis. He no longer travels at all, and spends
99 perc~nt of his time in the office.
.
.
119. While hospitalized at Walter Reed m an out-pati~nt status,
Mr. Kennedy was married. He had planned to be marne~ m.June of
1965 and there was an emotional wrench and mental angmsh mvolve.d
with regard to whether he should suggest relieving his fiance ?f then
prior commitment to one another .. They were, however! married at a
time when Mr. Kennedy was still on the aforementiOned Fo~ster
frame, and when it was not clear whether ~e .would ever wal~ agam.
120. Medical testimony prod~ced by petitioners at the tnal m SUJ?plementation of the aforementwned_ documentary reports and their
own testimony is hereinafter summanzed:
.
A well-qualified and distinguished orthoJ?aedlC ~urgeon, Dr.
Joseph Kalbac (also qualified as an exp~rt m serv1e~-connected
disabilities since he had served on the air force !llediCal. boards
rating disabilities ~n.d was c~lrre1_1tly an orthopaedic ex.amm~r for
the military and civil exammer m Dade County, Florida)! IS the
insurance company doctor who took over from Dr. Zarzecki when
the latter incurred a coronary and could no longer treat Messrs.
Kennedy and Burt. He firs! ·~aw Mr. ~urt on Octobe~ 13, 1969,
when petitioner was complammg of 3: piece ?f shrapnelm the subcutaneous right groin area. After takmg a history, he removed the
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shrapnel with local anesthesia. He examined Mr. Burt· and reporter 50 percent range of motion, observed the scars and the
absence of the gluteus maximus muscle. In subsequent visits, he
determined that there we.re shrapnel wounds predominantly over
the right hip, right side of the abdomen and right chin. He studied
all of the prior military medical records, and was aware o.:f the
gunshot wound in the right buttocks with a slug overlying the
iliac crest, which had been later removed by the aforementioned
Dr. Zarzecki. The doctor was informed, and made a report, of the
continuous pain suffered by Mr. Burt, as above described, and the
drugs he was required to take to relieve it. The doctor was informed by Mr. Burt that "[h]e felt that since his accident the
curvature in his spine was much worse, along with worse posture,
whieh would be expected with contracture. The right hip seemed
to be bothering him Ii1ore. He felt that his condition in the right
hip had deteriorated within the last two years." The doctor testified at length on the limitation of motion to 'vhich Mr. Burt was
then subjected, and the fact that X-rays revealed a lot of metallic
foreign bodies. He concluded that Mr. Burt had, as a result of the
gunshot wounds, sustained 30 percent disability of the body as a
whole, and that the disability was permanent. He expressed the
opinion that he could conceivably be 100 percent impaired from
doing the job that he performed prior to the gunshot wounds, and
that he may require further surgery on his right hip in the future.
It was his opinion, at the time of the trial, that Mr. Burt had
recovered as much as he was going to and; furthermore, that he
had "a good chance of requiring something to be done in his right
hip, should it degenerate with wear and tear."
121. Dr. Kalbac expressed the opinion that there is a 50 percent
chance that in the future Mr. Bnrt will require an arthroplasty and
testified as follows on this point :
'
In a sitn~tion like his, probably. the commonest procedure that
I employ IS .a cup arthr<?pla~ty. I,U which through an incision
ill'Ouncl the h~p~ an extensive mcision, we actually go in and remove all the mflamed scar tissue around the hip joint to increase
the motion and then we smooth off the head of the bone, the round
fp~ural head, ~have i! down, a~d then we put a metallic cup,
· whl('h acts basJca11y hke a bushmg and allows more motion in
'there.
·
The other procedure would be.> aO'ain if this had to be done 20
.years from now, rather th?'n in the ~ext five years, a person might
JUS~ amputate that hea<~ of t.he bone and put in a•prosthesis instead
of JUSt ~ enp to cov~r It. If he \vas. 20 years older, we just might
ta~e th1s ont, put m the prost_hesis and thereby he could bear
weight ~ooner than he would with a cup and get along easier.
.122: Dr. ~albae fllso f~lt that tht>r~ was a good_ chance of fragments
?f shrap.nt>l m 'M~. Bur~ s body cansmg trouble m the future, includmg possible bo!le mfect10n. He thought the.> pain suffered by Mr. Burt
rath~r than gomg ~way,. would P.robably increase over the years.
'
12.~. Ik ~albae s testimony mth respt>et to Mr. Kennedy was that
~1e had sustame~ three gunshot wounds m the left lower extremity, one
m ~he femur (m the distal area of.thc.> leg), one at the calf (part of
which was shot a way), and one behmd his knee. There was a fracture
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of the left femur (thigh) in the pr<?ximal third of t.he bone just ~elo~v
the hip. \dth muscle Joss to the thtgh, to the pop~1tea~ ~rea wh1ch IS
behind the knee, and the cap of his leg. The posterior tibmlnerve \vas
injured and the posterior tibial artery ':as ~ev:ered. Dr. K~lbac described the severance of the artery as a senous m]ury, because 1t reSl}lts
in verv little circulation ~roing to the leg except for s.m.all vessels gomg
to th~ knee. The severance of the nerve causes ti~nal nerve palsy,
because this nerve supplies the muscles that perm~t the foot to be
pushed dowi1. Without it a person cannot control Ius foot, and has a
dtop·type foot.
.
..
.
124. After describing the history of the ~mhtary treatment recmved
by ):lr. Kenne.dy, including the aforementlo?ed scalp wound, and the
v'arious operations ):te had undergone as ear!ter ment10ned; Dr. Kalbac
stated that th.e mam trouble currently suffe~·ed by Mr: l\.ennedy wns
the continuous pain in the left h:~wer extrem~ty !or wlnci: he took th~
drugs earlier described. He de~r1ped .the patients complamts. of ~lt~I
nate numbness and ultrasPnSitlVIty m the leg~ and the patient~ Illability to distinguish behvee~l heat and cold. Dr. Kalbac descnbed
the limited use of the leg ava1lable to Mr. ~ennedy, .nnd the ~race he
was required to wear. His testimo~y descnbed ~assiVe scarrmg, and
also X-rays revealing numerous pieces of foreign metal throughout
the injured area.
125. On the basis of his total testimony, Dr. Kalbac concluded ~hat
Mr. Kennedy had sustained disability to the body as a whole of 3o-40
percent based on the same established tables which he had used to rate
Mr. B1;rt's. permanent disability earlier. He tt>stified that he WOl~ld
<rive the same disability ratings to both men had they been sent to h1m
by the Veterans' Administration, for example. Dr..Kalbac ?oncluded
that the aforementioned sympthectomy had not fully reh~ve~ Mr.
Kennedy's pain, and that medication was. the only alterna~Ive m his
case. He had concluded that the nerve severance above descnbed was a
permanent injury which will not regene!ate, based on an electromy~g
raphy which he had performed the pr~vwus week. AI~ muscl~ supplied
by the damaged nerves will not funct10n, any sensatiOn denved from
these nerves will be absent, and he will have to wear a short leg brace
for the rest of his life unleSs he elects to have an operation to make the
joint stiff and eliminate the brace. In Mr. Kennedy's case, Dr. Kalbac
felt the foreign metallic substances within his body had a good chance
of causing difficulties in the future, and that Mr. Kennedy had gotten
as well as he was ever going to get. !~e ~elt that Mr. Ken~edy had !ln
excellent chance of developing arthritis m the knee, and might requll'e
an operation to fuse the knee if pain persists.
126. Dr. Kalbac observed that foreign metallic bodies are irrita!l~s
\vhich set up inflammation, and Mr. Kennedy may ha;·e osteomyelitis
or bone inflammation in the future. The doctor concluded that Mr.
K.()tmedfs prior activities as a sportsman are going to be "mnrkedly
limited' in the future.
127. The. other medical witness presented by petitioners w.as Dr.
Marshall Hall, whose written _report app~a:r:s ear:Iier in the~e _findings.
At the trial he also was quahfied as a d1stmgmshed physician, with
specialty in orthopaedics. In nddition to private practice, he has spent
a vear in the Air Force as an orthopaedic surgeon, and has been consultant to the Air Force at Olmstead Air Force Base. He teaches ortho-

pae~i~ surger:y at tl1e Univ~rsity of Miami School of Medicine and hns

hec~~-ved ma~y honors for h1s work. Asi~1dicated in the v;ritten reports
erem _menhone~, Dr. Jlall had ~ccasi?ll to examine petitioners in
January of 1~7?, JUSt pnor to the trial, without being awnre of whether

he was ex!lm1mng them on behalf of plaintHfs or defendnnt.
128. "With respect to Mr. Burt, after taking a medical history he
observed generally.the same conditions described by Dr. Kalbar· ~nd
st~ted as a conclusiOn that "the wounds to the pelvis and to the' hip
~n~h thehmetal fragments therein 1 are causnlly related to this O'tmshot
mJ.u.ry t at occurred back in May of 1965." He felt the patie~t:s dis~
a~lh.ty !vas permanent and that he is suffering a 75 percent disability
h1s right leg. He woul:I translate this to a permanent disability to
t w body as a :"I:ole of 3a--40 percent. He based his conclusion Qll the
f_act th~t the h1p 1s co~pletely destroyed at this time. It has some function. Ho;vever, there. IS no question, according to Dr. Hall, that he will
n~ed fmther operative pr?cedure, and he believes it is in the notfoo
distant. future. The operative proced~1re the doctor contemplated was a
to~al h1p repla~ement, both th~ pelvic portion and the femur portion
u~mg !!'n acryhc type o:f.plastlc matemtl. He felt that this operiitimi
;-.;ould ~nvolve an expenchtnre of between)i.ve and six thousand dollar'S
1?. ~ed1cal cosfs. Dr. Hall fel~ tl~a~ the "exquisite" pain cnrrentlysnffened ?Y Mr. Burt ':onld _d1m1msh after such surgery, but tliat lie
;ro~Ild always have pam. W1th resp~e~ to the preexistent arthritic eoric
l\~tlon,
~all fe~t tha~ the artl~rlhS had made greater demal1dsbn:
: .r: Burt~ I'IJ:>:ht lnp whtc.h the h1p could not meet because of th~ iii~
JhriE~s :V~1ch 1t had sustamed. from the gunshot wounds. He ,:..·as of
t e,oplm.on th~t Mr. Burt "w1ll never be able to resume ar\v type 'of
a~tiVI~;Y m which am.bulating is a pnrt of it--('ompetitiv; tvpJ ·of
work. Dr. Hall explamed that the J}ercentage of perma1wnt dieal:lilitv
to tJ;te body as a who!e "35--40%" that he attributed to Mr. Biutdiii
not+ mclude the 1:n·ee~~stent arthritic condition; but that he would not
r~vh Ihted·d the 4ISabih~Y. to the hip caused by the gunshot'wounds that
ng , . a .the h1p condl.tiOil; not been aggravated by the arthri6s,
_1J9. Dt. Halls exnmmatwn of ~ft. Ken~1Nly and_ his medical hi'story
t1~ u.c~d general~y the s~me findmgs earlier descnhed by Dr. Kalhac,
o o!Vmg,.., extensive testimony, he concluded that Mr. Kennedy'i~·b,s
~nft'en~g '·~ p~rcent. perr;tanent disab.ility o~ t~1e left lt.~g, arr1\,ed.at
rom t e hd01y and findmg~ concernmg the mJury to muscle, tendon,
bone and loss of m~rve functiOn. Tt~ans~nted into permanent disahil~ty,
of the body as a whol~, ~e felt tl}at tins was eqmvale~1t o:f 28-30 per~ent. He wnz: of the opm10n Jhat there were no further surgical pro6e~
. nres that wou_lcl be heneficml to Mr. Kennedy at this time, nnd that
~~:ree was ~oth~t:g that he could he p;h:en at this time that ,,;illin>;ny,
.. Y nre h1s p.un. He WU;S of the opm1on that Mr. Kennedy's healmg
pwc;ess was nt a standstill, and that he would show no further im~
prov erp.en~. He felt that the. metal fragn~Pnts ·would oceas.ionaJiy' c;i;v~
pro.b;.er:ns mth~ _future, .and that Mr. Kennedy's p:eacc1dent spo(·~s
nctlnties, ~s. ear her described, would be grossly curtailed.
·
··... • ·. ·
130.. Pe~ItiOI!ers were concerned nbout their fnture employimin(\Y#h.
the Mmm1 He1 :1Id ~nd they have been nssurPd bv the present mimdO'ement of the Mmm1 .Hemld that their continuiilO' employment wo~Id
b~ guaranteed, provided they did their jobs to th~best of'their ability.
'Ihe newspaper kept both petitioners on its payroll while they wei·e
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recuperating and ?oth re~eived _rel~tiv~ly I~inor ~orkmen's compensation benefits durmg their hospitahzatwn, mcludmg lump sum benefits ($2,200 for Mr. Burt and $6,700 for Mr. Kennedy), as wel~ ~~pay
ment for medical care obtained from sources other than faCihtles of
the U.S. Government.
·
131. It is apparent from all the foregoing subjective and medic~l
evidence, that petitioners have not yet been compensa~ed for their
pain and suffering, past, present and future; nor for their permanent
disability; nor for the loss of the ''upward m.obi~ity" in th~ir respective professions which each appeared to be en]oymg at the time of the
shooting above described.
CoNCLUSIONS

A claimant's freedom frQm fault must be established. But ,if
he has been shown not to be blameworthy, he has virtually made
out a prima facie case for relief.
'Ve have here a typical case calling for equita?Ie relief, f?r the very
reason that the Federal Tort Claims Act. 2 fails to provide a remedy ~ecause of one the exceptions therein contained.· A leading Congresswnal Reference case in this court 3 involving, inter alia, this same
·
exception to the Federal Tort Claims Act, had this to say:
Since this is a Congressional reference, however, we are to examine the broader "equitable" facets of plaintiff's claim. 'V"e determine, in that connection. whether the nation owes a "debt"
based upon considerations of a moral or merely honorary nature,
such as are binding on the conscience or the honor of an individual, although the debt could obtain no recognition in a court of
law" (United States v. Realty Company, 163 U.S. 427. 440
(1896) ). In making that evaluation it is proper to consider,
among other things, whether the claim is of a type recoverable
against a private individual (Burkhardt v. United States, ll~
Ct. Cl. 658, 667-68 ( 1949) ) . It is also relevant to take account of
the general principles governing the particular area of the law
bearing on the claim (Estate of Fairbank v. United States, 164
Ct. Cl. 1, 8, 10,11 (1964) ).[ 4 )
Burkhardt v. United States, 113 Ct. Cl. 658,84 F. Supp. 553 (1949),
cited in the foregoing quotation, is often mentioned as a landmark
case in this field. The Court stated at 666-67, 84 F. Supp. at 558-59:
The Government contends that Congress used the term "legal or
equitable claim" in Section 2509 of the ,Judicial Code, supra, in
its strid legal sense and not in a broad general sense meaning
"moral claim," and submits that the claim of the plaintiffs is
not an "equitable claim" as that term is used.

It is concluded on the basis of all of the foregoing facts that petitioners Kennedy and Burt are not chargeable with contributory negliO'ence in the tragic shooting described above. Nor could they reason:bly be charged with "assumption of. risk," particularly from "~mr"
side, given the encouraging climate for ~ewsmen existing .at _the ~Ime;
their own prior experience; the experience of other distmgmshed
newsmen; and their behavior immediately preceding the incident. For
the same reason, it is concluded that their driver acted reasonably
under the circumstances. Even if it could be othenvise concluded (and
it cannot), his actions cannot be imputed to petitioners any more than
the carelessness of any taxi driver would be imputable to passengers
in his taxi.
Moreover, the troops at checkpoint "Alpha" affirmatively demonstrated inexperience, lack of professional poise, carelessness, poor fire
control, a failure to comply with the general orders in effect, and a
failure to comply with the specific orders of the young officer controlling them at the checkpoint. (Findings 84, 85 and 86.) These factors
.
were the proximate cause of this tragedy.
If one were to conjecture how a series of events such as this could
occur, it appears likeiy from an exha~stive examination of t?e record
that the corporal manning the machmegun on the tank might have
confused the first shots fired by Corporal Gandia a_n~ his companio~s
when the driver of the car (recognized as a Domimcan) opened. his
door, with what he thought was "incoming" sniper fire. Certamly
that explanation is as plausible as the internally inconsistent_ explanation of the marine witnesses that they directed overwhelmmg automatic fire at the car because of a few rounds of "incoming" fire, which
petitioners did not hear. In any event, the hand gestures described by
Corporal Gandia, over a period of 5 minutes by his own estimate, were
demonstrably ambiguous, contradictory ai1d confusing to any person
of average intelligence and experience.
Above all, however, is the fact that this is a case in which Congress
has asked that the facilities of this Court be utilized to examine
whether "in equity and good conscience" petitioners are_ entitled to
recompense. By that test, writers 1 analyzing insbtnces wherein Congress prior to 1855 engaged in its own nonjudicial evaluation of equitable claims, observed back then that:
• Gellhorn & Lauer, CongresMonal Settlement of Tort Claims Against the United States,
55 COLUM. L. REV. 1, 13 (1955).

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
. ~hi~ c.ourt has previously had. occasion to c~:m~ider a special
JUriSdiCtional act of Congress whiCh conferred JUrisdiction upon
the court "to enter such decree or judgment against the United
States for such loss and damage as equity and _justice shall require
(La.m:bm·n and Company v. United States, 106 C. Cis. 703), and
especially by the Government's contention that the comt was
limited by that act to the determination of whether plaintiff had
a legal or equitable claim in the strict sense of that term as usually
applied in a court of law and equity. 'V'e interpreted the special
ac~ of Congress to. mean "eguity and justice" in its broad meanmg rather than m the stnct sense in which such term is understood and applied in equity jurisprudence (p. 723).
*

*

*

*

*

*

•

28 l!.S.C. 2680(k). 10 U.S.C. 2733 also fails to provide a remedv at law
2d "62~ 1 628
.
,
,
.
"
• See also note 1 supra at 13 wherein the writers observe:
"A claim will be recognized if It Is thought to be within the 'general policy' of a statute
that pro_vldes for federal accountability, even though the claim may not be embraced by
the precise statutory language. Conversely, the claim will be denied If Congress discerns
au exclusionary policy In a statute, even If It does not explicitly fit the present case. In
short, federal statutes are used not merely as dlrl'ct precedents but as guides and
analogies to aid In deciding a case not yet dealt with by an appllcabie general law • • •."
2

3

Estates of E. L. Armiger v. United State~ 168 Ct. Cl 379 384 3il9 F

(1964).
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'We are therefore of the opinion tha:t the term "equitable claim"
as used in 28 U.S.C., Sec. 2509, is not used in a strict tPchnical
sPnse meaning a claim involving consideration of principles of
right and justice as administered by courts of equity, but
the broader moral sense based upon general equitable consideration. * * * 5
There is evidence in this record (not previously discussed) that at
the time of the shooting, top Government officials characterized the
founding of these petitioners as "tragic and unjustified." An Associated Press account datelined vVashington, May 8,1965, and introduced
at the trial, quotes Hon. Arthur Sylvester, Assistant SecrPtary of DPfense for Public Affairs, as endorsing that characterization with tlwse
introductory words:
.. ·
· I can do no better than repeat the words of Col. George Creel,
~enior U.S. information officer in Santo Domingo* * *.
At the trial Colonel Creel (Ret.) testified that he had been misquoted; that he had used the word "unfortunate," not "unjustifiPcl."
However, the distinction is not important in the context of this case.
On an examination of the whole record, this tragedy could be characterized as "unjustified',' m• "unfortunate;'' or both, so as to support
a recommeiidation for relief o'n equitable grounds, in the nonjmisdical
sense of that term.
·
It is not insignificant that 'in the transcribed proceedings beJore
the House subcommittee prior to the refere-nce of this case, the Navy's
witness testified with respect to· this relief bill:
·
No, Y~e said we couldn1t support it under any law we administer,
but I don't think you will find that the Department opposed the
bill * * *. We cannot sponsor the bill.
The extensive and generous medical care afforded petitioners by the
military following the shooting confirms this official reaction. ·
In its amended answer (filed almost a year after the original answer
to the petition), defendant raises a new defense to the effect that the
shooti11g was caused by agents of the Organization of American States
(OAS),and not of the United States, and therefore the latter is not
equitably liable. There is no support whatever in the record Jor this
contention.
Defendant's own witness, the aforementioned General Palmer, testified that it was not until May 29, 1965, long after this incident, that
"Gene.ral Alvim of the Brazilian Army * * * took over as the Commander of what was at that time called the Interamerican Force, later
changed to the Interamerican Peace Force, and I became his Deputy
Commander of the Interamerican Force and 1"etained my U.S. f'ommand." (Emphasis supplied.)
On May 6th,. when this shooting occurred, the OAS empowered a
five-inan commission (on which the United States was not represented), which provided certain diplomatic guidance (not well-defined
in the record). But on that date, .the marines at checkpoint "Alpha"
reported exclusively to the U.S. Commander, General Palmer, entirely
through a U.S. Marine. chain of command. General Palmer's testi• See also Town of Kure Beach v. United States, 168 Ct. CL 597 (1964), for a Reholaarly
rl!~e~ss!on of ,equitable Claim'R anrl their evaluation In "the broader m.oral sense b~KI'<I

nnon general eonitable cowideraUons" ,; North Countries Hydro-Eiectrtc Co. v. ·Untted
States, 170 Ct. ·CL 241 (1965); anrl Rumley v. United States, 169 Ct. CL 100 (1965).

mony on this point ,was cle_ar, a?d it was confirmed by that of Ambassador Bennett_. 'Ihe marmes mvolved in this incident were clearly
agents of the Umted States, under U:S. command, and acting in accordance with U.S. orders.
· ·' ··
DAMAGES
,,

The issue of _the amount of dam~ges remains for disposition. In a
case s~ch as. th1s, the awalld to ·t~ claimants sufficient to compensate
them for pa1n anti su1fering. (past present and future) · the effects of
perman~nt :disability; and for the' fact that their ~aree;s, which were
clearly m the ~scendancy, have been permanently interrupted, would
llOi~mally be within the province of a jury, and not subject to precise
and mathematical deterniination. This case is further complicated by
the fact that extensive eal'ly medical ~are was afforded petitioners by
defe;ndant; by worlnneu's compensatiOn, and the fact that certain
monetary l'Osses w¢I'e mitigated by the enlightened attitude of·their
employ~r. The fact remains, howev~r, tha_t the uncompen~ateddamages
to petitioners {a!" appear~ from theiT test1m~my, the mediCaltestimony,
and the prognosis), remam grave and formidable.
The bill referred by the Congress (finding No.2)', speaks specifically
of the sum of $75,000 for Petitioner Kennedy, and the sum of $50 000
to Petitioner Burt. However, the referral in H.R. 1110 is plenary i~ its
direction of consideration of "negligence or other fault of the U.S.
and/or equity and good conscience and any other matters within the
.court's jurisdiction" under the enabling statute. The petition ( findinu
~o. 4) "prays for an award of not less than Seventy-five Thousand
Dollars" for Mr. Kennedy, and "not less than Fifty Thousand Dollars" for Mr. Burt. Following the trial and introduction of all the
proof, petitioners' prayers for relief were in effect amended to conform
to the proof; and they have asked for $125,000 for Mr. Kennedy and
$85,000 for ¥r. ~urt. A letter ~rom petitioners' ~ounsel dated July 31,
1969, followmg mformal pretnal conferences with defendant's oriO'inal counsel of record, reads in pertinent part as follows :
"'
Amenities aside, Mr. Smith and I have agreed alonu the following lines, although I reserve to him the right to re-phrase its
substance or form:
1. The Government does not argue that claimants are necessarily limited to the amounts stated in the reference bill, simply
because those amounts were so stated; the Government does however, expect to argue that claimants are not entitled to a~y recovery, because they assumed the risk of injury by enterinu
0 the
Dominican Republic under the circumstanc~s then existing.
2. The Government reserves the right to dispute evidence of
claiman.ts' medical damages, because "permanency and pain and
suffering" are intangible and indeterminate; the Government does
not, however, expect to dispute the faets of claimants' injuries,
hospitalization, and the courses and histories of their treatments.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
This letter has been read to Mr. Smith before its delivery to
you, and I understand him to be in general agreement with it.
The enabling act under 'vhich this case was heard (finding No. 1),
directs the trial commissioner to determine, among other things "* * *
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the amount, if any, legally or equitably due from the United States to
the claimant[s]."
All of the foregoing considered, and considering the damages as
would a jury, this trial commissioner has determined that petitioners
are entitled to at least the sums recited in the aforementioned bill.
Since introduction of the bill, their condition has worsened, and there
has intervened the further ravages of inflation. It is believed, incidentally, that petitioners heard medical testimony regarding their
condition during the trial, as to which they were not previously fully
informed. They exhibited considerable distress, and Mr. Burt was on
one occasion obliged to leave the courtroom.
In light of all of the foregoing, it is therefore further concluded
that the amounts set forth in the bill should be exceeded, if that is not
precluded by the wording of the bill, and if authorized by the other
considerations summarized above. The amounts set forth in the post
trial brief might not be deemed excessive in the light of present-day
jury verdicts, but this is not a conventional tort action. Based on all
the proof on damages (findings Nos. 87 through 131), it is further
concluded that, if permissible, Petitioner Kennedy should be awarded
$100,000; and Petitioner Burt should be awarded $75,000.

0
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H. R. 6624

Rinr~,third

Q:ongrrss of thr ilnitrd ~tatrs of 5lmcrica
AT THE SECOND SESSION

Begun and held at the City of Washington on Monday, the twenty-first day of January,
one thousand nine hundred and seventy-four

5In 5Irt
For the relief of Alvin V. Burt, .Junior. Eileeu Wallaee Keunetly Pope, and
David Douglas Kennedy, a minor.

Be it enacted by the ,'l'enate mul House of Rep1'esrntatives of the
United States of America in Oongress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $45,482 to
Alvin V. Burt, Junior, and the sum of $36,750 to Eileen Wallace
Kennedy Pope, widow of Douglas E. Kennedy, deceased, and the
sum of $36,750 to the legal guardian of David Douglas Kennedy, a
minor, son of Douglas E. Kennedy, deceased, for the use and benefit
of the said David Douglas Kennedy, as provided in the opinion in
Congressional Reference Case Numbered 2-68, Alvin V. Burt, Junior,
and Eileen Wallace Kennedy, executrix of the estate of Douglas E.
Kennedy, deceased against The United States, filed November 16,
1972, as a gratuity and in full and final settlement of the claims of
the said Alvin V. Burt and of the said Eileen Wallace Kennedy Pope
and the said David Douglas Kennedy for injuries and related disabilities and damages suffered by the said Alvm V. Burt and the late
Douglas E. Kennedy on or about May 6, 1965, and thereafter as the
result of wounds caused by gunfire from an United States checkpoint
in Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic, manned by United States
Marines.
SEc. 2. No part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess
of 10 per centum thereof shall be pa1d or delivered to or received by
any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the
contrary notwithstanding.' A~ ~rson violating the provisions of
this ActSh~aTI b{l deemed guilty of amisaemeanor-ariCf upon-coiivlCtioh
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Speaker of the House of Representatives.

Vice President of the United States and
President of the Senate.

October 29, 1974

Received from the

~~ite

House a sealed envelope

said to contain H. R. 6624, An Act for the relief of
Alvin

v.

Burt, Junior, Eileen Wallace Kennedy Pope,

and David Douglas Kennedy, a minor, and a veto message
thereon.

TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES:

I am today withholding my approval from H.R. 6624,
a bill "For the relief of Alvin

v.

Burt, Junior, Eileen

· Wallace Kennedy Pope, and David Douglas Kennedy, a minor."
I am advised by the Attorney General and I have determined
that the absence of my signature from this bill prevents it
from becoming law.

Without in any way qualifying this deter-

mination, I am also returning it without my approval to those
designated by Congress to receive messages at this time.
This bill would provide for payment, "as a gratuity,"
of $45,482 to Mr. Burt and for similar payments of $36,750
each to the widow and son of Douglas E. Kennedy for injuries
and other damages Mr. Burt and Mr. Kennedy sustained as a
result of gunshot wounds inflicted by U.S. military personnel
in the Dominican Republic in 1965.

The amounts in the bill

were recommended in a congressional reference case opinion
by a review panel of the Court of Claims.
The claims presented in this bill arise from an admittedly tragic and unfortunate incident.

On May 6, 1965,

Mr. Burt and Mr. Kennedy, two newspapermen who were covering
the civil upheaval in the Dominican Republic and the peacekeeping operation in that country of U.S. military forces,
attempted to drive through a U.S. checkpoint in Santo Domingo
en route from rebel-held terribory in the city.

The Marines

manning the checkpoint opened fire on their car when the men
· failed to get out as ordered and when it accelerated violently
in reverse at the same time that the Marines were fired upon
by snipers from an area behind the car.

Both Mr . Burt and

Mr. Kennedy were seriously injured as a result of the
Marines' actions.
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After the incident, both men received, without charge,
extensive medical care and treatment from
the field and later in

u.s.

u.s.

personnel in

military facilities.

Their

employer, the Miami Herald, paid their salaries while they
were hospitalized, and guaranteed them continued employment.
They also received workmen's compensation benefits during
hospitalization, including prescribed lump-sum payments.
'

A majority of the members on a Court of Claims' review
panel, which considered the present claims, held that the
claimants had not established a "legal" or "equitable"
claim within the meaning of the congressional reference
statute.

In fact, their opinion strongly suggests that the

claimants' own negligence contributed to the injuries they
received and further suggests that· in pursuing their professions in the face of known hazards, the claimants assumed
the risk of personal injury.
Notwithstanding these findings, however, the majority
concluded that payment of reasonable compensation in this
case was justified on "broad moral considerations 11 as a matter
of

11

good conscience. 11

Accordingly, they recommended·awards in

the amounts contained in the current bill.
I have considered carefully the merits of this case, and
can find no reason to approve H.R. 6624.

Equitable considera-

tions growing out of Governmental actions have traditionally
been the basis for private relief awards where no legal remedy

is available.

But the record clearly establishes that no such

considerations are present in this case.
Approval of H.R. 6624 cannot, in my view, be justified
by invoking terms such as "gratuity, 11 as the awards are
characterized in the bill, or "broad moral considerations,"

3

the basis used by the Court of Claims panel.

To adopt

such an approach could easily set a precedent for the
payment of a myriad of claims involving financial hardship
to selected individuals simply on the grounds that they lack
legal redress.

Once we start down this road, it will be

difficult, if not impossible, to turn back.
I urge that in the future Congress adhere to the traditional equity basis for awards, whether or not they have been
recommended by the Court of Claims under congressional
reference procedures.

THE WHITE HOUSE,
October 29, 1974.

October 29, 1974

Office of the Wi:d te house Press Secretary
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TI:2 H1:1ITE liOUSE
TO THE li:OUSB OF i:\EPRESEUTATIVES:
.1 am today withholding my approval fror..1 H.~.i.. 6624,
oill 1 ·For the relief of Alvin V. Burt, Junior, Eileen
lolallace Kennedy Pope, and Lavid :Vour.,las Kennedy, a minor. n
I am advised by the Attorney General and I have detenained
~uat tile absence of ru.y signature froM this bill prevents it
J:;:om becoming law. \iithout in any way qualifyin~ this deter~J.nation, I am. also retun"ling it without my 3pproval to tl'.ose
aesignated by Con::;;ress to receive messages at this tine.
~

.

r.l'his bill \vould provide for payment, t·as a ~atuity, fl
of l?4.5, 4ij2 to Er. Burt and for similar payr,1ents o! ~36, 750
each to the wiclov7 attd son of Douglas E.- Kem1edy for injuries
and other damages ~:r. Burt and >Ir. Kennedy sustsined as a
result of gunshot 'tvounds inflicted by U.S. military personnel
in the :r...·ominican :r.~epublic in 19o5. l'he amounts in the bill
!"ere recommended in a congressional reference case opinion
oy a. revie:~1 tJa.nel of the Court of Claims.
T.ne claims presented i11 this bill arise from an ad:L:ittedly tragic and unfortunate incident. Cn }1ay G, 1965,
i1r. Burt and lir. !Cen11edy, t'l:1'0 nelrspaperraen who were coverin,rr
the civil upheaval in the !Jominican i~epublic and tile peaceKeeping operation in that country of u.s. wilitary forces,
attempted to drive ti.1rough a 1i. S. check,poiut in Santo Dom:tn,...o
en route from rebel-held territory in the city. The N.arines
manning the checkpoint opened fire on their car when the men
iailed to set out as ordered and when it accelerated violently
in reverse at the same time that the Harines were fired upon
by snipers from an area be!1.ind the car. Both H.r. Burt and
:1r. Kennedy were seriously injured as a result of the
t'larines • actions.
After the incident, both Inen received, without charge,
extensive medical care and treatment from U.S. personnel in
the field and later in U.S. ruilitary facilities. Their
eu1ployer, the l·iiarui 1;erald, paid their salaries while they
'vrere hospitalized, and guaranteed then continued employment.
'i'hey also received l7orkmen' s compensation bene:fi ts durin2:
hospitalization, including prescribed luc~-s~ pa}~ents.
A Ll&j ori ty of tile members on a t;ourt of Claims ' review
panel, v1hica considered the present claims, held the.t the
claimants ~tad not established a "legal" or ·;erJuitatle';
claim within ti:A.e ureaniut; of the congressional reference
statute. In fact, tl.1eir opinion stron;::ly su,r;?,ests t!1at the
claimants' ovm nezlic;ence contributed to the i11juries they
received and further suggests that in pursuing t~·,E!ir professions in t~1e face of known hazards, th.e claimants ass\I:Oed
tae risk .of ~ersonal injury.
..
~;Jot\zitb.standing these findings, ho't'Jever, the majority
concluded that payment of reasonable cowpensation in this
case was justified on "broad moral considerations'~ as a matter
of ' good conscience.~~ Accordingly, t~tey recomne11.ded av:ards in
the a.mounts contained in the currant bill.
1
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"·
I have considered carefully
the merits of this case, and
can find no reason to approve H.R. G624. Equitable considerations growing out of 3overnmental actions have traditionally
been the basis for private relief awards where no lezal remedy
is available. But the record clearly establishes that no such
considerations are present in this case.
Approval of H.R. 6624 cannot, in my view, be justified
11
as tl.e awards are
cnaracterized in the bill, or "broad lilOral considerations,~~
the basis used by the Court of Claims panel. ·ro ado~t
such an approach could easily set a precedent for the
payment of a myriad of claims involvinG financial hardship
to s~lected individuals sinply on the grounds that ti:ley lack
leeal redress. Once we start do~m this road, it will be
oifficult, if not icpossible, to turn back.

bl invoking terms such as "gratuity,

I urge that in the future Congress adhere to tae traditional equity basis for awards, whether or not they have been
recommended by the Court of Claios under congressional
reference procedures.

GERALD
TUE l<1IilTE l!OUSE ,
October 29, 1974

n.. FORD

October 17, 1974

Dear Mr. Director:
'!'he f'oll0111ng billa were received at the Wh1 te House on

October 17th:

s.J.

/

Res. 236J s.
S.J. Res. 25'<7..,.. S.
S.J. Res. 251
S.
S. 355 ~'
S.
S. 005 ';;.
S.
S. 628 . /
S.

S. 14ll~ I
1412 t//
S. 17691 '

s.

S.

r

2348

284ow;/
3001
32 ~ /
3473/j

3696 ~

3192 Y,

s. 3838 y/
s. 3979/' . I
H.R. ~~:_;!
H.R. ~

H.R.
H.R.
H.R.
H.R.
H.R.
H.R.
H.R.
H.R.

1768 / /
'fl'8o~
11.22~

1

1125~

1l452 /

11830Vr""

12035~
12281/
H.R. 13~~: /

H.R.
H.R.
B.R.
B.R.
B.R.
H.R.
H.R.
H.R.

H.R. l363JV

Please let the President have reports and recCIJinend.ations

as to the approval of these bUls as soon as poa•ible.
SiDcerel.y 1

Robert D. Linder
Chief' Executive Clerk

The Honorable Roy L. Ash

Director
Ott1ce of Management and Budget
Washington, D. C.

lle22~

14597/
15148 (

15427
15540 ~
15643 '.1' /

16851 ~
17~

